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It’s three bridge
medals for
England at the
1st World Mind
Sports Games!
On the left: Women’s Teams
Gold Medallists Martin Jones
(captain), Heather Dhondy,
Nicola Smith, Catherine Draper,
Sally Brock, Sandra Penfold
(coach), Anne Rosen and
Nevena Senior.
Below left: Under-21s Silver Medallists
Ed Jones, Michael Byrne (captain), Tom Paske,
Alan Shillitoe (coach), Dan McIntosh, Ben Paske,
Rob Myers and Adam Hickman.

Above right: Open Teams Silver Medallists
Simon Cope (coach). Justin Hackett, David Gold,
Nick Sandqvist, Tom Townsend, Jason Hackett,
Artur Malinovski and Phil King (captain).

Full Beijing bridge reports on pages 37-43
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Bridge Overseas
DECEMBER 2008

APRIL 2009

XMAS & NEW YEAR
24 & 29th DEC 4,5 & 9 nights

5th April 4 nights

Holiday Inn, Ironbridge/Telford.
Ironbridge, Telford

Cumbria Grand, Lake District. £269

15th Apr 10 nights
Hotel Belle Aurore, Cap Ferrat, French
Riviera.

26th Apr 14 nights

12th Sept 14 nights
4* Hotel Relax, Torreruja, Sardinia.

16th Sept 7 & 14 nights
Hotel Bisesti, Garda, Lake Garda.

21st Sept 7 & 14 nights
5* Hotel Mares, Icmeler, Marmaris,
Turkey.

5* Atlantis Hotel, Belek, Southern
Turkey. ALL INCLUSIVE. £599

OCTOBER 2009

MAY 2009

4* Hotel Iberostar Albatros, Cavat,
Near Dubrovik

2nd May 14 nights
4* Hotel Relax, Torreruja, Sardinia.
Full Board. Special offer – Limited
Singles ONLY £4.99 per night. Early
Booking Offer – FREE upgrade to Full
Board.

4th Oct 7 & 14 nights

Dubrovnik

Torreruja,
Sardinia

JANUARY 2009
16th Jan 7 & 14 nights
4* Paradise Park Hotel, Los Cristianos,
Tenerife. £639

5th Oct 7 & 14 nights

25th Jan 5 nights
Prince of Wales, Southport. £199

5* Green Nature Resort & Spa,
Marmaris ALL INCLUSIVE

30th Jan 14 nights

6th Oct 14 nights

5* Grand Resort, Hurghada, Red Sea.

FEBRUARY 2009
24th Feb 14 & 28 nights
5* Lara Beach, Near Antalya
14 nights from ONLY £688, including
ALL INCLUSIVE BOARD, flights,
transfers & bridge.

4* Hotel Iberostar Creta Panorama,
Crete ALL INCLUSIVE

JUNE 2009

Hotel Iberostar

6th June 14 nights
4* Caesars Palace, Giardini Naxos,
Sicily. £879

AUGUST 2009
1st August 8 days

Lara Beach

4* River cruise from Paris to Honfleur.
£749

SEPTEMBER 2009
2nd Sept 10 nights

CRUISE

Hotel Belle Aurore, Cap Ferrat, French
Riviera.

2nd Sept 10 nights
4* Hotel Jezero, Lake Bohinj, Slovenia
Bridge & Walking.

WITH BRIDGE OVERSEAS
19th May 7 nights fly/cruise
Mediterranean Explorer. £729

15th Sept 7 & 14 nights fly/cruise

26th Feb 7,14, 21 & 28 nights

Mediterranean Isles/Spirit.
£779/£1249
Book by 30 Dec 2008 to receive
free all inclusive upgrade.
19 local airports available.

4* Sands Beach Resort, Lanzarote.
LONGSTAY WINTER SUN VALUE.

Island Escape

Hotel Jezero

25th Feb 14 nights
4* Avanti Hotel, Paphos. £589

MARCH 2009
10th Mar 14 nights
5* Lara Beach, Near Antalya.
ALL INCLUSIVE.

12th Mar 14 nights
4* Sands Beach Resort, Lanzarote.

22nd Mar 5 nights
Woodcroft Tower, Bournemouth. £239

T7028

11th Sept 14 nights
5 * Hotel Marina Grand, Golden
Sands, Bulgaria. Terrific Value from
ONLY £499

Bridge Overseas Ltd 16 – 18 Mary Street, Porthcawl CF36 3YA

FREEPHONE:

0800 0346 246

or tel: 01656 773178 www.bridgeoverseas.co.uk

Prices quoted on overseas holidays are for half board, flights & transfers
unless otherwise stated. The only addition is the bridge fee. Bridge is
licensed by the EBU - masterpoints, trophies, vouchers and/or prizes.
Retail agents for Balkan atol 252,
Thomas Cook Holidays atol 1368 & Thomsons atol 2524.
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’Tis the season
to be jolly
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ENGLAND sent five teams to take part in
the bridge championships at the 1st World
Mind Sports Games. Three came back with
medals (see front cover) and the other two,
the Under 28s and the Seniors, reached the
quarter-finals of their respective categories.
How good a result is that? Wave the flag and
sing the anthem, folks, England has made a
BIG impression on the bridge world stage!
Our reporters will bring you a detailed
account of all the excitement (pages 37-43). It
might also help put England’s achievement in
perspective if you know what sort of event the
World Mind Sports Games (WMSG) was. The
brainchild of the International Mind Sports
Association, co-founded by the world authorities of Bridge, Chess, Drafts and Go, the
WMSG are intended to take place after the
end of each Olympic Games at the venue
where the latter took place. This year they
were held, for the first time, in Beijing, and
made the most of the fantastic setting and
organisation China had laid out for the Sports
Olympics and Paralympics. The organisers
were also able to attract big sponsorship
(mainly from Air China and Sodium Group),
which enabled young players to enjoy free
travel and accommodation. This, in turn,
ensured a bigger field than might have been
attracted otherwise: as far as bridge was
concerned, ninety-five World Bridge Federation member countries out of a total of one
hundred and seven were represented, each
nation being allowed to enter only one team in
each category (the exception being the Transnational Teams event where teams could enter
directly and nominate their own players).
The bridge series at the WMSG replaces the
bridge Olympiads, which also were held every
leap year. They are not to be confused with
the World Team Championships held every
odd-numbered year for the prestigious Bermuda Bowl (for Open Teams) and Venice Cup
(for Women’s Teams), nor with the World
Series, held in even-numbered years excluding
leap years (which includes teams and pairs

competitions). Although the World Team
Championships have stricter entry criteria,
as they are open only to teams that have
qualified in their respective zonal Championships (the European, in England’s case),
bridge at the WMSG was an equally serious
test. It was also a much more exciting event for
the spectator than the World Series, where
anyone of reasonable standard can enter and,
now, pick partners and team-mates regardless
of nationality: rooting for Team England has
to be more satisfying than rooting for ‘Team
Bloggs’ – and Team England’s performance at
the WMSG was a supporter’s dream.
Difficult as it was for our players to do as
well as they did, getting the national media
interested in their achievements proved to be
even harder. As the lack of coverage of past
international successes testifies, bridge has
only ever made the headlines because of
cheating scandals, so the EBU can be proud of
achieving some success in publicising the
England medals not just in the press and on
radio, but also on TV. ITV Senior Correspondent James Mates announced the Beijing
results at the evening news on the last day of
play, and it is not an exaggeration to say that in
so doing he made bridge history. Let us hope
that future successes will be more easily
recognised and celebrated by the nation.
The EBU team responsible for this coup
was headed by our new Chairman, Sally
Bugden, so this is a good opportunity to pay
tribute to her hard work and wish her all the
best in her new job – while also thanking
Peter Stocken, whom Sally has replaced, for
his contribution to the Union.
What with all the good news that Autumn
has brought, and Christmas and the New Year
almost upon us, this is truly a time to be
jolly. On behalf of the EBU, may I wish all
members the compliments of the season and
take this opportunity to thank everybody –
readers, writers, advertisers and all those
who supply county and club news – for their

contribution to English Bridge.
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PRIVATELY OWNED &
PERSONALLY MANAGED







in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere

CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR
ALGARVE, PORTUGAL*

BOGNOR REGIS, SUSSEX

5* Casino Hotel, Praia da Rocha
21/28 Dec 7 nts from £699/£775
21 Dec 14 nts from £1165
inc half board & flights from Gatwick
(other airports on request)

Royal Norfolk Hotel
24 Dec 4 nts £489
30 Dec 3 nts £389
full board
24 Dec 9 nts £945

by the seaside in West Sussex
BRIDGE CLUBS WELCOME FOR PRIVATE
WEEKENDS THROUGHOUT 2009
No obligation complimentary overnight reconnaissance stay.
Town Centre Location - 47 Bedrooms (inc.18 Singles)
Ample nearby parking with assistance if required.

MARCH
13-16
27-29/30

CAMBRIDGE
CHESTER

Gonville Hotel
Queen Hotel

£269 hb
£199/£269 hb

APRIL
3-5/6
NORTH COTSWOLDS
10-13 (Easter) WORTHING

Ettington Chase
Ardington Hotel

17-19/20

EASTBOURNE

Hydro Hotel

WINDSOR
EASTBOURNE

Beaumont House
Hydro Hotel

£189/£259 hb
£299 hb*
*incl. Sunday lunch
£215/£289 fb

Masterpoints Bridge Breaks
Hosted by John and Linda Taylor
Full Board – No single Players

MAY
15-17/18
15-17/18

£199/£269 hb
£215/£289 fb

2009

£199/£269 hb

February 20 - 22 (2 Nights) £175.00
April 24 - 26 (2 Nights) £187.00 June 12 - 14 (2 Nights) £189.00
October 2 – 4 (2 Nights) £189

JUNE
5-7/8

WINDSOR

Beaumont House

JULY - NOVEMBER
North Cotswolds, Windsor, Jersey, Cambridge, Chester, Eastbourne and Worthing

For further information please telephone: Richard Margaroli

THE ARDINGTON HOTEL
STEYNE GARDENS • WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX • BN11 3DZ

For full details please telephone

Susan Bloom (01273-734305) or Philip Dunn (01902-717761)
E-mail: SusanSelect@aol.com
BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU

rattyd@ukonline.co.uk

– PARTNERS GUARANTEED – PRIZES – MASTER POINTS

* Agent for WCT plc ATOL 0749

AA


79%Quality Score

Tel: (01903) 230451
Visit our website at:
www.ardingtonhotel.co.uk

Bridge Licensed
by the EBU

Dordogne Bridge Holidays
An exclusive Bridge experience in the Dordogne for small groups
of friends wanting to play and improve their Bridge together

 Private residential Bridge courses tailored solely to your Group’s needs.
Relaxed, fun play and teaching sessions
 Suitable for a small Group, from 4 to 8 people. All standards and systems
catered for. Beginners’ groups and non-Bridge playing guests welcome
 Sole occupancy of ‘Chestnut Cottage’, a wonderful, 200yr old stone
farmhouse, luxuriously equipped and situated on a 50 acre private estate
with 14x7 metre Pool complex, meadows, stream, lake, forests and trails
 Teaching is with Harris Raphael, a highly regarded Bridge teacher,
professional member of the EBU Teachers Association, and Bridge journalist
 Cost per bridge-playing guest is from only £295 per week. Includes all
accommodation, tuition, prizes, other activities and ‘Welcome Dinner’
 Enjoy the delights of the Dordogne, its Chateaux, rivers, bastide towns
and markets, world famous pre-history sites and sublime food and wine

‘

‘

Our holiday has flown by. The Bridge was so much fun and so interesting.
Chestnut cottage is a delight and in such a majestic setting
Melissa and Friends – UK

More information and photos: www.DordogneBridgeHolidays.com
Call Harris and Victoria on: ++33 553 06 36 70
email: harrisraphael@wanadoo.fr
Bridge licensed by the EBU
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The Two-minute Interview

Photo: Claire Newman-Williams

Kosha Engler

Originally from Baltimore, Maryland,
Kosha Engler moved to London in
2005. She has worked in theatre, film,
TV, radio, video games, and print in
the USA and the UK. Most recently she
played Pat Collins opposite Andrew
Lincoln as astronaut Michael Collins
in Moonshot for ITV and Dangerous
Films, about the Apollo 11 moon landing. It will be broadcast in 2009.
How did you start playing bridge?
My husband and his Cambridge Footlights buddies taught me while on a
group holiday over New Year 2002.
How often do you play?
About once a month.
What does bridge mean to you?
I grew up playing cards – it’s the way my
family bonds. My uncle taught me the
riffle shuffle with a cascade finish when
I was 8. Then I worked my way up from
one- to four-player games: solitaire, gin
rummy, casino, euchre, spades. Bridge
was always the ‘hard game.’ My parents
didn’t play and I felt intimidated by its
complexity. But when I finally gave in
and learned to play, a new world opened
up: the intricacies of the game are exactly what make it so thrilling.
If you could change one thing about
bridge, what would it be?
Declarer could have the option of asking dummy for advice on any given
trick. As a penalty for the advantage, the
trick won with dummy’s advice would
be worth half points, so if trumps are a
major, the trick in question would only
be worth 15 instead of 30 points.
What are your other hobbies?
Country walks, reading, writing, travelling, watching films, looking after our
two kittens, gardening, knitting, games.
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Sacrificing
is rarely
right
at pairs
SACRIFICING means bidding on to a
contract in the full expectation that it will
fail, in the hope of conceding fewer points
than defending an opposing making contract. Typically, we are talking about bidding
on over an opposing game. The question is:
is sacrificing a good idea at pairs?
The answer, in a nutshell, is no. The
reason for my negativity in this area is that
a sacrifice only works if all the following
three factors are the case:
(a) The opponents were making their
game contract.
(b) You go down less than the value of
their game contract.
(c) The field is bidding their game, over
which you are sacrificing.
It is point (c) that many overlook. There is
no point in going down two in (say) 5♣
doubled (non-vulnerable) if no one is bidding the opposing (say) 4♠ over which
you are sacrificing. Whether or not the
opponents’ 4♠ is making, minus 300 will
be a mouldy score.

♠
♥
♦
♣

E/W Game. Dealer East.
♠82
♥ 10 8 3 2
♦ A 10 9 4
♣K96
K753
♠ A J 10 9 6
N
Q974
♥AJ6
W
E
S
Q65
♦KJ83
85
♣7
♠Q4
♥K5
♦72
♣ A Q J 10 4 3 2

West

North

2♠
4♠

3♣
Pass

East
1♠
3♠
Pass

South
2♣
4♣
?

PAIRS TACTICS

DEC_08_EB_p05 Robson + Engler

Andrew Robson
The opposing auction to 4♠ is hardly
convincing. East’s 3 ♠ bid was not
invitational; he may have been bidding it
to go down one expecting your 3♣ to
make. West has broken discipline with his
4♠ bid: having already limited his hand,
he has not been asked to speak again. (If
East had bid 3♦, not 3♠, it would be a
different matter). Not only does this mean
that 4♠ may well fail; it also means that
‘the field’ will probably not be bidding
East-West’s cards to 4♠.
You know 5♣ will be cheap against 4♠ :
you expect it to go about down two (as it
does). But you must not bid it! Minus 300
will score poorly whether or not 4♠ is
making, as you will be comparing your
score with minus 170s (if ten tricks are
available in spades), or minus 140s (if they
are not).
In short, your only chance for a good
match-point result is to defend (doubling
would be over-egging it, though), and
hope that 4♠ goes down.
As you see, 4♠ depends on declarer’s
view in trumps, and he may well play you
for shortage in the light of your overcall,
opting to finesse into your doubleton
queen. Down one – losing a trick in each
suit – and 80% of the match-points.

Andrew’s Tip: Sacrificing is rarely
right, because all the following
conditions must be met:
(a) The opponents are making their
game contract.
(b) You go down less than the value
of their game contract.
(c) The field is bidding the game over
which you are sacrificing.
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Christmas Morning
at St Hilda’s
David Bird

IT was the tradition of the St Hilda’s
Convent to hold an 18-board pairs session
on Christmas morning. They would then
have plenty to discuss during the splendid
roast turkey lunch that was to follow.
Sister Brigid and Sister Cathleen, two of
the convents’ novices, looked somewhat
nervous as they took their seats to face
Sister Grace and the ancient Mother of
Discipline. The MD’s black punishment
book was there on the table, under her
convention card. Could she not, for just
this one day a year, have left it in her cell?
Sister Grace smiled warmly at the two
novices. ‘I believe this will be your first
Christmas lunch with us,’ she said. ‘It’s the
only meal of the year where we permit ourselves more than one course. I expect you’re
looking forward to it.’
‘Yes, Sister,’ the two novices chimed in
unison.
The Mother of Discipline pointed a gnarled finger at the first board and the players
leaned forward to extract these cards:

♠
♥
♦
♣

E/W Game. Dealer South.
♠5
♥K63
♦K642
♣ 10 8 6 5 4
K963
♠ Q 10 7 4 2
N
10 8 4
♥Q
W
E
S
Q 10 7
♦AJ5
KJ2
♣Q973
♠AJ8
♥AJ9752
♦983
♣A

West

East

South

Mother of Sister

Sister

Sister

Discipline Cathleen

Grace

Brigid

Pass
Pass

North

2♥
4♥

Pass
All Pass

1♥
3♥

‘I’ve never heard such poor bidding!’
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declared the Mother of Discipline, tossing
the four of trumps onto the table. ‘If you
want to make a game try, Sister Brigid, you
should bid a new suit.’
‘Oh yes, I see, Reverend Mother,’ the
dark-haired novice replied, ‘but I wanted
to agree hearts as trumps.’
‘Foolish girl!’ exclaimed the Mother of
Discipline. ‘Your partner had already done
that.’
‘She had, yes, Reverend Mother, but I
wanted to agree them as trumps too.’
Unable to suppress her irritation, the
Mother of Discipline beckoned for play to
proceed. Declarer played low from dummy
on the trump lead and won East’s queen
with the ace. What now?
Sister Brigid paused to make a plan for
the contract. She had five possible losers in
her hand – two spades and three diamonds.
Perhaps she could ruff the two spades in
dummy. Yes, and then she could lead a
diamond towards the king. If the MD held
the ace of diamonds, she would lose only
two diamond tricks. Brilliant!
Sister Brigid cashed the ace of spades and
ruffed a spade with dummy’s six of trumps.
She returned to her hand with the ace of
clubs and ruffed her last spade with . . . oh
dear, it would have to be with the king.
Well, maybe trumps would break 2-2.
The novice returned to her hand with a
club ruff and played the jack of trumps.
Good news was not forthcoming; East
showed out on this trick and declarer would
now have to lose a trump trick to West’s ten.
The last hope was to lead a diamond to the
king. This enterprising manoeuvre failed
too and the game went one down.
‘Your play was as awful as the bidding!’
exclaimed the Mother of Discipline. ‘For
Heaven’s sake, child, you must win the
trump lead with dummy’s king.’
All memory of the deal had flown from
Sister Brigid’s mind. ‘Yes, I see, Reverend
Mother,’ she replied. ‘Win with the king.’
‘Ace of spades, ruff a spade low, ace of
clubs, ruff a spade low,’ continued the
Mother of Discipline. ‘Then you return to

your hand with a club ruff and draw my
remaining trumps with the ace and jack.’
Sister Grace nodded her agreement. ‘The
Reverend Mother wouldn’t lead a singleton
trump,’ she said. ‘And she certainly wouldn’t
lead away from the queen of trumps. My
queen must be singleton or doubleton and
there’s no need to finesse against it.’
‘Ah, yes,’ said Sister Brigid. ‘Singleton or
doubleton, that’s very true, Sister.’
‘It could hardly be more obvious to rise
with the king,’ muttered the Mother of
Discipline.
Halfway through the session, the Mother
of Discipline faced Sister Benedict and
Sister Myrtle. Despite submitting themselves to an endless stream of diets, or so
they claimed, the two nuns seemed to be
larger than ever.
‘May I offer you a Rowntree’s fruit gum,
Reverend Mother?’ asked Sister Myrtle.
The Mother of Discipline had more than
once noted that she was only ever offered
one of Sister Myrtle’s fruit gums when there
was a green one on top. Why they made
green ones was a mystery to all concerned;
no-one seemed to like them. ‘Surely you’re
not eating sweets only an hour before our
splendid Christmas lunch?’ she said. ‘It’s no
wonder you’re the size you are!’
‘That’s not a very charitable observation,
Reverend Mother,’ Sister Myrtle replied.
‘Tiny little sweets, they are. No more than
five calories each, you can be sure.’
Sister Benedict came to her partner’s
aid. ‘What a thing to say, Reverend Mother,’
she said, ‘on the very week when Sister
Myrtle made a special effort and lost five
pounds in weight.’
The Mother of Discipline surveyed the
two nuns suspiciously. ‘Really?’ she said.
Looking somewhat proud of herself,
Sister Myrtle took up the story. ‘I weighed
myself every day for a week, first thing
when I woke up. I lost two pounds on
Monday, two pounds on Wednesday and
one pound on Friday.’
‘You see?’ exclaimed Sister Benedict. ‘A
total of five pounds.’

www.ebu.co.uk
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The Mother of Discipline was unconvinced. ‘What about the other four days?’
she demanded.
‘Ah, yes, well, I did put on a few pounds
on the other four days,’ Sister Myrtle
replied. ‘But, taking all the readings
together, I still finished about even – near
enough.’
This was the first board of the round:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Game All. Dealer South.
♠K4
♥84
♦J542
♣AQ752
983
♠ 10 7 5 2
N
Q J 10 3
♥9652
W
E
S
K 10 8 7
♦6
86
♣ J 10 9 4
♠AQJ6
♥AK7
♦AQ93
♣K3

West

North

East

South

Sister

Sister

Sister

Mother of

Myrtle

Grace

Benedict

Discipline

Pass
Pass

2♦
6NT

Pass
All Pass

2♣
2NT

Sister Myrtle led the queen of hearts and
down went the dummy. ‘Is that not worth
a positive response, Sister?’ she enquired.
‘Two Clubs, Three Clubs. That’s how we
would have bid it.’
Sister Grace could summon little
interest in the bidding methods of such a
modest pair. ‘What a dull world it would
be if we all bid the same,’ she replied.
The Mother of Discipline won the heart
lead and noted that she had ten tricks on
top. There was no hurry to test the clubs;
indeed, there was every chance of establishing two extra tricks in the diamond suit. If
diamonds were 3-2 or East held K-10-x-x,
the contract would soon be hers. She
played the ace of diamonds, drawing two
lowly spot cards, and continued with a low
diamond towards the dummy. Sister
Myrtle could not afford to rise with the
king or declarer would have the three
diamond tricks that were needed. She
played low and dummy’s jack won the
trick, East showing out.
Adjusting the position of her thicklensed spectacles, the Mother of Discipline
turned her attention to the club suit. West
showed out on the third round but she
could then concede a club trick to the safe

www.ebu.co.uk
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East hand. Four clubs, two diamonds and
six winners in the majors brought the total
to twelve. The slam had been made.
‘Well played, Reverend Mother,’ said
Sister Grace. ‘If you begin with a diamond
to the queen, you go down.’
‘The play was obvious,’ grunted the
Mother of Discipline.
Sister Grace studied the travelling scoresheet. ‘I fear some of our lesser performers
have found twelve tricks beyond them.
Two pairs went down in 6♦, too.’
‘Foolish contract when the values are
there for 6NT,’ observed the Mother of
Discipline.
As the players took their seats for the last
round of the event, the smell of roast
turkey was drifting up from the kitchens
one floor below. The Mother Superior,
whose blue robe was as crisply laundered
as ever, smiled benevolently. ‘A Christmas
lunch smells as wonderful as it tastes,’ she
declared. ‘How lucky we all are.’
Her partner, the sour-faced Sister
Thomas, leaned forward. ‘Sprouts don’t
smell very pleasant, Reverend Mother,’ she
observed. ‘Mind you, they taste fairly
awful too.’
‘I’m not sure that you have fully caught
the spirit of the occasion,’ the Mother
Superior reprimanded. ‘The quality of
Sister Gretel’s vegetables is nothing short
of a miracle, when you bear in mind the
poor soil that we have here.’
This board was before them:

♠
♥
♦
♣

E/W Game. Dealer South.
♠AQ3
♥ Void
♦AKQJ93
♣AK53
K
♠ J 10 8 7
K Q J 10 9 8 7 4 N
♥2
W
E
8
♦ 10 7 5 2
S
Q74
♣ J 10 8 2
♠96542
♥A653
♦64
♣96

East

South

Mother of Sister

West

Sister

Mother

Discipline Thomas

Grace

Superior

Pass
Pass
All Pass

2♦
4♠

4♥
Pass

North

2♣
Pass
6♠

The Mother of Discipline led the king of
hearts and Sister Thomas laid out her
dummy. ‘A grand slam is there if your

trumps are good, Reverend Mother. I
wasn’t sure how to bid it.’
The Mother Superior smiled. ‘If I
manage to make thirteen tricks, it will be
an even greater miracle than Sister Gretel’s
sprouts,’ she replied. ‘Twelve tricks may be
possible, with a little help from above.’
After a few moments’ thought, the
Mother Superior made the strangelooking discard of a diamond from the
dummy. She won the trick with the ace of
hearts and led a trump, the king appearing
from a somewhat disgruntled Mother of
Discipline. ‘Is that the help you were
looking for?’ she said.
The Mother Superior won with dummy’s
ace of trumps. The king of trumps had
surely started life as a singleton, in which
case East now held J-10-8 of trumps over
dummy’s Q-3. The only hope of making the
contract was an endplay in the trump suit.
The Mother Superior cashed the two
top clubs, ruffed a club in her hand and
returned to dummy with the ace of
diamonds. Because she had discarded a
diamond rather than a club on the first
trick, she was then able to ruff another
club in her hand. She returned to dummy
with a diamond and cashed two more
rounds of the suit, discarding hearts.
These cards were still to be played:

♠
♥
♦
♣
♠
♥
♦
♣

—
Q J 10
—
—

Q3
—
9
—
N

W

♠
♥
♦
♣

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

J 10 8
—
—
—

96
6
—
—

‘Nine of diamonds, please, Sister,’ instructed
the Mother Superior.
Sister Grace ruffed with the jack and
exited with the eight of trumps. Confident
how the cards lay, the Mother Superior
played the nine of trumps from her hand.
West showed out and the slam was made.
‘Lucky view in trumps, I must say,’ said
the Mother of Discipline. ‘I might easily
have false-carded the king of trumps from
a doubleton.’
‘So you might,’ the Mother Superior
replied. ‘And if you’d found such a
splendid defence, Reverend Mother, I’d be
happy to go one down!’
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Set in beautiful grounds, the Berystede
hotel offers an ideal weekend retreat.
Each room is individually furnished in
a traditional style whilst boasting all
modern amenities.
Join us for a weekend dedicated to
Bridge, hosted by David & June
Brown. 3 Nights full board from only
£230.00 per person.
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Bridge
at the

Berystede

Call our reservations team on
0844 879 9104 to book now.

Dates for breaks in 2009
4th – 7th May 2009
9th – 12th August 2009
16th – 19th October 2009
All dates, £230.00 per person
• Sumptuous 4 star accommodation
• Luxurious Health & Beauty
Spa available
• Excellent English Cuisine
• No single supplements
- limited single rooms
• Friendly staff and
relaxed atmosphere
• Situated close to the Royal Town
of Windsor
• Easy access by road & rail plus
free parking
• Master points awarded and prizes
• Bridge licensed by the EBU

Macdonald Berystede Hotel & Spa,
Bagshot Road, Sunninghill, Ascot,
Berkshire SL5 9JH

Telephone: 0844 879 9104

Facsimile: 01344 872301
www.macdonaldhotels.co.uk/berystede

Bridge Licensed
by the EBU

Bridge Player Maz Lander will be hosting three
night breaks for intermediate players at Bells.
• Duplicate Bridge • Half Board Plus
(coffee and sandwiches during play)
• Sherry Reception on arrival
• Daily sessions 2pm – 5pm, 8pm – 11pm

Situated within walking distance of the
market town centre, the hotel is able to
offer 52 en-suite bedrooms, many of
which are situated on the ground floor
(including two for wheelchair users).
The hotel also offers golf, bowls, tennis
and beauty therapy.

£185.00 per person for three nights (based
on 2 guests sharing a twin/double room)

Groups, pairs and singles
accommodated.

Book now for Friday 22nd – Monday 25th May 2009
Lords Hill, Coleford, Gloucestershire GL16 8BE

tel: 01594 832583
fax 01594 832584

email: enquiries@bells-hotel.co.uk
web: www.bells-hotel.co.uk
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Playing a contract after
the opponents have
opened 1NT
Love All. Dealer East.
♠52
♥964
♦ K Q 10 9
♣ J 10 9 7
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

AQJ764
AQJ83
4
Q

PLAYING teams, you arrive in 4♥ by
South, after East has opened 1NT(12-14).
West leads the six of clubs to East’s king.
East now returns a trump to your jack and
West’s king, and a trump is returned, East
following with the ten. How do you plan
the play?
When you end up playing the contract
after the opponents have opened 1NT, it
is a good idea to work out the point
range for each opponent. Here, there are
18 points missing, so West began with 46 points, of which we have now seen 3.
That leaves 1-3 points, which means that
both aces are with East. The king of

spades could be in either hand, but,
again from the point count, we know
that whoever has the king of spades does
not have the jack of diamonds – the
maths tells us that.
Now let’s think about what luck we may
need if our contract is to have any chance.
We have already lost two tricks, and undoubtedly have the ace of diamonds to
come. This means that the king of spades
will need to be with East for our contract
to have any chance. Therefore you should
mentally place it there, and it follows from
our calculations that you will place West
with the diamond jack.
This is the position we have reached:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Heather Dhondy

Having established all that, it is now just a
question of timing.
Win the trump in hand and play a
diamond to the ten. When East wins with
the ace, he will either have to give you an
extra entry to take the spade finesse twice
by playing a spade or a diamond, or get off
lead with the ace of clubs. If he chooses the
latter, you can ruff, cross to dummy by
drawing the last trump and take four
spade discards on the winners in dummy.
You will then only need to take the spade
finesse once.
This was the full deal:

52
9
K Q 10 9
J 10 9

♠
♥
♦
♣

N
W

E

♠
♥
♦
♣

S

♠
♥
♦
♣

AQJ764
Q83
4
—

Heather’s Hints

DEC_08_EB_p09 Heather

10 3
K52
J873
8632

52
964
K Q 10 9
J 10 9 7
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

K98
10 7
A652
AK54

AQJ764
AQJ83
4
Q

2008 LEDERER MEMORIAL TROPHY

www.ebu.co.uk

Heather’s Hints

Photo: Gordon Rainsford

THE 62nd Lederer invitational tournament,
played at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club,
was won by the Gold Cup team (Alexander
Allfrey, Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester,
David Bakhshi), ahead of Ireland (Tommy
Garvey, Adam Mesbur, Hugh McGann, Tom
Hanlon) and England (David Gold, Tom
Townsend, Peter Crouch, Glyn Liggins).
The Play-with-the-Stars event for the
Teltscher Cup was won by Loulou van Geuns
and Kate Manners (Roehampton), scoring
up with the Gold Cup team, and Les and
Irene Hough (Roehampton), teamed with
Gold and Townsend.

•

If the opponents have shown a
narrow point-count range in the
bidding (e.g. by opening 1NT),
try to work out where the missing
high cards are.

•

If you need a card to be wellplaced to make your contract,
assume it is, and carry it through,
placing the remaining cards on
that basis.
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XMAS QUIZ

2008 Christmas
Competition
Entries must reach the Editor (23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk)
not later than 4th January 2009. The first correct entry out of a hat will win a copy of Peter
Hasenson’s ‘British Bridge Almanack’; EBU vouchers to the value of £15 and £10 respectively
to second and third. Solutions and winners’ name in the February issue.

Ian Payn
I WAS delighted to be asked to compile the
English Bridge Christmas Competition
2008. Unfortunately it was only after I
accepted the commission that I realised
that any fun, exciting, tricky questions I
might have come up with would already
have been used in previous quizzes,
normally by David Burn. So, there’s a bit
of deviation coming up, probably with
some hesitation and a bit of repetition
thrown in for good measure. Will I ever
get to the point? We’ll see . . .
Bridge knowledge (1):
1. The longest continuous truss bridge
(8 miles) in North America, the
Astoria-Wegler Bridge, connects
which two states of the USA?
2. Which is longer, the Forth Road
Bridge or the Humber Bridge?
3. What sort of bridge is London Bridge?
4. Which is the only bridge in Britain to
have a church at both ends (okay, you
can Google that one)?
5. What’s the connection between
Harold Godwinson and Ron Harris?

Where would you find:
6. Segal and Vaughn
7. Holden and Rooney
8. Holden and Hawkins
9. Eastwood and Streep
10. Leigh and Taylor
Bridge knowledge (2):
11. Off which bridge did Billy Jo
McAllister jump?
12. Under which bridge was Roberto
Calvi, nicknamed ‘God’s Banker’,
found hanging in 1982?
13. In which city would you find Ponte
dei Sospiri?
14. Which King of Persia had two bridges
built across the Hellespont?
15. Who couldn’t decide between Daniel
Cleaver and Mark Darcy?
Who wrote about:
16. Madison County
17. San Luis Rey
18. Toko-Ri
19. Kwai
20. Too Far

And now we’ve been over all the bridges
and all around the houses . . .
What are the minimum point counts
necessary between two hands to make the
following contracts against any defence?
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

7♠
7NT
3NT
4♠
1NT

And no, I didn’t work that last set of
questions out myself – due credit will be
given when the answers are published.
Telling you where I got them from now
would be on the foolish side, wouldn’t it?
Until the next issue, when all is revealed
and the winners announced and fêted,
may I wish you all season’s greetings, and
raise an imaginary glass and toast your
very good health.


EUROPE BEATS NORTH AMERICA AT BRIDGE

Photo: www.buffettcup.com

EUROPE may have failed to retain the Ryder Cup in
golf, but succeeded at the bridge equivalent – the
Warren Buffett Cup – beating North America by
205.5 - 172.5 VPs.
This was the second time the competition was held,
North America winning the inaugural event.
England’s Paul Hackett captained a strong European
team (pictured) which included Sabine Auken
(Germany) and Marion Michielsen (Netherlands),
Michel and Thomas Bessis (France), Boye Brogeland
and Espen Lindqvist, Tor Helness and Jan Peter
Svendsen (all from Norway), Tom Hanlon and Hugh
McGann (Ireland), and Michal Kwiecien and Jacek
Pszczola (Poland). The North America team was Bob
Hamman (captain) and Zia Mahmood, Geoff Hampson
and Dick Freeman, Alan Sontag and David Berkowitz, Tobi Sokolow and Janice Seamon-Molson, Howard Weinstein and Steve Garner, and
Roy Welland and Bjorn Fallenius. As in the Ryder Cup, the players are not paid to participate in the event.

www.ebu.co.uk
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 Friendly Five Star Bridge Tours 
JAMAICA
Sandals Dunn’s River Villagio
Golf Resort & Spa

ave.

88º

January 13 - 27 14 nts £2425 all-inclusive FREE GOLF

Now open following a complete refurbishment in the Italian
Renaissance style, Sandals Dunn’s River is now rated
amongst the top hotels in the Caribbean. Set on the long
silver sands of their own private beach, close to the world
famous Dunn’s River falls, this elegant, spectacular hotel is
a wonderful destination for that all important winter
sunshine. The price includes all drinks, meals and many
local amenities. there are NO golf fees (the only mandatory
charge is for hire of a caddy). Only a few places remain.

30th December 2008-6th January 2009

See the New Year in at this superb hotel on the banks of the Thames. Choice of
three breaks, half board, from £269.00. Director Graham Hedley.

Grand Hotel Gardone, Lake Garda, Italy
ave.

71º

This is to be our fifteenth consecutive visit to
this lovely destination – one of our favourite holidays.
Every year this hotel receives the highest praise from our
guests for its food, its superb lake-side location
and the friendly and efficient attitude of its management
and staff. All of our rooms have balconies and views over
the lake. The basic cost includes midday flights from
Gatwick with British Airways, but these are
going quickly. This fantastic destination continues
to be incredibly popular, so book now to avoid
disappointment!

ITALY
Hotel Bristol Buja, Abano Terme, Italy
ave.
June 15 - 26 11 nts full board £1285
78º
Sold out for our last three visits in June, our trips to
Abano Terme continue to be an outstanding success.
The whole area is a joy to visit as Abano is a lovely town
sitting close to open countryside, with plenty to attract the
tourist. Excursions to Padua, Vicenza and Venice are
available for those who wish to further ‘soak up’ the
history of this wonderful part of Italy. The olde worlde
charm of the Hotel Bristol Buja together with the
exceptionally fine cuisine and magnificent thermal spa
pools combine to ensure that its popularity endures year
upon year. A visit to the spectacular Arena di Verona for a
magnificent performance of Carmen (costs quoted on
request) will be the icing on the cake!
Don’t miss out – book now!
Each of the above holiday costs represents excellent value
– check brochure prices!
Except where shown, prices based upon 14 nights shared
occupancy of a twin/double room, on a half-board basis.
Included in the costs are flights and transfers as advertised, hotel
accommodation, and ALL BRIDGE FEES.
Tour organiser for each of the holidays above:

3850

Five Star Bridge Tours
Full colour brochures for all of the above holidays available on request from:
Tel: 01824 780 530 Fax: 01824 780 830
email: LRDempster@aol.com www.fivestarbridge.co.uk



Five Star Bridge Tours at: Tan-y-Marian, Bryn Haidd,
Llanarmon-yn-Ial, Nr. Mold, Denbighshire CH7 5TF
Bridge licensed by the EBU
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At First for Bridge our objective is to provide unique and enjoyable
holidays for players of all abilities including those who wish to improve.
Bridge is licensed by the EBU and is personally directed by either
Andrew Kambites or Graham Hedley. Duplimated boards are used for
evening sessions, with hand records being available. Bridge fees
included in the prices shown. Master points awarded.

CROWNE PLAZA, READING

ITALY
May 2 - 16 14 nts £1485

Bridge Breaks and
Holidays in the UK
and Europe



WINCHESTER HOTEL, WINCHESTER
5th-9th March 2009

Enjoy a break at this 4-star hotel with its award-winning brasserie and bar.
Four nights, half board from £283.00. Director Graham Hedley.

METEOR HOTEL, CROATIA

Two breaks: 21st March-4th April & 4th-11th April 2009
Our first visit to this hotel situated close to the lively resort of Makarska. Free
local drinks (11am-11pm). Two weeks, full board from £899.00. One week, full
board from £649.00. Director Graham Hedley.

LA QUINTA HOTEL, MENORCA

24 th April-1st May 2009 (Daily seminars)†
Our sixth visit to this luxurious hotel located close to Cuitadella, Menorca’s old
Moorish capital. One week, half board from £597.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

HOTEL S’ALGAR, MENORCA

1st-8th May 2009 (Daily seminars)†
Join us for our 11th spring holiday at this popular hotel with its warm and
welcoming atmosphere. Enjoy extensive sports and leisure facilities including
scuba diving, water skiing and snorkelling, or try bowls, archery, tennis and rifle
shooting. One week, full board from £567.00. Director Andrew Kambites.
†Why not book a spring break at both the La Quinta Hotel and the Hotel
S’Algar for only £1017.00 – a big saving on brochure prices.

DURRANT HOUSE HOTEL, BIDEFORD
Two breaks: 31st May-5th June & 19th-24th July 2009

Superbly situated for exploring the region’s magnificent coastline, beaches and
fishing villages. Choice of two five-night breaks, half board, at North Devon’s largest
hotel from £293.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

HOTEL S’ALGAR, MENORCA
2nd-16th October 2009*

With extensive sports and leisure facilities (see May break for details), a great
seafront location and an exciting and innovative bridge programme, it’s the perfect
autumn break. Two weeks, full board from £929.00. Director Graham Hedley.

LA QUINTA HOTEL, MENORCA
16th-23rd October 2009*

Our second October visit to the 5-star La Quinta – voted one of the world’s top
hotels by TUI. One week, half board from £597.00. Director Graham Hedley.
*Why not book a 3-week autumn package at both these hotels and take
advantage of a massive saving on brochure prices.

PESTANA BAY HOTEL, MADEIRA

Two breaks: 16th-23rd November & 23rd-30th November 2009
(Daily seminars)
Free leisure facilities at this 4-star hotel. Seven nights, half board from £619.00
or 14 nights, half board from £949.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

For brochures and booking forms for all our holidays, contact:

FIRST FOR BRIDGE LTD.

4 The Lyes, Congresbury, Bristol BS49 5HF
Telephone: 01934 876500 N Mobile: 07771 901579
E-mail: info@bridge-holidays.com
Keep up to date with all the latest First for Bridge news and our
£100 prize competition by logging on to our web site.
Algarve and Menorca holidays operated by Celtic Line Travel Ltd, ATOL No: 1772; Croatia and Malta
holidays operated by Saga Holidays Ltd, ATOL No: 0308; Madeira holidays operated by Atlantic
Holidays ATOL No: 2704. Bridge licensed by the EBU

www.bridge-holidays.com
www.ebu.co.uk
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Roman Key-Card
Blackwood
IN this series, we will look at several
conventions that have been embraced
both by the expert community and also by
aspiring players looking to develop their
bidding accuracy. The first of these is a
variation on the Blackwood convention,
which utilises a bid of 4NT to ask partner
how many aces he holds, to ensure that the
partnership does not attempt to bid a slam
when missing two aces. The traditional
responses to the Blackwood 4NT enquiry
are: 5♣ = 0 or 4 aces; 5♦ = 1 ace; 5♥ = 2
aces; 5♠ = 3 aces.

Why have variations developed?
How many times have you bid a slam that
failed having found out that your partnership is only missing one ace? The most
likely reasons for such slam contracts to be
defeated are unavoidable losers in the
trump suit. For example, holding:
♠ Axxx ♥ KQJxx ♦ x ♣ KQx
it would be reasonable to respond 4NT if
partner opens 1♠ and then bid 6♠ if the
opener shows two aces by bidding 5♥.
However, if the opener has:
♠ Jxxx ♥ Ax ♦ AKQx ♣ Jxx
the chances of losing just one trump trick
will be very small. Thus it is useful to
incorporate information regarding trump
quality, rather than simply showing the
number of aces held by the responder to a
Blackwood enquiry.

How do the responses differ
when playing RKCB?
Roman Key-Card Blackwood is the brainchild of Eddie Kantar (one of USA’s best
player/teachers), who came up with the
idea that the 4NT enquiry should ask for
the five ‘key cards’: the four aces and the
king of trumps. The responses are:
5♣ = 0 or 3 key cards.
5♦ = 1 or 4 key cards.
5♥ = 2 key cards without the trump
queen.
5♠ = 2 key cards with the trump queen.
Note that when holding two key cards, the

www.ebu.co.uk

responder also reveals whether he holds the
queen of trumps, the final important card
when bidding good slams.

David Bakhshi

How does the 4NT bidder proceed?
While it may seem that having either/or
responses will be confusing to the 4NT
bidder, it will often be the case that he
will know how many key cards his
partner has as a result of the number of
key cards he possesses himself. If two key
cards are missing, the enquirer will simply
sign off by returning to the trump suit at
the five level. When the partnership is
missing just one key card, he will still be
interested in slam; now the enquirer
should consider whether there is a
danger of losing to the queen of trumps.
However, following a response of 5♣/5♦
the enquirer will not know whether his
partner also holds the trump queen. The
solution is for the RKCB bidder to follow
up with a second enquiry. This is achieved
by bidding the next suit up (excluding
the trump suit). Thus after a 5♣ response,
a bid of 5♦ asks for the trump queen (5♥
if diamonds are trumps). The responder
returns to the trump suit at the lowest
level without the queen, and bids the
trump suit with a jump when holding
the queen.
Note: when confident of the initial principles, a further twist is for the responder to
bid the cheapest suit in which he holds the
king when making a positive response to
the trump queen enquiry. For example:

♠
♥
♦
♣

AQ63
KJ532
4
K72

West
1♥
3♠
5♦2
6♣4

N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣
East
1♠
4NT1
5♥3
7♠

K7542
A
A6
AQJ53

1
3

USEFUL CONVENTIONS

DEC_08_EB_p13 Bakhshi

RKCB with spades as trumps; 2 1 or 4 key cards;
Asking for the spade queen; 4 ♠Q + ♣K.

Asking for kings
Can the enquirer still ask for kings when
interested in a grand slam?
As with regular Blackwood, the enquirer
can ask for kings by asking for key cards
first, then following up with a bid of 5NT.
This confirms that the partnership has all
five key cards and asks for kings excluding
the king of trumps. The two most common
ways to respond are to bid the cheapest
king in the same way that the responder
shows a king when responding positively
to the trump queen enquiry, or to show
the number of kings, as follows:
6♣ = 0 Kings
6♦ = 1 King
6♥ = 2 Kings
6♠ = 3 Kings

In summary:
1. When the partnership have
found a fit, a bid of 4NT is an
enquiry relating to the five key
cards – the four aces and the king
of trumps.
2. Following a 5♣/5♦ response, a
bid of the next suit (excluding
trumps) asks for the remaining
important card – the queen of
trumps.
3. A bid of 5NT (which has been
preceded by a 4NT enquiry)
confirms the partnership has all
five key cards and asks about
kings in case a grand slam can be
made.
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Mike Swanson Presents

DIAMOND BRIDGE
Our prices are inclusive of bridge costs.

South Sea Islands and Australasia
28th February - 24 nights - from £4395
A cruise aboard the 6-star all-suite, all-balcony, all-inclusive Regent
Seven Seas Mariner from Valparaiso (Chile) to Robinson Crusoe
Island, Easter Island, Pitcairn Island, Papeete (Tahiti), Moorea &
Bora Bora (French Polynesia), Rarotonga (Cook Islands), Auckland
& Bay of Islands (New Zealand) & Sydney.

Excel Bridge
for the very best
in Luxury Bridge Weekends

IF you want
Style & Quality,
Personal Attention
and a Friendly Atmosphere:
Ring for your brochure NOW
*********

NEW! Cruises of a lifetime! See page 16

and still time for the Baltic in July! see page 4
*********

Santorini

Three traditional Sea Side Hotels
The Hydro EASTBOURNE
Feb 13-15/16 & Oct 9-11/12 £186/223
June 19-21/22 £202/247
Marsham Court BOURNEMOUTH
February 27-March 1/2 £170/208
The Imperial HYTHE
May 8-10/11 £203/243

5th May - 14 nights - from £1096 half-board
Our first visit to this spectacular Greek island, with dramatic
mountains, deep clear dark blue sea and memorable sunsets.
Flights from Gatwick & Manchester. *

The Sunny Mediterranean
1st June - 14 nights - from £1543
A “cruise without flights” aboard P&O’s luxurious Oriana from
Southampton to Praia da Rocha, Barcelona, Villefranche, Genoa,
Civatavecchia (for Rome), Sardinia & Gibraltar. **

*********

A Superb 4 star deluxe Hotel
The Marriott Royal BRISTOL
March 27-29/30 £215/249
August 28-31 (Bank Hol) £279
A lovely position close to the waterfront

Waterways of the Tsars
17th July - 12 nights -from £2508
A Russian river cruise aboard Viking Surkov from St Petersburg to
Moscow, with 3 days in each city. 10 guided excursions are
included in the price. Flights from Heathrow, Manchester,
Birmingham & Edinburgh. *

*********

Spend Easter in Style
Blunsdon House BLUNSDON
April 10-13 £235

Round Britain Cruise
5th September - 9 nights - from £1086
Join us on Fred Olsen’s Balmoral from Dover to Invergordon,
Kirkwall (Orkneys), Tobermory (Mull), Dublin, Falmouth & St Peter
Port (Guernsey). **

*********

A Wonderful Choice of 5 night Breaks!
The Royal Hotel, VENTNOR
April 26 - May 1 £375
The Imperial BARNSTAPLE
June 28-July 3 £395
St Pierre CHEPSTOW
July 26-31 £360
The Palace Hotel TORQUAY
September 6-11 £395
Marsham Court BOURNEMOUTH
October 18-23 £285

Skiathos
18th September - 14 nights - from £935 half-board
Our 2008 holiday to this tiny island with 60 palm-fringed sandy
beaches was so successful that we just had to return. Flights from
Gatwick & Manchester. *

Corfu
2nd October - 14 nights - from £1045 half-board
The Corfu Chandris, always popular with our clients, now has a
large new outdoor pool set in the grounds. It is right by the sea
amidst extensive gardens and is just a short ride from Corfu Town.
Flights from Gatwick, Manchester, Birmingham & Bristol. *

*********

Always very popular!
Blunsdon House BLUNSDON
July 10-12/13 £186/224
The Royal Hotel WINCHESTER
September 25-27/28 £178/210

Ancient Wonders
23rd October - 13 nights - from £1555
A fly-cruise aboard Thomson Celebration from Corfu to Piraeus
(for Athens), Kusadasi (for Ephesus), Rhodes, Antalya, Limassol,
Ashdod (for Jerusalem), Suez Canal, Port Sokhna (for Cairo), Eilat,
Aqaba (for Petra) & Sharm El Sheikh. Flights from Gatwick,
Manchester, Birmingham & Bristol. *

*********

At all venues there will be a full Bridge Programme
with cheerful and instructive morning seminars

*********

* operated by Northenden Travel ATOL3042
** payments to Northenden Travel ABTA56434, agents for P&O and Fred Olsen

EXCEL BRIDGE
53 Estuary House, Lower Burlington Rd
Portishead, BS20 7BJ

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Diamond Bridge
The Cheshire Travel Centre,
268 Finney Lane, Heald Green, Cheshire SK8 3QD
email: info@diamondbridge.co.uk www.diamondbridge.co.uk

Tel: 01928 790080 Fax: 0161 437 0212
14 English Bridge December 2008

Email: enquiries@excelbridge.co.uk
Telephone 01275-840 006
Website:
www.excelbridge.co.uk
Generous
Prizes

”Excel for Excellence”

Bridge
licensed
by the
EBU

www.ebu.co.uk
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Julie does not notice
her opponent’s bid
‘YOU must learn to stop overbidding on
distributional hands when we don’t have a
fit,’ said Julie admonishingly.
‘But it was just unfortunate that the suit
broke 6-0; if things had been kinder, I
wouldn’t have come close to conceding that
1700 penalty,’ replied John defensively.
‘But it would still have been a bottom!’
John knew when he was beaten, so he
took his cards out for the next board,
hoping that redemption was at hand.

♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Game. Dealer North.
♠ A K 10 9 5
♥J4
♦QJ
♣AQ85
32
♠QJ87
N
A8
♥ 10 9 6 5
W
E
S
85
♦ A 10 9 3
K 10 9 7 6 3 2
♣4
♠64
♥KQ732
♦K7642
♣J

West

2♣

North
Julie
1♠
3♣

East
Pass
Pass

South
John
1NT

After Julie’s 1♠ opening, John surveyed
his hand and decided to take partner’s
advice by bidding a very conservative 1NT,
when he really wanted to bid 2♥. West
then bid his club suit, but Julie didn’t
notice and she placed her Stop card on the
table before bidding her club suit as well.
‘I think we should call the Director,’
suggested East, at which point Julie
noticed what had happened and looked
very embarrassed.
‘What have you done now?’ asked the
Tournament Director whilst looking John
in the eye.
‘It’s not me, it’s Julie!’ announced John
proudly, which really wasn’t the best way
to get into Julie’s good books.
When the situation was explained, the
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TD said, ‘Well this isn’t too complicated,
the 3♣ stands and the Stop is merely
unauthorised information for John, but it
is authorised information for East-West.’
‘So I must behave as if the 3♣ bid is just
generally forcing, rather than a natural
bid?’ asked John.
‘That’s right, but the opponents are
entitled to know that North has a club suit,’
replied the Director.
John then bid 3♥ and Julie tried 3NT,
hoping that John might have something in
diamonds, which was passed out.
Despite knowing about Julie’s club suit,
West led his ten of clubs, which John won
in hand with his jack. John decided to play
on the red suits, so he led a heart to the
jack and, when that held the trick, a heart
back to hand. West won with his ace and
returned a spade to the ten and East’s jack.
A heart or the ace of diamonds return by
East at this stage would have defeated the
contract, but instead East returned a small
diamond hoping that his partner held the
king. John won in dummy and was now
able to play a second round of diamonds
and East could do no better than take his

Mike Swanson

DIRECTOR, PLEASE!
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ace and play a diamond to John’s king,
West discarding a club and dummy a
spade. When West failed to follow to
John’s king of hearts, John threw another
spade from the dummy, played a spade to
the table and cashed the other top spade.
Now both North and West only had clubs
left, so John exited with the eight of clubs
and then played dummy’s queen on West’s
forced club return to secure nine tricks.
Julie was not her normal self: ‘I would
normally congratulate my partner for
making what looked like a really difficult
contract, but after you delighted in announcing my mistake, I shall just be
grateful to get home alone!’
John said nothing because he knew full
well that nothing could recover the situation. He just hoped that next time it would
be he and not Julie that broke the rules. 

JON WILLIAMS
JON WILLIAMS of Bedfordshire, who has died suddenly
aged 54, was one of England’s leading master -point
holders, second only to the late John Durden of Kent in the
all-time list of master-point winners. Jon won the yearly
Master-point Race a record six times since 1999, most
recently in 2006. Much of his bridge was played in
partnership with David Harris, although he was a player
who liked to play with a variety of different partners.
Jon never represented his country, but he was an assiduous tournament
player, travelling most weekends anywhere in Britain to the bridge event of
note. He was a popular figure at congresses throughout the land, and was
due to be competing at the Welsh National Congress in Porthcawl when his
death was announced.
Jon Williams was a chartered accountant by profession. He was single,
and is survived by his mother and brother.
Jon will be missed by many people. He was always courteous at the table,
ready to acknowledge good play in others and modest about his own
achievements.
Patrick Jourdain
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Coombe Cross Hotel
The Intelligent Bridge Program
“The best available software...will certainly give you
a good game...good fun and excellent value”
Andrew Robson – British International

"The best program for Acol players"
Zia Mahmood

The latest version of Blue Chip Bridge now includes
Hindsight, a unique feature which tells you if you
could have done better during the play of the cards...
and then shows you what you should have done !
• Includes Acol, 5-card Majors and Standard
English bidding systems
• Excellent practice and tuition features to sharpen
up your game
• The ideal bridge program for players at all levels

Cost £65 (inclusive of postage & packing)
DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO VERSION FROM OUR WEBSITE
For further information
please contact:
BLUE CHIP BRIDGE LTD
P O Box 167
Waltham Cross
Herts EN7 5GB
(tel. 01992 636074)

www.bluechipbridge.co.uk
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Coombe Lane, Bovey Tracey,
Devon TQ13 9EY

(01626 832476)

www.coombecross.co.uk

Dates for 2009

Feb 27th – Mar 2nd
Mar 27th – Mar 30th
Oct 16th – Oct 19th
Oct 30th – Nov 2nd
Nov 13th – Nov 16th
June 21st – June 26th
Dec 27th – Jan 1st
AA

£175.00
£185.00
£185.00
£170.00
£170.00
£315.00
£415.00

Bridge licensed by the EBU

pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
ETC

WIN THREE WEEKENDS
CHAMPAGNE & WINE
Sherry reception, bridge room soft drinks,
farewell buffet, free secure parking.

27-30/31 DEC
Db&b £177/207 no s. supp.
COVENTRY HILTON
Bridge licensed by the EBU (Partners not provided)

0247-684-1018 (Weekdays 09.00 - 17.00)

www.ebu.co.uk
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MOST bridge players have a pretty clear
idea of standard leads from an early point
in their learning curve. Top of a sequence
or near sequence, fourth highest from a
broken suit headed by an honour, MUD
and so on. All this is routine stuff and is
well documented in elementary textbooks.
What is not so well known are the
situations where a little fine-tuning is
essential if the maximum awards are to be
achieved. The technique involved is called
‘Surround Play’ and may arise whenever
the intermediate cards in a suit are of
significant value.
Consider these two situations with East
to lead:

(a)

10 7 2
K83

Dummy
Declarer

AJ64

Q95

(b)

10 7 2
K53

Dummy
Declarer

AJ94

Q86

In (a) East is powerless to avoid declarer
making one trick in the suit. A low card is
run to dummy’s ten which forces West to
win with the king. Subsequently dummy
plays towards the Q-9 to establish a
winner. Obviously, neither the ace nor the
jack would enable the defence to take more
than their two tricks.
In (b), the jack and the nine surround
the ten providing a totally different scenario. By playing the jack (no other card will
do) the queen is captured by West’s king
and then the ten is trapped by East’s A-9
on the way back.
Let’s see this play in a full deal.

www.ebu.co.uk

♠
♥
♦
♣

Game All. Dealer South.
♠A74
♥J
♦ K Q J 10 9 6
♣ 10 7 2
853
♠62
N
K Q 10 4 2
♥A963
W
E
S
72
♦853
K53
♣AJ94
♠ K Q J 10 9
♥875
♦A4
♣Q86

West leads the king of hearts against South’s
contract of 4♠ and East must make two key
plays. Firstly, he overtakes his partner’s king
with the ace, and secondly, he switches to
the jack of clubs: no other card will do if the
contract is to be defeated. This piece of finetuning arises because the jack and nine of
clubs form a ‘surround’ over dummy’s ten.
Let’s say declarer covers the jack of clubs
with the queen. West wins and returns the
suit through dummy’s ten enabling East to
make both the ace and nine. Note that the
same result could not be achieved if it were
West who played clubs first, or if East played
the four, or if East cashed the ace originally.
Position (c) is perhaps the easiest of all
to recognise:

(c)

J87
652

Dummy
Declarer

A Q 10 3

K94

(d)

J87
10 5 2

Dummy
Declarer

K64

AQ93

FINE-TUNING

Surround Play
made easy
Freddie North

East wants three winners from this suit so
he plays the queen as he has a surround
position over dummy’s jack. Suppose his
holding is slightly inferior, e.g. A-Q-9-3. If
the jack is in dummy, then the queen will
still be correct if the layout is as in (d).
Here is another instructive example:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Love All. Dealer South.
♠KQ
♥Q984
♦974
♣ Q J 10 6
J 10 9 7 4
♠A652
N
65
♥A3
W
E
S
Q32
♦ K 10 8 6
843
♣972
♠83
♥ K J 10 7 2
♦AJ5
♣AK5

West leads the jack of spades against South’s
contract of 4♥ (l♥ – 3♥ – 4♥). East wins
the ace of spades. What now?
There is only one card in East’s hand that
will seal declarer’s defeat. Noting the surround layout (the ♦K-10-8 over dummy’s
nine), East switches to the ten of diamonds.
If declarer wins the ace, the defence have
their two tricks. If declarer plays the jack,
West wins and continues the suit through
dummy’s 9-7 up to East’s K-8. One down is
the inevitable outcome, but this would not
have happened had East merely switched to
the six of diamonds which declarer could
run to dummy’s nine.
Note a major key element of Surround
Play: the second-highest card is led and
that is the one that sets the scene. The top
and third highest lurk in the undergrowth
waiting to pounce in a pincer movement as
soon as the suit is returned.
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Best for Bridge!
Weekend Courses for
Beginners and
Experienced Players
(minimum age 18)

Enjoy a weekend of expert bridge instruction in rural West Sussex.
Earnley Concourse, near Chichester, offers the prefect environment
for leisure and learning - comfortable accommodation, delicious food
and excellent recreational amenities including a luxurious indoor
swimming pool.
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Our bridge weekends cater for all abilities, including complete beginners as well
as experienced players. Courses comprise around 10 hours of tuition with opportunities
for practice hands and competitive playing sessions.

Our 2009 programme includes the following courses:

• January 23-25: Improve Your Bidding – with Andrew Pettit
• February 20-22: Absolute Beginners – with Chris Bonser
• April 3-5: Spring Bridge Party – with John & Norma Allen
• April 24-26: Basic Bidding – with Chris Bonser
• May 15-17: Strong Hands – with Mike Eden
• June 19-21: Competitive Tactics – with Chris Bonser

Courses start on Friday evening and finish
on Sunday afternoon. The cost is £217 for
residents (less 10% for twin occupancy) or
£146 for non-residents.

For a copy of our 2009 brochure
call 01243 670392 or go online at

www.earnley.co.uk
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REPORTS

Congress bridge
in the Channel Islands
Ninety miles south of the mainland,
competitive bridge is thriving . . .
EVERY year, the tiny Channel Island of
Guernsey is subjected to a Viking invasion.
It happens at the September congress,
when Rune Hauge brings over a team of
talented Norwegians. There is, thankfully,
no rape or pillage, but the Norsemen
generally carry off a trophy or two. This
year their team (Hauge, Laland, Svendsen
and Saelensminde) lifted the prestigious
Swiss teams.
The Norwegian connection adds an
international flavour to what is generally
regarded as one of the friendliest congresses on the circuit. Guernsey is now in its
twenty-first year and seems to be bucking
the national trend by attracting constant
good numbers. Forrester, Robson and the
Hacketts have all played here, and the Swiss
Pairs attracted thirty-eight tables this year.
Full results of the 2008 congress are on
the EBU website.
This deal from the Swiss Pairs shows
how vital it can be to capitalise on small
errors by the opponents:

his partner might be able to ruff. But the
heart he chose, fatally, was the jack.
Declarer (Robert Brouard) won with
dummy’s queen, carefully unblocking his
nine. He came to hand with a diamond,
ruffed a club with the ace of trumps, and
then ran his spades.
West pitched his king of diamonds on
the last one, but declarer now confidently
finessed the eight of hearts for twelve
tricks. With the room recording +420 or
450, making +480 was an outright top.

Hotel de France, the new home
of the Jersey Congress

♠
♥
♦
♣

Love All. Dealer North.
♠A6
♥AKQ84
♦ J 10 7 6 2
♣5
98
♠ 10 5 3
J 10 6 5 3 W N E
♥7
S
K8
♦Q543
A 10 3 2
♣KQJ86
♠KQJ742
♥92
♦A9
♣974

West
Pass
Pass

North
1♥
2♦
4♠

East
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
1♠
3♠

West led the ace of clubs and then
switched to a heart, vaguely hoping that

www.ebu.co.uk

KEN Wise, one of the organisers of the
popular Jersey bridge congress, won’t
easily forget the moment his phone rang
on the morning of 23 April this year.
It brought news which shook him.
The Lambourne Festival of Bridge was
due to start in foty-eight hours. It was, as
usual, being held at the Portelet Hotel,
which had hosted the event since the early
1990s. Hundreds of visiting English
players knew it well. The Portelet and the
Jersey congress had become virtually
synonymous.
That, though, was about to change.
On the other end of the line was one of
the Portelet group’s executives. He was
calling to tell Ken that the current
congress would be the Portelet’s last. The
hotel was being redeveloped, and it would
no longer be suitable for bridge.
Suddenly, the Jersey congress was

Mike Newman
homeless.
Ken put down the phone and sat back to
think. What could be done?
Meanwhile, at the Portelet, players were
starting to arrive. Most of them were
‘regulars’ – people who had loyally
supported Jersey’s friendly, low-key and
financially successful congress for many
years. How could they be told that 2009
might be a non-starter?
What was needed now was very swift
action. Ken and his colleagues set out to
find a venue somewhere in Jersey’s 45
square miles which had everything the
congress needed – good food and service,
a hall which could take up to 80 tables,
space for the TDs, relaxation areas, and
accommodation with plenty of single
rooms. And all at reasonable cost.
This kind of thing is hard enough when
you have months in which to do it. With a
timescale of ten days it becomes a matter
of toil, sweat and tears.
But it was done. The team arranged a
flurry of meetings with different hotel
groups, and in just eight days a very
favourable deal had been brokered. Next
year’s congress will be at the Hotel de France
– a prestigious four-star establishment
with better facilities than the Portelet,
ample parking, and a location within
walking distance of the island’s main town
of St Helier.
So as one door has closed, another has
opened. Those who like spring sunshine
coupled with friendly and unintimidating
bridge should make a note of these dates:
Friday 24 April to Sunday 3 May 2009. The
congress is on the move, but the warm

welcome will stay the same.

Jersey brochures and booking forms:
Sue Griffiths  01534 733733
or suegriffiths@yahoo.com
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Beat today’s
experts
David Bird

Bidding problems on page 1 of the pull-out at the centre of the magazine

1. N/S Game. Dealer West.
♠
♥
♦
♣

Q94
A8643
AQJ3
J

W

A3
K 10
K 10 7 6
A K 10 4 2

♠
♥
♦
♣

N
E
S

West
Lazer
1♥
2♦
5♦
6♦

East
Gumby
2♣
4♦
5♠

We begin at the final of the Australian Open
Teams, with New South Wales facing Australian
Capital Territory.
Pauline Gumby’s 2♣ was natural and forcing

2. Game All. Dealer East.
♠
♥
♦
♣

J73
A J 10 9 6
982
A6

♠
♥
♦
♣

N
W

E
S

West
Thorp

AK98
K8
5
J 10 9 5 4 3

East
Struik
1♣
1♠
3♣

1♥
2♦

On now to the final of the Australian Senior

3. Love All. Dealer East.
♠
♥
♦
♣

J 10 2
J
10 8 4 2
A K 10 3 2
West
Welland
3♠

N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

AQ5
AQ74
AQ6
Q74

East
Glubok
2NT
3NT

Our next deal comes from the final of the 2008
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to game. She could have bid 3♦ to agree diamonds as trumps, so what do you think 4♦
meant? It was Minorwood! Using 4NT to ask
for key cards is inefficient when the trump suit
is a minor. When you play Minorwood, a bid of
four in the trump suit asks for key cards, if certain specific conditions have been met. East’s
4♦ was a jump bid — one of the agreed situations. Since there is more space than you would
have over 4NT, you can assign a special meaning
to the first-step response. (Here 4♥ would have
acted as a warning that the opener was minimum; East could then have continued with 4♠
to demand a key-card response.) The responses
from 4♠ upwards follow the normal RKCB
scheme, so Warren Lazer’s 5♦ fourth-step
response showed two key cards and the trump
queen.

Gumby’s 5♠ was a grand slam try, showing
that all the key cards were present. Lazer then
signed off in 6♦.
Minorwood was used at the other table too:

Teams. West had quite a tricky bid to make at his
second turn. What should he say, do you think?
The choice lies between 1NT (with no diamond stopper), 2♣ (giving false preference),
2♥ and 2♠. None of those rebids would cause
me to lose my temper. What I really hate is
West’s appalling misuse of the fourth-suit-forcing 2♦. I prefer this bid to be game-forcing.
How can it be right to use a strong rebid on a
10-count with no fit anywhere and no stopper
in the unbid suit? On such a hand you should be
underbidding, not overbidding.
East’s subsequent 3♣ was non-forcing in
their system, which would have made life

difficult if he was a bit stronger. The auction
ended in a sensible contract, with both players
no doubt congratulating themselves on their
efforts. They will receive no praise from me!
At the other table West made the very reasonable rebid of 2♥. Displaying more imagination
than I can muster, East judged his hand to be
worth a raise to 3♥. His partner duly went two
down in 4♥ and that was an unimpressive 7
IMPs away.

Spingold in Las Vegas. What should you bid
on the West cards when partner opens 2NT?
You could raise to 3NT, yes, and most of the
time you would survive. Every now and again,
the opener will have a good fit for one of the
minors and there will be a playable slam there.
At the top level, players are not willing to shrug
their shoulders and miss such slams. Here Roy
Welland bid 3♠, minor-suit Stayman, to ask if
partner held a four-card minor suit.
With a four-card minor, Brian Glubok
would have responded 4♣ or 4♦. With a fivecard minor, he would have bid 4♥ (clubs) or

4♠ (diamonds). On his actual hand, he rebid
3NT to deny a minor suit and there the bidding rested.
If you and your partner bid 2NT – 3NT, you
can score up your 10 points. Don’t spend too
long on your high-five celebrations. The opener may have a long minor next time; a minorsuit slam will be good and you will be in 3NT!

West
Wawn
1♥
2♦
3NT
5♦

East
Hoffman
2♣
3♦
4♦
6♦

Another ‘agreed Minorwood situation’ is when
the minor-suit trump suit is bid for the third
time. Again the 5♦ response showed two keycards and the trump queen.
 Awards: 6 ♦ (10), games (7), 7 ♦ (4),
6NT (3).

 Awards: 3♣/2♣ (10), 2♥ (9), 2♠/ 1NT (5),
games (1).

 Awards: 3NT (10), 4NT (9), 5NT/5♣ (7),
6NT/6♣ (4).
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4. N/S Game. Dealer West.
♠
♥
♦
♣

AK862
A
A8763
A5

W

3
J 10 8 6 4 3 2
K J 10
63

♠
♥
♦
♣

N
E
S

West
McCallum
1♠
3♦
3NT

East
Baker
1NT
3♥
4♥

5. Love All. Dealer East.
♠
♥
♦
♣

8752
85
10
AKQ852

N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q J 10
AKQ
AK3
9763

West

North

East

South

McIntosh

Jones

Hallberg

Rosen

1♠
4♣
5♣

3♦
Pass

1♣
3NT
4♠

Pass
Pass
Pass

Next we will see a tricky board from the roundrobin stage of the English trials for the World
Mind Sport Games in Beijing. What should
West respond to 1♣, do you think?

6. N/S Game. Dealer East.
♠
♥
♦
♣

Q965
J73
A87
AQJ
West
Gold
1♠
4♣
6♥

N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

K3
A K Q 10 8 6 5
J52
K

East
Townsend
1♥
3♥
5♥

We end with another deal from the same
trials. The first point of interest in this auction
is that 4♣ should be a cue-bid, with hearts
agreed, rather than a natural bid. Responder
will occasionally hold a black two-suiter, on
which he would like to contest partner’s
choice of a trump suit. Much more often, he
will want to agree hearts and suggest a slam
in that suit.
What do you think Tom Townsend should
bid over partner’s 4♣? Tony Forrester and
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We move next to the final of the USA women’s
trials for Beijing. The first point to make is
that East should not pass 1♠. A heart game
may be possible. Apart from that, you can
expect to make several more tricks in hearts,
rather than spades.
What meaning would you attribute to Lynn
Baker’s 3♥ on the second round? You might
be tempted to use such a bid with a solid heart
stopper and no club stopper. The basic meaning should be natural, however, and partner
should feel free to raise the suit.

Most players would respond 1♠, I dare say,
but I think some sort of club raise is preferable. If inverted raises are being used, a 2♣
response is ideal. The trouble with a standard
(invitational) 3♣ response is that the hand is
a little too strong. In that case you might start
1♣ – 3♦, a splinter bid.
‘Tosh’, as he is known, could hardly pass
3NT, successful as that would be, because his
partner’s 3NT suggests a powerful hand. 4♣
looks best and now it is Gunnar Hallberg who
has a decision to make. Perhaps he should sign
off in 4NT, with his iron-clad stoppers in both
red suits. He preferred to show his three-card
spade support and they ended in 5♣. A spade
ruff would have dispatched this contract (North
held ♠A-K-x-x), but declarer had eleven tricks
when a diamond was led.

David Burn, my fellow Bridge Base Online
commentators, expressed the view that 4♥
was correct, since West might hold three low
diamonds. It’s a possibility, yes. If East signs
off in 4♥, though, his partner may leave it
there on some slam-suitable hands with only
two low trumps. I was entirely happy with
Townsend’s choice of 5♥. This denied a diamond control and, by implication, showed
great trumps and probably the black-suit
kings. Why else could he advance so high
without a diamond control? David Gold said
he would have passed 4♥ (Townsend tells me
by e-mail).
 Awards: 6♥ (10), games (5), 6NT (4).
♠♥♦♣
On several deals I featured the successful
auction, rather than the failing one at the
other table, so our experts pick up a shining
56. If you scored close to 50, you did well. Let’s
look for some bidding tips.

When Karen McCallum bid 3NT next, Baker
was absolutely right to return to hearts on her
seven-card suit. At the other table, after the
same start, Tobi Sokolow passed 3NT. She subsequently misguessed the diamonds to go one
down. Baker also misguessed the diamonds,
but still made her game in hearts.
 Awards: 4♥ (10), 3NT (6), 5♥/5♦ (5), 6♦
(4), part-scores (3).

This was the other auction:
West

North

1♥
3♦
5♣
6♣
Pass
7♣

2♦
Pass
Pass
Dble
Dble
Dble

East
1♣
Dble
3♥
5♥
6♠
Pass

South
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

West’s 1♥ showed spades and East’s double
indicated three-card spade support. Only East
knows why he bid 3♥ instead of 3NT. (Call me
Mr Softee for not publicising the names of the
East-West pair . . .)
 Awards: 5NT/4NT/3NT (10), 5 ♣ (6),
4♠ (5), slams (1).

Tips to remember
a minor suit has been agreed,
• When
4NT is an inefficient key-card bid.
Take a look at the various alternatives
on the market, such as Minorwood
and Redwood.
fourth-suit-forcing bids as forcing
• Play
to game. When instead you hold a
nondescript 10 or 11 points, with no
good suit, no fit and no stopper in the
unbid suit, this is the time to underbid
rather than overbid.
is important to have some way to
• Itinvestigate
minor-suit fits opposite a
2NT opening. When you play
transfers, the 3♠ response is available for this purpose.
not feel obliged to respond in a
• Do
major suit containing four low cards. It
may work better to respond 1NT or to
raise partner's suit.
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REDUCE THE COST OF
YOUR POSTAGE
Postage stamps for sale at
90% of face-value
(all mint with full gum).
Values supplied in 100s,
higher values available as well
as 1st and 2nd class.
Value may be provided by two
stamps, e.g. 100 1st class =
(100 x 34) + (100 x 2).

 / Fax
020 8422 4906
or e-mail clive.goff@
londonrugby.com
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A Director’s lot
THE Law-makers in the
kitchens of their ivory towers
have arrived at an unsavoury
recipe: ‘weighted adjusted
scores become the norm in
England’, when the Director
has to award an adjusted score.
Perhaps this is an appropriate law for international and
top-level bridge, but one must
wonder if those who arrived at
this decision have ever played
in the real world of Club
Bridge.
A playing Director, who
might be inexperienced both as
Director and player, might be
called to a table where an
adjusted score is necessary. Like
a Delia Smith of bridge he
could be expected to take 40%
of 3NT making by N/S, 30% of
3NT-1, 25% of 4♥ making and
add just a pinch of 3♠-3 by
E/W, pour all these into the scoring programme and produce a
palatable result; all this within a
minute so that he can get back

to the hand which he is in the
middle of playing at another
table. And at the end of the
session he is expected to produce a result within a few minutes.
Even if this were possible, it
is surely a recipe for delays and
arguments. The Laws are increasingly giving greater discretion to Directors. It is difficult enough to find volunteer
Directors without making life
more difficult for them. In my
opinion, the laws and guidance
deriving from them should be
framed in such a way that rulings are automatic wherever
possible, with the minimum of
discretion expected. The automatic application of a clear law
is much more satisfactory and
practical than a decision relying on a Director’s judgment.
David Beever, Burnham
Jeremy Dhondy replies on page
27. John Pain explains how to
go about it at www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the Editor, Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
The Editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the EBU
agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

The new law on shuffling
WITH regard to the new WBF
Laws that came into effect
from 1st August, I (probably
along with a lot of ‘committed
players’) would like to add my
‘scream’ to the rest.
On balance the new rules for
players are an improvement
except for one, which is the
rule to shuffle a hand before
placing it back into the board.
To my mind a rule should
meet three criteria:
1. It should be for the good
of the majority.
2. It should be enforceable.
3. It should be punishable if
broken.
Point 1, whom does it benefit?
The average club player on
picking up a hand may, if very
astute, be able to deduce from
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the second, third and perhaps
fourth card that it was played
in a suit contract, always assuming they have watched the
previous player to ascertain if
they did or did not shuffle the
cards. Who does that? Even if
he did, he would still not know
the final contract unless he
looked at the traveller first.
Point 2, I defy any Director
to have the time to oversee all
tables to ensure everyone has
shuffled their cards.
Point 3, there does not appear to be any penalty suggested or implied should players
disregard this rule.
As this rule does not meet
even one of the above criteria,
it seems extremely pointless.
Barbara Herold, Hastings

On-line
open forum
THE EBU should have an online open forum site for the
membership. Members could
then air their views on any
subject relative to the EBU. The
site could have a disclaimer
regarding the points of view
expressed, making people
responsible for their own
comments. By logging into the
site the comments do not have
to be anonymous.
Let us have this forum for
free debate. What should be
more important to the EBU
than the views of the membership?
Kevin Elstow, by e-mail
If members would like this
facility, they should canvas their
respective clubs so that the clubs
can convey the suggestion to the
Club Committee (see page 32).
However, such a site would
have to be private (i.e. open
only to EBU members) and will
not come cheap (in terms of
staff time) since there will have
to be safeguards and monitoring in place, as on any other
such responsible forum. I once
replaced a friend in monitoring
an on-line bridge forum, and
was shocked by the amount of
obscene and/or libellous stuff
that some people (mostly not
even bridge players) were trying
to publish. (Ed.)

Insurance
THE new law states that cards
should be shuffled before putting them back in the pockets.
Unfortunately this does not
guarantee that shuffling has occurred before the boards reach
the next table.
May I suggest that cards are
shuffled at the table where they
are to be played? This should
eliminate any forgetfulness as
opponents should ensure shuffling has taken place.
Basil Younan, by e-mail

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Satisfaction
guaranteed
FACED with the prospect of
two boring nights at a hotel
while on business in Plymouth,
I used the EBU website to find
two local clubs for an evening’s
bridge.
So many thanks to Jack
Thompson at Plymouth BC
and Maureen Baser at Plymstock BC for arranging Geoff
Langdon and Gerry Warren
respectively to partner me.
Both nights had some measure
of success and both partners
kindly returned me to my
hotel afterwards.
Both clubs were extremely
friendly and I would heartily
recommend visitors to the area
to seek them out.
Dave Harper, Croydon

Confusion?
I WAS a bit surprised by the
October magazine. June Booty
(Really Easy Bridge) talks of not
opening 1NT with a five-card
major but makes no reference
to quality of the five-card suit
putting in a very healthy 14
count with five hearts headed
by K-Q-10 in example 3 on
page 17. Several pages later, on
page 29, the esteemed Sandra
Landy (Standard English) qualifies under ‘Points to Remember’ that you can open 1NT on
a weak five-card major.
I can sort it, but I am sure the
less experienced will not be able
to do so.
Harold Schogger, by e-mail
June Booty’s brief is to cater for
absolute beginners, while Sandra
Landy is addressing students
further along in the learning
process.
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1869

Bridge licensed
by the EBU

MERCIAN BRIDGE & BOWLING

MERRY CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW
YEAR FROM MERCIAN BRIDGE!
Get away from the British winter
and enjoy some winter sun!
We have limited availability in
Tenerife from 09 January;
18 January Tunisia; 03 February
EBU Congress, Tenerife; 04
February Luxor and 03 March
Dubrovnik, plus much more.
Please call Mercian on
freephone 0800 035 8372 for
further information and
to check availability.

Mercian Bridge 2008/2009
26 Oct 08 - 7 to 154 nts Sol Don Pablo, Torremolinos
02 Nov 08 - 7 to 154 nts RIU Green Park, Tunisia
22 Dec 08 - 5 nts Toorak Hotel, Torquay
23 Dec 08 - 5 nts Haven Hotel, Poole
09 Jan 09 - 14 nts San Felipe, Tenerife
09 Jan 09 - 7-28 nts Playa la Arena, Tenerife
03 Feb 09 - 7 nts EBU Congress, Tenerife
04 Feb 09 - 14 nts Land of the Pharaohs, Egypt
03 Mar 09 - 7-28 nts Hotel Argentina, Dubrovnik
18 Apr 09 - 14 nts Queen of Montenegro, Montenegro
20 Apr 09 - 4 nts Fownes Hotel, Worcester
15 May 09 - 14 nts Hotel Chandris, Corfu

21 May 09 - 4 nts Winchester Hotel, Winchester
24 May 09 - 5 nts Gisborough Hall, North Yorkshire
10 Jun 09 - 7 nts Greek Island Cruise
22 Jun 09 - 4 nts Cliff Head, Cornwall
28 Jun 09 - 10 nts Hotel Ercolini e Savi, Tuscany
02 Sept 09 - 14 nts Golf Hotel, Lake Bled
13 Sep 09 - 6 nts Buchanan Arms, Loch Lomond
20 Sep 09 - 10 nts Al Waha at Shangri-La’s, Oman
18 Oct 09 - 16 nts Wonders of China
22 Oct 09 - 4 nts Winchester Hotel, Winchester
Oct 09 - 7 to 154 nts Sol Don Pablo, Torremolinos
Nov 09 - 7 to 28 nts RIU Green Park, Tunisia

Please call Mercian on Freephone 0800 036 8372 if you
would like further information on any of our holidays.
JOHN AND MARY DOWNING, MERCIAN TRAVEL CENTRE LIMITED
109 WORCESTER ROAD HAGLEY WEST MIDLANDS DY9 0NG
Tel: (01562) 887557 (4 lines) Fax: (01562) 886454

FREEPHONE 0800 036 8372
E-mail address: JDowning@merciantravel.co.uk Website: www.merciantravel.co.uk
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LETTERS CONTINUED from page 23

Level 4 problems
THERE has been some debate
on http://forums.bridgetalk.
com/ about the merits (or
otherwise) of the EBU system
regulations at Level 4. Some
contend that many permitted
methods are infrequent enough
and unusual enough that it is
unreasonable to expect all
players to be able to deal with
them at short notice in, for
example, the National Pairs
competition. Others believe
that the wider range of systems
available is simply part of the
cut-and-thrust of competition,
and if opponents achieve a
good score because their
unusual methods right-side a
contract, or because they can
pre-empt on a wider range of
hands, that is part of the game.
Examination of the Orange
Book indicates that there are
five classes of opening suit bid
permitted at Level 4:
Natural (showing the suit
bid, at some strength).
Artificial.
Promising a specified suit
other than the one bid.
Denying the suit bid.
Promising a strong hand,
not related to the suit bid.
Openings that could be
either strong or weak.
There is also the option to play
an intermediate and artificial
1NT opening.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Of these, the natural openings and the artificial strong
openings are just as likely to be
encountered at Level 2, so
need not be discussed other
than in passing.
Without advocating one
point of view in particular, we
would like to suggest that an
article discussing possible defences to artificial bids promising a different suit, artificial
suits denying (by inference) the
suit bid, and multi-way weak/
strong bids would be of interest
and potential benefit to a wide
proportion of the readership
of English Bridge and could, if
desired, form part of a short
series.
Henry Lockwood and
Matt Johnson, by e-mail
The idea of some articles to
discuss defences to less common
Level 4 conventions is a good
one and will be pursued in a
future issue. In the meantime,
Jeremy Dhondy offers advice on
page 27.
THE OCTOBER DEBATE:
Thank you for voting.
The votes were split
50-50, so it looks as
though Great Bridge is
both Percentage and
Flair Bridge!

Punishment enough
I HAVE to confess that I took
advantage of my partner’s
hesitation.
Almost a year ago I met up
with a bridge orphan who had
not played for about thirty
years and was trying to find
his way into the game again.
We agreed on a twelve month
trial during which time I
would do my best to bring him
up to speed with some of the
more modern bidding systems,
defensive signals, etc. Sometimes it has been tortuous
waiting for him to come up
with his rebid (I know – he
should know his proposed
rebid before making the opening bid) and the same waiting
for him to respond to a bid of
mine. Many are the times in
the car on the way to or from a
game that I lecture him on the
need to ‘speed up’.
Recently, playing pairs at the
club, I picked up:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q 10 7 6
AK
AK2
AQ85

And opened 2NT (20-22). With
the opposition silent throughout, partner went into one of
his trances and eventually
came up with 3♣ (five-card
Stayman). After my response
of 3♦ denying a five-card
major – we keep it simple – he
went deep into the tank and

after an age surfaced with 3♥
(a four-card suit). I responded
3♠ and after due deliberation
partner bid 4♠. To me, it was
clear partner had a problem
hand: he had 4-4 in the majors,
and was either 4 -1 or 5-0 in
the minors and must have
points to account for the
prolonged bidding. So I took
advantage of his perceived
problem and bid 6♠.
After a heart lead partner
placed dummy on the table:

♠
♥
♦
♣

A942
8753
97
10 6 2

I thanked partner, duly went
two off for an almost clear
bottom, and kept my own
counsel – until the end of the
evening! I then pointed out to
him that the bidding should
have gone at the speed of light
to 4♠ and admitted I bid 6♠
on the strength of his agonising. Partner then pointed out
I had once told him that after a
1NT or 2NT opening bid
responder was ‘boss of the
auction’ and that as the notrump bidder I should have
passed his 4♠ bid.
Oops, sorry partner!
Should I have called the
Director for taking advantage
of partner’s unauthorised noninformation?
David Pollard. Alnwick

Variations on a theme
ANDREW Kambites’ article
on Two-suited Overcalls in the
October 2008 issue of English
Bridge outlined a variation of
Ghestem in which, over a 1♣
opening, 2♣ was natural and
2♦ showed both majors, and
over a 1♦ or 1♥ or 1♠ opening, 3♣ showed a two-suited
hand.
Although a 1♣ opening may
be made on a short suit, it has
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never struck me as being particularly useful to treat a cuebid of the opponent’s suit as
natural. Nor do I like having to
give up a jump overcall in
clubs to an artificial meaning
when it is clearly preferable (in
terms of memory load, if
nothing else) to be able to use
it naturally.
A variant of Ghestem I
devised over thirty years ago,

and to which I gave the name
Quantum (from Cue-bid, UNT
and Michaels), overcomes these
difficulties:
Over 1♣ or 1♦, a cue-bid
shows the extremes (spades
and the unbid minor); 2NT
shows the lowest two unbid
suits (hearts and the other
minor) while a jump cue-bid
shows both majors.
Traditionally, a jump cue-

bid overcall is used to show a
solid suit and asks partner to
bid 3NT with a stopper in the
opponent’s suit. When was
the last time you ever needed
that?
Over a 1♥ or 1 ♠ opening, I
like to revert to using standard
Michaels cue-bids so that once
again 3 ♣ is available as a
natural bid.
Mike Wenble, by e-mail 
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FOR THE BEST



JOHN BEARD
BRIDGE HOLIDAYS

BRIDGE4US : Friendly Bridge Holidays with
John Taylor & Roger Chappel
(4 The Green Brafferton Darlington DL1 3LB)

HOLIDAY BRIDGE on the ISLE of WIGHT
Late Spring 2009

The CLIFF HALL HOTEL Shanklin
(May 2nd – 9th) £459

CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR
FALSTAFF HOTEL, LEAMINGTON SPA

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
THE XMAS EXTRAVAGANZA
Wednesday 24th to Sunday 28th December, 2008
4 NIGHTS FULL BOARD FOR £360.00
No single room supplement.
FALSTAFF HOTEL, LEAMINGTON SPA

NEW YEAR’S SPECTACULAR
WITH GALA DINNER
Monday 29th December to Wednesday 1st January 2009
3 NIGHTS FULL BOARD FOR £350.00
No single room supplement.

2009
FEBRUARY 20TH TO 23RD
SWINDON MARRIOTT HOTEL
£198.00 3 Nights full board
£15 Single room supplement.

MARCH 6TH TO 8TH
KINGSTON LODGE HOTEL, Kingston Upon Thames.
£169.00 Full board No single room supplement

MARCH 13TH TO 15TH
RAMADA JARVIS HOTEL
REDBOURN NEAR HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
£179.00 Full board No single room supplement

MARCH 27TH TO 30TH
HUNTINGDON MARRIOTT HOTEL
£198.00 3 Nights full board
£15 Single room supplement.

APRIL 10TH TO 13TH
4 days EASTER BREAK
3 STAR BEST WESTERN FALSTAFF HOTEL,
LEAMINGTON SPA
£269.00 Full board No single room supplement

MAY 29-31ST
BANK HOUSE HOTEL, WORCESTER,
NO FEAR WEEKEND SIMPLE SYSTEM ONLY.
£169.00 Full board No single room supplement.
Stoke Vaults, 33 Waterloo Street, PLYMOUTH, PL1 5RP

TEL & FAX: (01752) 565593
Mobile 07815 634090
Email: johnbeardholiday@aol.com
Website: www.jbbridgeholidays.co.uk



MASTER POINTS
BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU

26 English Bridge December 2008

7 nights superior en-suite accommodation
Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
inc FREE ferry from Southampton and all bridge fees

Master Points Awarded • Prizes • Bridge Licensed by the EBU
for further details telephone: 01325 315741
bridge4us@tiscali.co.uk www.bridge4us.co.uk
Book before the end of December and save £40pp

Club Director and Teacher
Training Courses 2008-09
New courses are being planned for 2009 in
Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Cornwall, Wiltshire
and Warwickshire. Watch for details.
ESSENTIALS £33
Brighton

Monday 17th August 09

BOOK RULINGS £38
Hexham
Brighton

Saturday 31st January 09
Tuesday 18th August 09

JUDGMENT RULINGS £38
EBU HQ Aylesbury
Welwyn Garden City
Hexham
Brighton

Wednesday 10th December 08
Saturday 17th January 09
Saturday 21st February 09
Wednesday 19th August 09

ASSESSMENT £43
Leicester
EBU HQ Aylesbury
Welwyn Garden City
Hexham
Brighton

Saturday 6th December
Wednesday 14th January 09
Saturday 7th February 09
Saturday 28th March 09
Thursday 20th August 09

For further information,
or to register for a course
 01296 317203
or email peter@ebu.co.uk

Focus on Value Teacher Training
Courses – Courses for new teachers
Aylesbury EBU HQ - February 20 to 22nd
West Midlands BC July 10th to 12th and
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 23rd to 25th
Courses £195 for the Full Course – includes how to
teach bridge, what to teach, short teaching practice,
how to recruit, how to retain and how to turn your
students into a partner club.

For further details  01296 317217
or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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Replies to letters on
the Letters Pages
E-mail your questions to Jeremy Dhondy at ebuproblems@btopenworld.com
or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.
Please include your name and address.

DAVID Beever (see letter on page 23) is
concerned about the complexity of
weighted scores, and wonders if they
are appropriate for clubs as opposed to
major competition.

Some time ago, well before the latest laws
came into force, the World Bridge
Federation sanctioned weighted scores.
What does this mean? If there is a dispute
at the table concerning, for example, a
hesitation, the director used to have to
rule for one side or the other. This would
then lead either to an appeal or some
disgruntled players. When Law 12C3 was
originally implemented a director could
award a split or ‘weighted’ score that said,
in effect, ‘Yes, some damage has been done
but my belief is that the non-offending
side would have only got it right a certain
percentage of the time even if there had
been no hesitation.’ Once this was introduced, it had the effect of reducing the
number of appeals at tournaments significantly.
The new laws continue this practice in
Law 12C. So what happens on a club
night? I imagine that few players wish to
stay behind after the duplicate to argue a
case and even fewer members wish to
serve on an appeal committee at 11pm so
either the matter gets forgotten and some
resentment is harboured or everyone burns
reluctant midnight oil. If the director is a
playing director, as he is in many clubs, it
is even more difficult. In several clubs I
play at, when the director is called about
someone bidding on after an infraction,
which, in reality, is not all that common,
he listens, establishes the facts and then
will consult several other players who have
played the board in order to establish a
view and then he may well return and give
a ‘weighted’ adjustment. This, of course,
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can still be appealed but in practice will
not be very often. It is true that sometimes
working out the adjustment can be complicated and the director in the club bears
the burden, so what can be done?

•
•
•

Time permitting, the club director
can call a director on the EBU panel
for advice.
He could look on the EBU site for a
fuller article on this topic by John
Pain intended for directors, or:
The club could decide to pay for him
to receive some training at an EBU
club directors course advertised in
the magazine and on the web site.

It is tempting to assume that you can have
a simple law that covers all situations but
in reality this is not true. One example
should suffice. Suppose you had a law that
if someone revoked and it was established
the penalty was two tricks. Simple, yes.
Avoids problems, no. A main principle of
the laws is that they try to do equity so
when someone revokes and the effect is to
cut declarer off from four tricks in the
dummy this is not equitable and there
ought to be a provision to protect for this
if equity is to be established. The balance
between simplicity and effectiveness is not
always a simple one.

Henry Lockwood and Matt Johnson
(see letter on page 25) are concerned
about EBU Level 4 system regulation
because many methods that are
permitted are infrequent and unusual
enough that it is unreasonable to
expect all players to be able to deal
with them at short notice.

When the Orange Book was last fully revised
in 2006 one of the changes was to make

Jeremy Dhondy

EBU PROBLEMS
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nearly all tournaments Level 4 events. This
had the merit, to my mind, of removing the
awkward situation where some events on a
weekend were Level 3 and some Level 4 and
they required some players to carry two
convention cards and gave the barrackroom lawyers a field day because few players
would know what was allowed at each level.
It also allowed most methods but provided
protection from the occasional odd ball
who wanted to try out his forcing pass
method on the unsuspecting and ill prepared masses. Clubs were still, of course,
free to adopt any level or indeed no level. If
you play in a small number of tournaments
you may come across a number of methods
that you don’t see often and then the
proponents of those methods may derive an
advantage because of their unfamiliarity.
How does one cope with this? I think some
general principles are a good idea. For
example, you right-hand opponent opens
1♣ and you hold:
What do you call? If
♠ KJ5
the 1♣ opener is nat♥6
ural you would almost
♦ 432
certainly pass. If it is a
♣ AQJ975
strong club, you would
probably bid 2♣ but
what if 1♣ is potentially short and might be a minimum of
three, two or even one card? You decide to
overcall 2♣ but, of course, your partner
thinks that 2♣ shows the majors and
alerts and leaps, majestically, to 4♥. A
poor board seems in the offing. One very
simple way to avoid this confusion is to
agree a rule whereby an opening of 1♣ is
treated as natural even if it might be short.
It may not be theoretically best but it is
probably best practically in all but the most
experienced partnerships.
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Salisbury Bridge Club
celebrates
double birthday
WEDNESDAY 15 October was a special
day for members of Salisbury Bridge
Club. It commemorated two red-letter
days in the club’s calendar: the 21st
Anniversary of the founding of the
club and the 90th Birthday of its
founder, Phil Philbrick (in the photo).
About eighty members, past and
present, gathered for the evening at the
Red Lion Hotel. They got the chance to
renew old friendships and partnerships by playing Chicago Bridge. More importantly, they celebrated
another milestone in Phil’s long life.
Andy Tilling gave a witty, and warmly received, tribute to Phil
and his wife Cecilia. He took his audience through an amusing
chronicle of Phil’s life, from his school life at Gosport Grammar
School in the roaring twenties and thirties, through his early
training as a quantity surveyor, past his wartime service in the
Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers – he was wounded in action
in 1945 – then on to his post-war years spent in the Far East
before returning to Wiltshire in the 1960s.
Phil’s career saw many changes. He held a variety of managerial
posts in banking, personnel, project management and computers.
Bridge was an early and long-lasting passion to which he devoted
long hours of his leisure. His skill as a player, which is still as
impressive as ever, was matched by achievements in the bridge
administrative world, covering such disparate activities as chief
tournament director in Malaysia, organising bridge holidays,
restructuring the teaching programme of the English Bridge
Union and setting up clubs in Dorset, Hampshire, Wiltshire and
three in Salisbury itself, including one no longer existing at the
Spinal Injury Unit at Odstock Hospital.
He was also more than active in charity work which was
celebrated in 1980 by his becoming first a life member of St John’s
in 1980, then being appointed an Officer of the Order.
He and Cecilia also found time to have six children following
their marriage in September 1944.
Mr Tilling’s speech was interrupted frequently by members
fondly – and loudly – recalling some of Phil’s bridge aphorisms,
like ‘Pick it up!’, ‘Now make a sensible bid!’ ‘Only eleven cards left’
and ‘I always like my ladies to go to bed on the same day they got up!’
Founder members Shirley Henderson and Jean Morisson made
gifts on behalf of the club to Cecilia and Phil, and everyone joined
in a lusty singing of ‘Happy Birthday’ to conclude a party that had
been enjoyed by all who are now anticipating ten more years of
Chicago Bridge at this most welcoming of Salisbury’s clubs.
One founder club member explained why her husband never
learned to play bridge despite the excellent teaching that Phil
continues to provide notwithstanding his advanced years. Her
husband arrived home one evening to say: ‘Did you know what
Phil asked me this evening? What cards did my opponents hold?
How the hell did I know without looking at them!’
Now most members are able to answer this question reasonably
accurately.
John Polley
28
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THE EBU &
MERCIAN

TENERIFE
CONGRESS
4th – 9th February 2009
Mare Nostrum Resort,
Tenerife

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Pre-congress Pairs
Open Pairs
Pivot Teams
Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed Pairs
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
(both Green-pointed)
Bridge Fees: £110

Entries to EBU Competitions Department
Broadfields, Bicester Road, Aylesbury,
Bucks HP19 8AZ

 01296 317203 / 219 Fax 01296 317220
For travel and accommodation
please contact

Mercian Travel Centre Limited
109 Worcester Road, Hagley, West Midlands DY9 0NG

 01562 887557

FREEPHONE 0800 036 8372
www.ebu.co.uk
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EBU NEWS

Chairman’s annual
report 2007-2008
WE have come a long way since I delivered
my Chairman’s report to you this time last
year, a year that has been dominated by
the debate on universal membership and
the best way of implementing it. After the
widest possible consultation, during which
we undertook a consultation involving
counties, clubs and their members, you, the
Shareholders, decided on June 4th, by a
majority of 52 to 31, to ‘accept the principle
of universal membership and approve the
Board’s proposals for replacing the current
Annual Subscription and Master Point
income by a Pay to Play fee.’
It was an historic decision and when in
place will put us on the same footing as
other European countries of comparable
size to ourselves. But I must stress that it is
not an end in itself: its essential purpose is
to give the English Bridge Union a firm
foundation to enable it to carry out the
reforms necessary for it to develop the
game of Duplicate Bridge.
Having examined – over a period of two
and a half years – every possible way of
achieving universal membership, Pay to
Play emerged as the only one that was fair,
equitable and efficient. Fair, because an
extra 29p (less, of course, if the club
awarded master-points) every time people
play is a miniscule amount to help
support the game they love; equitable,
because it makes every member of every
club a stakeholder in the national organisation and gives them a vote to make their
views felt at, initially, County level,
therefore ultimately at national level; and
efficient because Pay to Play can be collected – and master-points can be registered
– electronically, removing, both at club
level and at EBU headquarters the onerous
duty of collecting subscriptions and
registering master-points.

The Board moved quickly after the June
4th decision: it set up the Universal Membership Project Board under the Chairmanship of Sally Bugden to oversee the implementation of Pay to Play; it had its first
meeting at the beginning of August. A
Business Planning Team was put in place to
be in charge of overall strategy and its fiveyear plan, ‘Bidding for the Future’, forms
part of this issue in the pull-out. Most important of all, it created a Club Committee
as a permanent committee of the Board; in
addition to its Chairman, Graham Jepson, it
includes eight members from clubs, chosen
to represent the fairest possible geographical spread, plus Barry Capal, the General
Manager, and Krys Kazmierczak, the Club
Liaison Officer. The creation of this committee is a testament to the Board’s belief
that the clubs are the bedrock of the English
Bridge Union, too long taken for granted,
and that they must be given every assistance
possible to develop and expand, since it is
from them that new members will emerge.
In future any decisions that may affect clubs
will pass through this committee. Already,
liaison with the Laws and Ethics Committee
has resulted in a consultation on a clubfriendly resolution of the ‘alerting of
doubles’ problem. Similar co-operation will
result in the distribution to the clubs of a
simplified Orange Book.
Moving on from Pay to Play, I would
like to highlight some of the progress that
has been made elsewhere. In April we put
into operation the ‘membership centralisation’ database: twenty-five Counties now
use this facility and we have had no reported problems. Another IT success was the
Brighton Swiss Pairs: the Competitions
Department ran this for the first time
using Bridgemates; thus the largest single
field event in the world became the largest

The Board and staff of the EBU wish
all members the compliments of the season

www.ebu.co.uk

Peter Stocken
single field event to be run with electronic
scoring. My thanks to them and to Jeff
Smith for all the work they put into this.
On April 1st, we brought back in-house
the management of our web-site into the
capable hands of Michael Clark. You will
already have noticed many of the changes,
and there are many more in the pipeline,
Michael’s objective being to make the site
as accessible as possible.
We are about to complete the production of a TV pilot which we will try and
sell to the TV networks. It stars ordinary
players with Andrew Robson as the expert
assisting with the commentary. It has been
made professionally, but at a very reasonable cost, using the services of one of our
members and the contacts of Matt Betts,
our Communications Officer.
On the Youth front, we have received a
£60,000 donation, payable over three years,
to be invested in a project to teach bridge
to young people. The EBU Youth Trust
now has over £30,000 in it and we would
welcome donations to it.
After two years as Chairman, I would
like to thank Barry Capal, our General
Manager, for his unstinting commitment
to the EBU, and for all the invaluable work
he has done in streamlining our administration, reducing costs and inspiring his
staff at Aylesbury.
I would also like to thank all the members of the Board for all the time and effort
they have put in, often at considerable cost
to themselves. Special thanks must go to
Mike Hill for his contribution as Treasurer,
and Sally Bugden for her work as ViceChairman. I wish Sally all the best in her
new role as Chairman of the Union.
For all the years I have been Chairman,
I have never experienced a Board with
such unity of purpose nor with such a
determination to move the English Bridge
Union forward.
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EBU News
Dimmie Fleming Awards 2008
Roger Amey, Norfolk

Roger has been at the sharp end
of Norfolk Bridge for almost
fifty years. He has been involved
in every new initiative to widen
the support for bridge. A past
President and past Chairman of
the County, he currently chairs
the County Tournament Subcommittee as well as the Norfolk
Congress Committee. His name
is synonymous with the running
of the Eastern Counties League.
Roger served as an EBU Board
Director and has been a national
selector. He has also been a
delegate to the EBU.

Roy Hughes, Lincs

Stan Harding, Herts

Stan has been involved in bridge
for over fifty years. He has
served on the Herts CBA Committee since the 1970s in a
variety of roles.
He was Chairman of Welwyn
Garden City BC from 1992 to
2004, when he became the
club’s first President in its
seventy-year history. During his
period as Chairman, he established a teaching programme

which has enabled the club to
double its membership.
Stan is always willing to help
however small or large the task.

Philip Wraight,
Westmorland

ORANGE BOOK
PERMITTED
AGREEMENTS

INTRODUCTION
TO BIDDING FOR
THE FUTURE

ADDITIONS and amendments
to permitted methods normally take effect from August 1st
and any applications to change
anything need to be received by
the Laws and Ethics Committee
Secretary by the end of
February.
If you wish to apply for
approval of any agreement not
currently permitted, you
should send it either typed on
A4 paper to the Secretary to the
Laws and Ethics Committee,
EBU, Broadfields, Aylesbury
HP19 8AZ, or by e-mail to
john@ebu.co.uk. You should
include a logical defence to any
agreement and indicate how it
is to be shown on the convention card.
The Committee tend to look
more favourably on applications that are not especially difficult to defend against.

BIDDING for the Future (see
pages 3 and 4 of the pull-out
at the centre of this issue)
addresses strategy. This is
essentially a road map, a
framework of ideas. Once the
different elements of the
strategy have been investigated
through consultation and
research, an operational plan
can then be costed, timetabled, implemented and
reviewed – ensuring that
duplicate bridge is accessible
and popular, and that the EBU
meets the needs of its
members, both now and in
the future, in a timely and
efficient way.

♠♥♦♣
MASTER POINTS
PRICES

Since the 1960s, Roy has devoted
many years to bridge in Lincolnshire. He still continues to enjoy
success in county events and
over the years has won all the
trophies that he is eligible for.
Roy was Lincs CBA’s County
Secretary for thirteen years
until 2004, and County Captain
for twenty years. He continued
as County Vice Chairman in
2005, having served as Chairman in the early 1980s. Since
‘retiring’, he has organised
Bridge For All in his home
village.
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Philip moved to Kendal in 2001
from Cambridge, where for
twenty years he had been Tournament Organiser of both Cambridge BC and the County.
Philip started teaching bridge
in 2002 and since then has been
running many classes, as well as
teaching MiniBridge in the local
primary school and developing
U3A bridge in Kendal. As Kendal
BC Chairman, Philip has established a ‘gentler’ evening where
experienced players welcome the
newly graduated students.

HAVING held the price of
master-point certificates
unchanged for well over two
years, we now need to increase
it in line with the recently
agreed increases in
membership subscriptions. The
cost will rise by 5%, just one
year’s inflation, which means
that the cost of a certificate
goes from £0.38 to £0.40 and
the cost of a book of fifty
certificates from £19 to £20.
For books of certificates, this
increase will take effect from
1st December, 2008. For directly credited master points, it will
take effect from 1st January,
2009.
Mike Hill, Treasurer

♠♥♦♣
NATIONAL PAIRS
QUALIFYING
HEATS
FROM now until early
February, many clubs will be
running a heat of the National
Pairs. This is an event for all
club players where approximately one third of the field
qualifies for one of five
regional finals, which are in
turn qualifiers for a national
final.
Is your club running a heat?
If it is, then please let
Michael@ebu.co.uk know if
you would like it advertised
on the web-site; if not, contact
Peter@ebu.co.uk if you would
like to know more about
doing so.
Full details are in the EBU
diary on pages 36-38 or see
the website www.ebu.co.uk
where you can also download
an entry form.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Beat today’s experts Beat today’s experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

December 2008
WEST HANDS

December 2008
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Lazer)

2. Game All
Dealer East
(Thorp)

3. Love All
Dealer East
(Welland)

4. N/S Game
Dealer West
(McCallum)

5. Love All
Dealer East

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q94
A8643
AQJ3
J

1. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Gumby)

♠J 7 3
♥ A J 10 9 6
♦9 8 2
♣A 6

2. Game All
Dealer East

♠ J 10 2
♥J
♦ 10 8 4 2
♣ A K 10 3 2

3. Love All
Dealer East

♠A K 8 6 2
♥A
♦A 8 7 6 3
♣A 5

4. N/S Game
Dealer West

♠8 7 5 2
♥8 5
♦ 10
♣A K Q 8 5 2

5. Love All
Dealer East

♠Q 9 6 5
♥J 7 3
♦A 8 7
♣A Q J

6. N/S Game
Dealer East

(Struik)

(Glubok)

(Baker)

(McIntosh)
*North bids 3♦, if possible.
6. N/S Game.
Dealer East
(Gold)

♠A 3
♥ K 10
♦ K 10 7 6
♣ A K 10 4 2
♠A K 9 8
♥K 8
♦5
♣ J 10 9 5 4 3
♠A Q 5
♥A Q 7 4
♦A Q 6
♣Q 7 4
♠3
♥ J 10 8 6 4 3 2
♦ K J 10
♣6 3
♠ Q J 10
♥A K Q
♦A K 3
♣9 7 6 3

(Hallberg)
*North bids 3♦, if possible.

(Townsend)

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 20-21
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♠K 3
♥ A K Q 10 8 6 5
♦J 5 2
♣K
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EBU GIFT IDEAS

EBU GIFT IDEAS

Bridge Tips

Cardholders

£9.99

per set of 4

£2.99
50 invaluable bridge tips in a ‘little book’
that will help you improve your bidding,
declarer play and defence.

Set of 4 Boxed £9.99 or individually at
£2.99 each – Red, Blue, Green or Yellow.

Masterclass

EBU Pens

£1.99

£2.50

This book contains details of all the classes
given in Ron Klinger’s 2003 Masterclass tour.
Work your way through the material, put
the advice into practice, and enjoy the
improvement in your results! (RRP £7.99)

Available in red or blue

 01296 397851 / 317200

 01296 397851 / 317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts on these offers.
Prices do not include p&p.
Offers end 31st December 2008.

No further discounts on these offers.
Prices do not include p&p.
Offers end 31st December 2008.
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2008 – 2013
We want to:

Duplicate Bridge is one of
the most enduring and
popular games in the world.
It embraces people from all
walks of life, young and
old.
It provides a framework for
making new friends and
learning new skills.
It helps individuals obtain,
maintain and retain a
healthy and agile mind.
Simply, it is one of the
greatest games of all time.

The English Bridge Union is responsible for
the advancement of Duplicate Bridge and
the provision of the infrastructure to play
the game in England.

• Support at least 900 affiliated clubs
and 50,000 individual members.
• Offer a diverse yet cost effective
portfolio of services that provides
opportunities for every member
to benefit from belonging to the
Union.

We have sought and received approval for
universal membership for all individuals who
belong to our affiliated clubs.
This historic agreement provides us with
a stability unknown before in our
organisation. It allows us to concentrate
on the development of the game of
Duplicate Bridge and the modernisation and
streamlining of England’s national bridge
organisation.

Our Vision
We believe that the EBU should be representative of all its members and that it
should have a constitution and structure
that enables both membership democracy
and effective business management.

• Use our skills to provide low-cost
services and benefits to our clubs
and their individual members.
• Monitor the developing needs of
our existing clubs through consultation.
• Expand the number of new clubs
through promotion of the game
and investment in education programmes.

Our Values
Teaching and Learning

We will:

• Always act in the best interests of
our membership.
• Take pride in delivering quality
and value for money.
• Respect each other and celebrate
diversity so that everyone can give
of their best.

This document sets out the EBU’s vision and
strategy for the next five years for Duplicate
Bridge in England.

Over the past thirty months we have
consulted thousands of Duplicate Bridge
players – members and non-members alike
– our affiliated clubs and our regional network of counties.

We will:

Our Clubs
We want to help our clubs thrive by offering
appropriate services to each club and its
members.

Education is at the foundation of the development of Duplicate Bridge in England.
We will:

• Build an integrated and effective
education strategy to ensure that
our education programmes meet
the needs of all ages and all levels
of player.
• Ensure that adequate investment
is made in teaching and learning.
• Develop an on-line teaching
program which will be available
freely on our website.

We have:

Playing the Game
• Set up a Club Committee which
will consult with our clubs to ensure
that the correct services are identified and provided by the EBU.
• Asked the members of the Club
Committee to construct an effective regional network from club to
county to region to the EBU to
create a beneficial long-term relationship with our grass roots.
• Requested that our Tournament
Committee consult with the Club
Committee to ensure that they
provide the right competitions to
engage existing and new club
players.
• Made a commitment to simplify
regulation and provide a special
Orange Book for Clubs through
consultation between our Laws
and Ethics Committee and our
Club Committee.

TOURNAMENTS AND COMPETITIONS
Through consultation and the use of surveys
and research, we will:

•

•

•

•

Explore and develop competitions
in which our club players wish to
take part.
Build an appropriate tournament
programme for today’s tournament players.
Make greater use of technology
to create a seamless process
from entering a score to reading
it on our website.
Develop on-line purchasing for
all our services including

tournaments.
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continued from previous page

We will:

PAYING OUR WAY
We will:

SIMPLIFICATION OF REGULATION
We are committed to reducing the amount
of regulation and simplifying it wherever
possible and in line with the laws of
Duplicate Bridge.
We will:

• Ensure widespread consultation
with, amongst others, the Club
Committee and the Tournament
Committee before changes to
regulations are formalised.
• Investigate the procedures that
other countries undertake in
terms of regulation and disciplinary matters, and address any
reform required in our system.

• Ensure the creation of working
groups which will provide timetables for the delivery of each
aspect of the strategy.
• Review the allocation of overheads in our financial reporting to
deliver the most accurate costings possible of all EBU activities.
• Make the best use of information technology to ensure that all
our management and service
delivery processes achieve great
effectiveness.
• Review the strategy on an annual
basis.

All aspects of this business strategy plan
have been or will be included in our annual
budgeting process.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND
DEMOCRATIC REPRESENTATION
PLAYING TO WIN – INTERNATIONAL
FUNDING AND SUCCESS
We will:

• Ensure the most effective investment of time and funds in our
players’ coaching, training and
international experience to
achieve the best possible chance
for our country to regain the success of years gone by.

We have:

• Already undertaken a review of
recent activities and will be making
recommendations to the Selection
Committee to achieve this goal.

Managing the Organisation

We will:

• Thoroughly investigate conversion to a charity by setting up a
small working group to address
all aspects of registration through
the Charity Commission.
• Help our volunteers by providing a
definition of roles and responsibilities when they become involved
at national level with the EBU.
• Examine the best form of representation for a membership
organisation in the 21st Century,
looking at regionalisation and
one member one vote.

UNIVERSAL MEMBERSHIP
We have:
• Set up a Project Board to oversee
the implementation of universal
membership.
• Produced a Project Plan which
states goals, timetables and
responsibilities.

• Continue our prudent financial
management to achieve a secure
future for the game.
• Improve our access to funding
from charitable trusts, corporate
sponsors, the government and
lottery.
• Consider projects and services
that can be funded from outside
organisations and businesses
that will benefit all our members.

Talking to Each Other
We will:

• Communicate effectively with all
the individuals and groups who
have an interest in bridge, including those who can help us promote the game and achieve recognition to increase our funding.
• Explore the further use of information technology to realise this
goal, and ensure that we use
those channels already available
to us to reach all our members
and potential members.

The Next Five Years
We are committed to achieving greater
popularity for Duplicate Bridge and its
recognition as a game of great fun and
worth to all sections of society.
This Board is determined to realise these
goals through the process of review, communication and delivery of this strategy
plan over the next five years. We will report
on our progress regularly to our shareholders and our membership.

We have:
We will:
• Appointed a business planning
team which will oversee the
five-year strategy plan and
the attendant goals that are
listed here. It will report to the
Board and the Board, in turn, will
report to the membership.

• Update the membership on
progress in each issue of English
Bridge and Club Focus.
• Report to the Shareholders on
progress at each meeting.

EBU Board,
2nd October 2008
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OF EVENTS

 DECEMBER 2008
6-7
12-14
19-21
27-30
28-30

Women's Trials 1st Weekend
Young Chelsea, London
Gold Cup Finals
Peebles
Junior Channel Trophy
Rosebery Hall, London EC1
Year-End Congress
London
Year-End Congress
Blackpool

5:30 pm
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EBU News
THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF UNIVERSAL MEMBERSHIP
Progress report by Sally Bugden

 JANUARY 2009
9-11
9-11
9-11
12-14
17-18
24-25

Midland Counties Congress
Bransford
Camrose 1st Weekend
Wales
Online Players Congress
Hinckley
BGB Winter Sim Pairs
Clubs
Swiss Teams Congress
Hinckley
National Women’s and
Men’s Pairs
Hinckley

 FEBRUARY 2009
4-9

Overseas Congress
Tenerife
7-8
Women’s Trials 2nd
Weekend
Young Chelsea, London
14-15
Tollemache Final
Hinckley
15
G.W. Arnott-Davidson
Trophy Qualifier
London, Sheffield
20-22
Junior Camrose weekend
Northern Ireland
27-1 Mar Spring Congress
Harrogate

 MARCH 2009
2-6
6-8
7-8
12-22
14
14-15
14-15
14-15
15
20-22
22

28
29
29-30

WBU St David’s Day
Sim Pairs
Clubs
Camrose final weekend
England
Ranked Masters Pairs
Hinckley
(American Spring
Nationals)
Houston
Manchester One-day
GP event
Wiltshire One-day
GP events
Leicestershire One-day
GP events
London One-day GP events
Merseyside One-day
GP event
Cumbria Congress
Windermere
National Pairs
Regional Finals
Bradford, Bristol, Solihull,
Leatherhead, Peterborough
Young Bridge Challenge
(inc. Schools Cup)
Loughborough
Portland Pairs
Various
Isle of Man Congress
Isle of Man

www.ebu.co.uk

THE Universal Membership
Project Board – commonly
known as BUMP! – had its
second meeting on 29th
October 2008. All members
of the committee have been
very busy over the past few
months working towards
making the changeover from
the current system of
membership to universal
membership as simple as
possible for all clubs and
their members. We have been
investigating and formulating
the regulations for Pay to
Play and the new Club
contract, which is in its draft
form. These documents will
be winging their way to the
Club Committee for
discussion at their next
meeting on 19th January
2009. BUMP has also been
working closely with Barry
Capal and his team at
Aylesbury, who are
undertaking the changes to
the internal and external
information technology
systems.
One of the most distressing
parts of our job is the need
to investigate potential
scams. We know that the vast
majority of our membership
is honest and abide by our
rules and regulations.
However, we would be
negligent in our duty to
protect the interests of that
majority if we did not
undertake this task. To this
end, we have set up a small
working group to investigate
these issues and recommend
avoidances and penalties.
The Club Committee are

undertaking sterling work
and reaching out to all the
clubs in their various regions
to determine what support, if
any, our clubs need in terms
of IT skills, as well as looking
at what services they would
like us to offer and develop
for them. We would ask you
all to respond to any
communications you get
from your regional club
committee representative.
They are there to help you
get the best out of the EBU.
For further information

Master-point
Promotions:
new reward
THE EBU has agreed in
principle to a new reward:
a 50% discount on the
entry fee for designated
events.
It will be trialled at the
Ranked Masters on 7-8
March 2009 for promotions
between 1st January and
31st December 2008 to:

•

Regional Master (25
Green Points) in the
Regional Masters event.

•

Premier Master (10
Green Points) in the
Regional Masters or
Masters events.

•

Master (5000 local
points) in the Masters
event.

For details and to register,
please check the EBU website www.ebu.co.uk.

about your representative
please go on-line at
www.ebu.co.uk/club/ or see
the article on the next page.
At the time of writing this,
one of my tasks is to contact
all our County Chairmen
and ask them to nominate a
county management
committee representative to
be a point of contact for Pay
to Play in their county. Please
keep an eye on your county
websites and our website for
further information about
these individuals.


January 17-18

Swiss
Teams
Hinckley,
Barcelo Hotel
Discuss all the hands
at a cocktail party at
the end of play on
Saturday evening

Entries: Comp Dept
 01296 317203
January 24-25

National
Women’s &
Men’s Pairs
Hinckley,
Barcelo Hotel
Socialise at the cocktail
party on Saturday
night!
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THE EBU HAS A
NEW CHAIRMAN

EBU News
CLUB COMMITTEE NEWS
Report by Krys Kazmierczak
THE new EBU Club Committee
held a very positive first meeting
on 17 September 2008. The aim
of the Committee is to provide
representation and consultation
for all EBU Clubs and Club
Members and make recommendations to the EBU Board in any
matters affecting them.
One of the tasks of this interim
committee of volunteers is to
work out a permanent regional
representation structure and
method by which representatives
will be voted onto the Club
Committee in future. In the
meantime, the allocation for the
current committee members is
as follows:
South East:
Margaret Eddleston from Hertfordshire (mee.hitchin@ntlworld.
com): Bedfordshire, Essex, Hertfordshire (with assistance from
Stefanie Rohan from London
(daisy_duck@btopenworld.com)
for London & Middlesex).
Tom Garrett from Berks & Bucks
(gtomgarrett@tiscali.co.uk): Berks
& Bucks, Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire.

Barbara Herold from East Sussex
(lattyherold@aol.com), with assistance from Andrew Jenkins,
aj3fhd@btinternet.com): Channel
Islands, Kent, Surrey, Sussex.
Midlands:
Maggie Jones from Northants
(maggie-jones@lineone.net): Herefordshire, Leicester, Northants,
Warwickshire, Worcestershire.
South West:
Phil Green from Wiltshire (green
retailsystems@btopenworld.com):
Avon, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Somerset, Wilts.
East:
Suzanne Gill from Norfolk (sue
gill@btinternet.com): Cambs &
Hunts, Lincolnshire, Norfolk,
Suffolk.
North:
Terry Jacobs from Sheffield (terry
jacobs@blueyonder.co.uk): Derbyshire, Isle of Man, Lancashire,
Manchester, Merseyside/Cheshire,
Notts, Staffs and Shrops.
Lesley Millet from Leeds (lesleymil@tiscali.co.uk): Cumbria,
NEBA, Westmorland, Yorkshire.
The Committee Members /
Regional Representatives are ar-

DAVID HARRIS APPOINTED VICE-PRESIDENT

ranging meetings with their clubs
and county representatives to
discuss various issues before the
next Club Committee meeting on
19 January 2009.
These include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

What do members want /
expect of the Club Committee?
What new services could
the EBU provide which
would be useful to clubs?
Which of the EBU’s current
services do you find most
useful?
Proposed simplification of
the alerting rules on
doubles.
What help do clubs need
with the implementation of
universal membership via
Pay to Play?
The new EBU five-year
Business Strategy.

Your local representative can also
be contacted through your county
secretary, by email to cc@ebu.
co.uk or by writing to Club
Committee, Broadfields, Bicester
Road, Aylesbury, HP19 8AZ. 

THE county representatives of
the English Bridge Union made
history at the October AGM when
they voted in Sally Bugden as the
first female Chairman the association has seen in its seventytwo years of existence.

During the past two years, Sally
has been the EBU’s Vice Chairman, working with the Board to
re-structure the organisation and
embrace universal membership.
With this approved in June of this
year, Sally will be leading the
organisation to implement its new
five-year strategy to develop duplicate bridge on several levels
and, importantly, to show the
social worth of the game.
Sally is relatively new to the
world of bridge administration
after a very successful career in
marketing and information management. She was asked to join the
Sussex CBA’s committee in 2004.
A few months later she was asked
to stand for the EBU Board, and
has seen four incredibly busy
years.

REMINDERS
DIARY CHANGES: National events: Northern Easter Festival, April 10th-12th

AT the AGM on 2nd
October, David Harris was
appointed by unanimous
vote to the position of VicePresident of the Union.
On behalf of the Union, the
outgoing Chairman, Peter
Stocken, thanked David for
his extraordinary contribution to bridge in England.
He has been Vice-Chairman
and Chairman of the Board,
and Chairman of the Editorial Board. David currently
occupies the position of Honorary Counsel and continues
to give the Union valuable support in this role.
We extend our congratulations to him.
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2009; new venue confirmed as the Palace Hotel, Buxton; schedule as per
2008. Jersey (Lambourne) Festival, April 24th – May 3rd 2009; change of
venue: now at the Hotel de France, St. Helier. Summer Seniors Congress,
July 10th – 12th 2009; venue re-confirmed as Eastbourne (as usual); this is
a change of both date and venue from July 3rd – 5th 2009, Birmingham; it
is also confirmed that there will be no Northern Seniors event in 2009. Autumn
Congress, October 23rd-25th 2009 rather than October 30th – November
1st (venue confirmed as Birmingham). County Association events: Cornwall
Congress, April 3rd – 5th 2009; venue is Falmouth (not Newquay);
Congress Secretary: John King  01208 815212.
ENGLISH BRIDGE: Members who share an address and receive two copies
of English Bridge but only require one, should e-mail michael@ebu. co.uk to let
us know. Please be sure to quote both EBU numbers so that we can find you
easily on the system.
CLUB FOCUS: The next issue of Club Focus will be available in the first week
of January. Do send contributions to clubfocus@ebu.co.uk.
WATCH OUT for your membership renewal invitation for 2009-2010,
which will be mailed with the February issue of English Bridge.

www.ebu.co.uk
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The weakness
take-out
HELLO again to our newest members. In
my previous article I asked what you should
bid with the following hand if your partner
opens 1NT:

Hand 1
♠J62
♥QJ943
♦976
♣86

Although this hand is fairly balanced, if
you pass and leave partner to play in 1NT
it is unlikely your hand will make a trick
and it is most probable partner will only
make five of the required seven tricks and
go two down. If, however, you bid 2♥ it is
very likely your hand will be able to make
two tricks as you have five trumps. This
would result in your contract going only
one down (making seven tricks out of the
required eight).
Whilst we never like to go down, if this
is going to happen it is better to give your
opponents as few points as possible.

The theory
The 2♥ bid recommended above is called
a weakness take-out. You should make it
when you have between 0 and 10 points
and a hand unsuitable for playing in notrumps. You can bid any of the four suits
in response to 1NT at the two level to
show this type of hand (although later on
in your bridge development we will look
at a better use for the 2♣ bid, known as
‘Stayman’). When you respond at the two
level to your partner’s 1NT opening, you
must have at least five cards in the suit you
bid and your partner must pass this bid.
If you have a maximum point count of
10 and your partner has a maximum
point count of 14, together you have a
maximum point count of 24 which is
usually not enough to make game.
Therefore it is wise to stop in a sensible
denomination (a suit or no-trumps) as
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soon and as low as possible.

Examples
♠
♥
♦
♣

A 10 7 5 4 3
9
972
753

N
W

E
S

June Booty
♠
♥
♦
♣

KQ6
J84
543
AK42

Here West should respond 2 ♠ to
partner’s 1NT opening for the same
reasons as on the previous hand. East
should pass this bid. Whilst East-West
are likely to make eight tricks in a spade
contract (two club tricks and six spade
tricks, because after you have led the ♠K,
the ♠Q and then small to the ♠A, the
opponents will almost certainly have run
out of spades), if you play in no-trumps
the opponents are likely to cash a large
number of tricks in hearts and diamonds
(probably five tricks in hearts and four in
diamonds) causing you to go down before
you can gain the lead.

Hand 2
♠842
♥82
♦986532
♣54

Hand 3
♠K42
♥987432
♦K4
♣K4
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With Hand 2, respond 2♦. The weaker the
hand, the more important it is that you take
your partner out of the 1NT contract, as
you cannot possibly be of any help to him
there with this hand. If you play in 2♦,
however, you may well make three tricks
and possibly even make the contract for a
plus score. Again, your partner should pass
and leave you to play in 2♦.
With Hand 3, again use a weakness takeout and bid 2♥. Although you have more
points this time, your hand will play much
better if your long, weak heart suit is
trumps. Partner must pass your bid.

Summary
•

•

When your partner opens with 1NT
and you have a weak, unbalanced
hand with 0-10 points, it is better
to bid your five-card (or longer)
suit at the two level rather than
letting partner struggle in 1NT.
When you have opened with 1NT
and your partner has used a weakness take-out, do not bid again. 

Aunty Gill’s WORD SEARCH
Find the terms listed below. Words can appear
horizontally, vertically or diagonally, forwards
or backwards.
bid
pass
contract
response
partner
five-card

opened
tricks
weakness
west
spades
denomination

balanced
trumps
take-out
maximum
unbalanced

Bridge terms for beginners are explained at www.reallyeasybridge.com
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REPORTS

Bridge congress in
fascinating Dubrovnik
The following deal from the Swiss Teams
would be worthy of a place in David Bird’s
Bidding Quiz:

Roy Garthwaite
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♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Gamel. Dealer North.
♠K3
♥K5
♦KQJ6
♣ K Q 10 8 7
Void
♠9654
N
J873
♥A62
W
E
S
A 10 9 7 3 2
♦854
653
♣942
♠ A Q J 10 8 7 2
♥ Q 10 9 4
♦ Void
♣AJ

One pair fell on their feet with this ‘bull in
a China shop’ auction but they could have
had two heart losers:
North
1♣
4NT
6♠

South
2♠
6♦
All Pass

4NT was Roman Key-Card Blackwood
The 6♦ bid was not anticipated: it showed
two aces and a void in diamonds and was
looking for the grand if North had the ace
of hearts.

Photo: Peter Jordan

THIS year’s EBU autumn overseas congress
took place in Dubrovnik, the southernmost city in Croatia.
The medieval city of Dubrovnik has a
history dating back well over a thousand
years. At its height in the sixteenth century
it had the third largest merchant fleet in
the world. Marshal Tito, with his fairly soft
communist regime, kept the various Slav
states together as Yugoslavia but following
his death in 1980 civil unrest grew. Dubrovnik’s population was mainly catholic
Croatians but there was a significant Serb
minority. Croatia declared its independence
in 1989. The city was shelled by the Serbs
in 1991-92. Thanks to local efforts and
international aid, the city and in particular
the walled Old Town has been restored to
its former beauty
The congress hotel was the excellent five
star Excelsior with magnificent sea views,
recently reopened after a refurbishment
costing 22 million euros. An alternative
hotel, the three-star Lero, was offered but
unfortunately this hotel was not within
walking distance to the Excelsior. Although
Mercian laid on transport between the
hotels before and after each session, some
considered that the separation reduced the
social side of the congress.
This was the first overseas congress to
benefit from the inclusion of players from
the local club. Although not all playing at
the same time, a total of twenty Croatians
played and a team of six finished in the
middle in the Swiss Teams. Hugh Brewster
and Beng Richards, two of our members (in
the picture, with Hugh wearing his ‘Dubrovnik Bridge Club’ shirt), flew the flag for us
one evening by winning the duplicate at the
Dubrovnik club.
One EBU member always appeared
dressed as a cowboy. It was noticeable that
in the Swiss events, he was the quickest on
the draw!

The Old Town, which was only a ten minute
walk from the Excelsior, was fascinating. A
walk round the walls encircling the Old

Town took about an hour, from which
could be seen the old buildings below, the
new town and out to sea several islands.
Below was a cathedral, a Franciscan monastery, several churches, a tiny synagogue,
many shops and restaurants. Most of the
restaurants specialised in fish – especially
shellfish and risottos. Unlike Luxor, there
was no hassle from the shopkeepers and
from the restaurants only polite requests to
enjoy their offerings.
There was an organised excursion to
Ston, another fortified town, famous for
its saltpans and for its oyster and mussel
beds. Another was south to Montenegro.
For those who did not wish to go on the
organised outings, there were sea trips
available from the small harbour adjacent
to the Old Town. In addition to the trips to
the various islands there was a regular
boat service to and from Cavtat, a lovely
seaside resort which could also be reached
by bus from Dubrovnik.
On this occasion there was no formal
farewell gala dinner. Instead there was the
opportunity to have dinner at a lovely
restaurant featuring working waterwheels
in a lovely setting up in the mountains.
If you have not been to Dubrovnik, I
recommend that you do so. The countryside is beautiful, the locals are courteous,
and whilst Croatia depends on the tourist
trade, it has not been subjected to high rise
hotels and over-development.
We were very fortunate
with the weather. The average
maximum temperatures
quoted in the guide books
for October are about 18
degrees, but for us the sun
shone everyday from breakfast until sundown and the
temperature was in the mid20s. One regret: although we
were in Dalmatia, we did not
spot a spotted dog!
The EBU team of Peter
and Barbara Jordan, David
and Marilyn Jones, and Neil and Winnie
Morley ensured that this friendly congress
ran smoothly.
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Around and About
HALF-TERM BRIDGE
IN CHESHIRE

EAST SUSSEX BRIDGE CLUB
TEAMS UP WITH BUPA

AS part of the town’s Family Activities programme for half-term,
Middlewich Bridge Club, supported by the EBU, ran ‘Taste Bridge’
sessions on four afternoons and two evenings in the town’s modern
and attractive library. Members of the bridge club volunteered to
help, galvanised by fellow club member, librarian Pauline Smyth.
Lots of people sat down and in a few minutes were playing MiniBridge. Paul Hackett visited on Friday afternoon, and was extremely
helpful with gentle advice and guidance; all were fascinated to gain
some insights into the life of a leading bridge professional.

THE 3rd annual Swiss Teams Bridge Tournament sponsored by
Bupa Care Homes was held at Grosvenor Park Nursing Home on
19th October 2008.
Fifteen teams competed for generous cash prizes given by Bupa
and the event was organised by the East Sussex Bridge Club. It was
a closely fought tournament and at the end of the penultimate
round there were four teams in contention with everything to play
for. However, an Eastbourne team emerged victorious winning by
just three points.

NOT quite Bob Champion and Aldaniti, but nevertheless a welcome
story in the current climate of doom over falling numbers.
Attendance of this EBU-affiliated club had fallen to an all-time
low in spring of 2007, such that a proposal was made at the AGM to
close it. This proposal, however, prompted a core of enthusiasts into
action. One year later, the club has not only survived, but has made
a profit of over £2000. Two teams were entered into the inter-town
league, the ‘A’ team winning their division and the ‘B’ team with six
beginners narrowly missing promotion. The club has also purchased a Bridgepad scoring system and a dealing machine. How?
A year before, a new beginners group had been formed under
the able guidance of John Squires. The move to close the club just
reinforced the determination of a few to keep the club going, not just
for the current die-hards, but for this group and the future of bridge
in the Chesterfield area. A new committee was formed, a vote taken,
and Chesterfield continued. The priority was to find a way to integrate the beginners into the club so the very first tournament they
played was at the home of club stalwart Wendy Watson – a grand
total of six boards, several bottles of wine to still the trembling
hands, and a substantial supper. The upshot was a great deal of
hilarity, and solidarity and friendships had been achieved. Wendy
still remembers her own first occasion at a bridge club: ‘I had only
been playing a short while. I bid out of turn and the TD was duly
called. The shame I felt was considerable. I was convinced that at the
end of the evening I would be politely told not to go again’. She was
determined that these ‘hopefuls’ would not feel that level of anxiety.
Mini-tournaments were introduced into the club, running alongside the main events. Results would be e-mailed and the tournaments
run on exactly the same lines, just fewer boards at a slower pace.
Several ‘social’ evenings were introduced, with invitations to other
bridge players unused to the duplicate setting to try the club out for
friendliness. The beginners played in these events and slowly began
to integrate into the main sessions. A Swiss Teams series was introduced, along with Swiss food! Pretty soon these social events became
extremely popular. The established members have been magnificent
in their welcoming and patience with the newcomers. They have a
huge pride in their club, and no-one is afraid to call the TD!
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CHESTERFIELD BRIDGE
CLUB REBORN

They were (in the picture, left to right) David Benjamin, Jeanne
Boydell, David Howard-Houston and Roger Poulter The runnersup, who travelled from Hawkhurst, were George Phillips, Valerie
Frearson, Alex Gibb and Jane Lawrence. The winners received a
splendid silver trophy, the runners-up a silver salver, in addition
to their cash prizes.
The staff at Grosvenor Park ensured everyone was well lookedafter; the chefs provided an excellent meal, and the waitresses
served the food and wine.
Barbara Herold

SOMETHING NEW IN
BALHAM
THERE will be a new place to play bridge in South London in the
New Year. The new venue is Harrison’s Brasserie in Bedford Hill,
Balham. Owner Sam Harrison approached his nearest bridge club,
Putney BC, to put on bridge two days a week in the ninety-seat
restaurant. There will be intermediate social bridge with instruction
available on Monday mornings, and on Tuesday there will be a full
duplicate bridge with lunch. Bridgemates will be used and master
points awarded. Results will be promptly published on the web.
Organiser of Putney BC is Ned Paul, who says: ‘This was an
unusual request, but the venue is a nice one and I am looking
forward to working with Sam and his team to make it a success.’
Bridge at Harrison’s launches on January 12th 2009. Details
from Ned Paul  020 8892 9429 or ned@putneybridgeclub.net 
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Around and About (continued)
A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW

SHEFFIELD BC’S RAFFLE

DAVID Wadey was 90 on 8th August 2008.
David learned bridge when he was in the army during World
War II and only started playing duplicate in 1981 when he retired.
David joined Ditton Bridge Club as one of its founder members
in 1988 and is still playing regularly on our two club nights, as well
as social bridge at other venues. Indeed, when we started our
second evening of play for players of an intermediate standard, he
supported it from the beginning and acted as host for seven
years. The Club was very pleased to award him life membership in
2004. Congratulations, David: the Members of Ditton Bridge Club
are very proud of you.
Joyce Brick

Photo: Licoln (Eastgate) BC

LINCOLN (EASTGATE) BC
ANNIVERSARY PARTY

The Lincoln (Eastgate) Bridge Club Diamond Anniversary Party
was held on 2nd October. Sixty-two members attended and
enjoyed an excellent finger buffet, before some very light-hearted
bridge with lots of prizes. George Foord, the newest member of
the club, proposed the toast to the club, and in responding
Chairman Alan Andrews talked about the early days of the club,
and how the word ‘Eastgate’ became part of its name.
The picture shows Alan Andrews watching the celebration cake
being cut by long-time members, June Sleightholme and Jo Kime.
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THE Sheffield Bridge Club Swiss Teams attracted twenty-four
teams, filling the club house to capacity. In the picture (left to
right) are Club Chairman John Woodman and overall winners
John Gibson, Frank Littlewood, Alan Jones and Stuart Fletcher.
Prizes were also given for best performances below regional
master, best novices and best students.

For once charity began at home. The funds raised (£1,404) went
straight into the Club’s coffers to replenish reserves left low after
paying for a total rewire of the premises. The accompanying raffle
was popular. Members’ generosity meant we had over eighty prizes
to win. In addition, all nine Grand Masters and a top national player
donated games with themselves as raffle prizes!
Jean Rodgers

A DREAM COME TRUE
BERNIE Hunt was a police dog handler in North London halfway through his thirty years of service when he realised that
teaching and organising bridge was his dream.
After a slow beginning teaching individuals and small groups,
Bernie joined EBUTA as an associate member. This led to running
bridge classes at an Adult Education college until he retired from
the police. By 2006, Bernie was running No Fear clubs for his
students on Friday afternoons and evenings, as well as clubs every
other day of the week. When the AEA withdrew concessions for
bridge classes, Bernie’s students asked him to teach them privately.
The price of success was paying a large amount of rent to various
church and village halls, and wearing out his car by carrying around
twenty bridge tables, bidding boxes, boards etc. twice a day!
Then one Sunday afternoon Bernie visited a local craft village at
Barleylands Farm, Billericay, and saw two rooms ideally suited to
house a full-time bridge centre. Bernie took the plunge, rented the
premises full-time, furnished them, and, on February 1st 2008, his
Mid Essex Bridge Club opened with twenty-five tables. ‘The idea,’
says Bernie, ‘is that we can play bridge in comfort and not have to
put anything away afterwards. The time saved is phenomenal: I open
the doors fifteen minutes before play starts. We could all be out ten
minutes after play finishes, but now we tend to stay behind afterwards for a drink as we don’t have a caretaker rattling keys.’
Visit the club website at www.firstclassbridge.com.
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REPORTS

Seniors teams:

A bridge
Beijing, China
3 – 18 October 2008

♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Game. Dealer South.
♠84
♥AQ87
♦J975432
♣ Void
QJ7653
♠ K 10 9 2
N
K642
♥ 10 9 5
W
E
S
K
♦ Q 10 6
87
♣ 10 4 3
♠A
♥J3
♦A8
♣AKQJ9652

With no opposition bidding, David Price
and Colin Simpson bid to 6♣. After a
spade lead, Price drew trumps and then
led the jack of hearts, covered by the king
and ace. He returned to his hand with the
ace of diamonds and then played out all
his trumps, thereby squeezing East who
held the guards in both diamonds and
hearts. Nicely played for the overtrick.
In the other room the bidding took a
bizarre turn:

www.ebu.co.uk

West

North

Silverstone Eisenberg

3♠
Pass1
Pass
6♦!
All Pass
1
Values

East

South

Dixon

Lev

5♠
Pass

2♣
6♣
7♣

Declarer for the USA was Sam Lev, worthy
partner of former member of the Dallas
Aces, Billy Eisenberg. As might be expected,
he adopted the same line as Price to bring
home the grand slam which had about a
2% chance of success. The huge swing on
this board meant that we lost the match
18-12 VPs instead of winning it 18-12.
Despite this setback, we were always in a
qualifying position throughout the roundrobin. Our hopes of a high finish and
choice of opponents in the round of sixteen,
however, were crushed by two small losses
on the last day. A strong Polish squad
chose to play against us and for half of the
56-board match their decision seemed
justified as they held a tiny lead. The second
half was all in our favour and we came out
on top by 50 IMPs.
In the quarter-final, our opponents were
Japan, who had beaten us in the round
robin, but we were keen to reverse that
result. The next deal, albeit a low-level
contract, shows good declarer play and
fine defence by our team:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Love All. Dealer East.
♠ 10 6 5
♥9752
♦ J 10 8 5
♣Q6
AQJ
♠873
N
10 6 4 3
♥AQ
W
E
S
K72
♦9643
K J 10
♣8732
♠K942
♥KJ8
♦AQ
♣A954

Colin Simpson
In both rooms South opened a strong 1NT
which became the final contract. Peter
Czerniewski received a heart lead to East’s
ace, followed by the queen which he took.
The ace and queen of diamonds held, so
he cashed the heart jack and led a club
towards the queen, ducked by West. He
could now win the club ace, exit with
another club and wait for his spade king
to score and ensure his contract.

Photo: Ron Tacchi

A SUDDEN illness on the morning of
departure meant that one of our team was
unable to travel to Beijing. Luckily the
solution to the crisis was easily found:
Peter Czerniewski changed his job description from non-playing captain, and formed
a new partnership with Ross Harper while
remaining in charge. The rest of the team
was the same as in the European Championships last June: Chris Dixon and
Victor Silverstone, with David Price and
myself.
The participants were divided into two
groups of sixteen, each playing a roundrobin with the top eight in each group
progressing to a knock-out stage, beginning with a round of sixteen.
Perhaps we should have noticed how
our luck was going to pan out from this
deal from our first-day match against the
pre-tournament favourites, the USA:

too far

Peter Czerniewski
At the other table the defence started in a
similar fashion but when the Japanese
declarer led towards the club queen, Chris
Dixon rose with the king, cashed the king of
diamonds and the ten of hearts, and exited
with a club. If declarer had kept his club
holding intact, he could have prevailed by
overtaking his queen with the ace and
exiting with a club, but as he had discarded one on the king of diamonds he had
to settle for one down.
Unfortunately for us, Japan played very
well throughout and for the English Seniors
it was a bridge too far. Our only crumb of
comfort was that Japan went on to win the
Gold medal and our quarter-final defeat
gave us a better opportunity to cheer on
England’s other highly successful teams.
Top three:
1. Japan; 2. USA; 3. Indonesia.
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REPORTS

Women’s teams:

How England
won Gold

Beijing, China
3 – 18 October 2008

Sally Brock
West

Round of 16 vs Singapore

Pass
2♥
Pass
3NT
*15–17

East
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
1NT*
2♠

♠
♥
♦
♣
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E/W Game. Dealer East.
♠AQ753
♥K2
♦Q65
♣J87
K92
♠ 10 6 4
N
AQ643
♥875
W
E
S
K72
♦J98
92
♣ 10 6 5 3
♠J8
♥ J 10 9
♦ A 10 4 3
♣AKQ4

English Bridge December 2008
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Nicola Smith

Nevena Senior
This was a 56-board match, and although
we had a decent lead of 32 IMPs going into
the final set, the match was by no means
over, although the Singapore women had
been playing as a team of four throughout
and were, by their own admission, tiring:

and we went into the final set 55 IMPs up.
However, the French came out with all guns
blasting.

As West, I led the four of hearts. Declarer
for Singapore did not make much of an
attempt: she won with dummy’s king,
crossed to her hand with a club and played
the jack of spades. When I covered with the
king she ducked, and I had little problem in
knowing what to do next. One down.

Photo: Ron Tacchi

I GUESS it’s a little unusual to start a story
with the ending, but since most of you
know the ending anyway it would perhaps
be a little stilted to pretend that you don’t.
We – myself and Nicola Smith, Heather
Dhondy and Nevena Senior, Catherine
Draper and Anne Rosen, along with captain
Martin Jones and coach Sandra Penfold –
went to Beijing to represent English
womankind in the 1st World Mind Sports
Games and beat the Chinese in the final by
1 IMP to win the gold medal!
If the final seemed close, it was. However,
the rest of the event wasn’t, as we led our
group in the round robin by a substantial
margin all the way through, and won our
knock-out matches comfortably. Indeed,
the final also seemed comfortable until it
came to scoring the final set! This report
concentrates on our last four matches.

North

In the other room, Nevena Senior was
declarer. She won the heart lead in hand
and played the jack of spades, covered by
the king and ace. Then she played four
rounds of clubs, which forced West to
discard a diamond and a spade. She now
cashed the queen of spades and exited with
a heart. West could take her four heart
tricks but had to lead a diamond at trick
twelve. I am sure that Nevena had not come
this far to go wrong in the ending, but West
gave her no chance to go wrong by exiting
with the king – and that was nine tricks.

Quarter-final vs France
From now on the matches would be of 96
boards, played over two days. On the first
day we had steady gains and established a
healthy overnight lead of 44 IMPs. The first
two sets of the second day saw small gains

On the first board they bid a thin slam in
the fourth suit – always very difficult. Then
they opened a Weak Two and when Nicola
Smith bid everyone’s 3NT in the fourth
seat, they doubled her and collected 500.
The next result seemed normal as I opened
5♣ with my nine-card suit, but I went one
down and they couldn’t make anything. It
was time to keep our heads down and make
sure this didn’t continue:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Game All. Dealer South.
♠2
♥ K 10 4 2
♦ A Q J 10 3 2
♣42
Q9754
♠ A 10 8 6
N
Q7
♥853
W
E
S
75
♦K94
J763
♣ K Q 10
♠KJ3
♥AJ96
♦86
♣A985

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

1♦
4♥

Pass
All Pass

South
1♣
1♥
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Nicola started with a low spade to my ace
and I switched to the king of clubs. Declarer
won with the ace, cashed the king of spades
discarding a club, and played a diamond to
her queen. It was obvious that she would
make her game with no difficulty if I won
this, so I ducked. Declarer now played a
heart to her jack and Nicola’s queen. Nicola
played another club which declarer ruffed
in the dummy. All she had to do now was
cash the ace of diamonds, ruff a diamond
high in hand and draw trumps ending in
dummy to make the rest of the tricks, but,
convinced that Nicola had the king of diamonds, she drew trumps first, before playing another diamond. Now I won my king
and we cashed several black-suit winners to
take the contract three down.
This did not throw the French off their
stride as they bid another thin slam on the
next board, but the 14 IMPs gained was
enough to take the pressure off us.
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auction, eventually settling in 5♦ which
went three down. We were not too
optimistic for a significant gain, because it
seemed that 4♠ would go down too.
This was the auction in the other room:
West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2♦
4♠

Pass
All Pass

South
1♠
2♠

The initial 2♦ response was game-forcing,
and the 2♠ rebid showed a six-card suit.

Semi-final vs Turkey

Anne Rosen

Photo: Ron Tacchi

Our first set against Turkey saw us up 11
IMPs, but then Catherine Draper and Anne
Rosen came in and had a terrific set for us
to gain 32 IMPs, giving us a significant
lead which we were never to lose.

West led the queen of diamonds, won
with dummy’s ace. Anne Rosen now ran
the ten of spades to West’s queen. West
switched to a club (a heart would have
been better); declarer won and played
another trump. West won and continued
clubs, so declarer won and drew West’s
remaining trump. After a couple more
trumps in the hope that something unexpected might turn up, declarer cashed
dummy’s hearts and played a diamond
establishing the jack of diamonds for her
tenth trick.

Final vs China
Catherine Draper

This board came up late in the set:

♠
♥
♦
♣

E/W Game. Dealer South.
♠ 10 4
♥AK54
♦A7642
♣J9
AQ7
♠82
N
Q96
♥ J 10 7 2
W
E
S
Q
♦ K 10 9 8
10 8 7 6 4 3
♣Q52
♠KJ9653
♥83
♦J53
♣AK

The second board of the first set of the
match against China saw a textbook
defence from Heather Dhondy earn a
good swing:

♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Game. Dealer East.
♠A65
♥K
♦K532
♣K9765
94
♠KQJ73
QJ8753 WN E
♥ 10 6 4
S
87
♦Q96
A84
♣J2
♠ 10 8 2
♥A92
♦ A J 10 4
♣ Q 10 3

In the room where we were North-South,
West had opened with a Multi 2♦ and
East had pre-empted with three hearts.
Neither North nor South felt they had
quite enough to enter the auction and 3♥
went three down after South found the
good opening lead of a low heart.
This was the bidding in the other room:
West
North
2♦
Dble
All Pass

East
2♥

South
3NT

West led a heart and the king won in dummy. Declarer now played a club to her
queen. Had Heather won this and cleared
hearts, there would have been no chance for
the defence. However, Heather played low
smoothly on the club queen and declarer,
placing the ace of clubs with East, made the
normal play of running the ten of clubs on
the next round. This allowed Nevena to
win. After leading the king of spades,
ducked, she now cleared the hearts while
Heather still had the ace of clubs as an entry.

Photo: Ron Tacchi
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Heather Dhondy
Although many people have commented
on the small margin of victory and our final
terrible set where we lost nearly all of our
lead, it should be remembered that it was
good boards like this on the first day that
built up the cushion that saved us in the
end. Indeed, that is what cushions are for!
One of the Dutch women came up to
congratulate me after the medal ceremony.
She took my medal in her hand and said:
‘So, that’s what an IMP looks like!’
Top three:
1. England; 2. China; 3. USA.
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Well done
England!

Photo: Ron Tacchi

AT the 1st World Mind Sports Games in
Beijing the seventy-one teams in the Open
Teams were divided into four groups and
after a round robin the top four teams in
each group qualified for the knock-out
stage. Germany and the USA were the
strong teams in England’s group and Germany ran out comfortable winners, but
England were in contention for a qualifying
position throughout and grabbed second
place from the USA in the last round. That
result was more significant than it seems,
as it meant England ended up in the
opposite half of the draw to such teams as
Italy, Norway, Poland and the USA.
In the last sixteen England beat Bulgaria
by 45 IMPs as most of the matches followed
the form book. In the heavyweight contests
in the top half of the draw, Poland defeated the USA by 27 IMPs and China held
off a late rally by Brazil to win by 9 IMPs.
The four-man team from Romania had
done very well to reach the last eight, but
they were no match for a confident England
team who won as easily as the 267-146
IMPs score-line suggests. The other quarterfinals produced wins for Germany, Italy
and Norway.

Jason Hackett
England trailed Germany by 8 IMPs halfway through their 96-board semi-final,
but they gained 82 IMPs over the next two
sessions to put themselves firmly in the
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driving seat. Accurate play by Jason Hackett
earned England a game swing on the deal
below from the second session:

♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Game. Dealer South.
♠ KQ865
♥ A32
♦ K8
♣ KJ6
932
♠ AJ74
N
K4
♥ J 10 9 6
W
E
AJ97643
♦ Q2
S
9
♣ 10 4 2
♠ 10
♥ Q875
♦ 10 5
♣ AQ8753

East

South

Gromoeller Justin

West

North

Kirmse

Jason

3♦
Pass
All Pass

Pass
Pass

Pass
4♦
5♣

Dble
4♠

North has an awkward bid over 3♦. At the
other table the German North had overcalled 3♠ and did well to go only one down.
Justin Hackett chose to double 3♦ and that
left his brother at the helm of a 5♣ contract
that seemed to have three inescapable
losers, but Jason found the winning line.
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Tony Gordon

Justin Hackett
Michael Gromoeller began with ace and

Beijing, China
3 – 18 October 2008

another diamond and Jason crossed to
hand with the ace of clubs and ran the
ten of spades to East’s jack. After the jack
of hearts was covered by the queen, king
and ace, declarer continued with the king
of spades and ruffed East’s ace. A trump
to the king was followed by the queen of
spades, as declarer discarded a heart, and
when the nine fell from West he could
draw the last trump with dummy’s jack
and throw his remaining hearts on
dummy’s winning spades to bring home
his contract.

Photo: Ron Tacchi

REPORTS

Open teams:

Nick Sandqvist
The last session had a somewhat surreal
air about it as ill-judged attempts by one
of the German pairs to recover some IMPs
saw them concede 4700 points in penalties
over the course of four boards. The match
was clearly over and one of their players
was unwell, so Germany conceded halfway through the session. The final score
was England 275 – Germany 141 IMPs.
The other semi-final between the 2005
World Champions, Italy, and the current
World Champions, Norway, was expected
to be a close contest, but Italy won the
first session by 48 IMPs and never looked
back. With one session to play, Italy led
by 99 IMPs and Norway conceded the
match.
It should be noted that this was not the
same Italian team that had struggled at the
European Championships. Claudio Nunes
and Fulvio Fantoni had been returned to
the fold, and Giorgio Duboin’s new

www.ebu.co.uk

♠
♥
♦
♣

E/W Game. Dealer South.
♠ 10 4
♥ AK54
♦ A7642
♣ J9
AQ7
♠ 82
N
Q96
♥ J 10 7 2
W
E
S
Q
♦ K 10 9 8
10 8 7 6 4 3
♣ Q52
♠ KJ9653
♥ 83
♦ J53
♣ AK

West

North

East

South

Fantoni

Molberg

Nunes

Aa

Pass
Pass
All Pass

2♦
3NT

Pass
Pass

1♠
2♠
4♠

3NT was the popular contract for NorthSouth on this deal, and it was usually defeated by three tricks after a club lead from
West, but made after a heart lead from
East. As Italy had wrong-sided 3NT at the
other table, Fantoni had to find the
winning defence against Terje Aa’s 4♠ to
avoid an adverse game swing. He began
with his singleton queen of diamonds
and declarer won with dummy’s ace, as
Claudio Nunes followed with the ten, and
then ran the ten of spades round to
Fantoni’s queen.
With the sight of all four hands it can be
seen that declarer needs to lead towards
his jack of diamonds after all of West’s
trumps have been drawn, so the winning
defence is for West to use his trump entries
to attack dummy’s heart entries, and
Fantoni, with the help of his partner’s ten
of diamonds at trick one, which implied
the king but not the jack, did indeed find
the winning heart switch. Aa won in
dummy and played a second trump, but
Fantoni won and played a second heart.
Aa now had to hope that Fantoni did not
hold the remaining trump, but when he
played a diamond towards his jack, Nunes
rose with the king and gave his partner a
ruff to defeat the contract.
England had performed well in reaching their first-ever major final, but
Italy were a class act and were expected
to dominate their confrontation. However,
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even though Italy led throughout,
England were not outclassed and
pushed them all the way as Italy’s winning
margin of 30 IMPs testifies.

Artur Malinowski
David Gold and Tom Townsend were
England’s best pair and impressed many
observers, so it is appropriate that they
feature in my final offering below:

♠
♥
♦
♣

Game All. Dealer South.
♠ A65
♥ AQJ852
♦ K7
♣ 97
K 10 3 2
♠ QJ84
N
K 10
♥7
W
E
S
AQ2
♦ 10 8 5 4 3
K863
♣ Q54
♠ 97
♥ 9643
♦ J96
♣ A J 10 2

West

North

East

Gold

Lauria

Townsend Versace

2♦2
Pass
1NT1
Pass
2NT4
Pass
Pass
4♥
All Pass
1
15-17
2
Major one-suiter.
3
Pass or correct
4
Good hand with hearts

South
Pass
2♠3
3♥

contract in the other room, so Italy
appeared to be heading for a game swing
when they reached 4♥, as there seemed to
be no way the defence could take more
than one spade, one diamond and one
club. However, that does not take into
account Gold’s opening lead, which was
the ♥10!

Photo: Stephen Woodd

partnership with Antonio Sementa had
proved to be an instant success.
Here is Fulvio Fantoni, the world’s topranked player, in action in the semi-final:

12:14 pm
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David Gold
One could argue that if Gold did not hold
the king of hearts he would have at least
one black king-queen and might have
preferred to lead from such a holding, but
Alfredo Versace did not believe that Gold
would daringly underlead the heart king,
so he rose with dummy’s ace in the expectation that Tom Townsend would follow
with the bare king. When the lowly seven
appeared instead, he knew he had been
fooled. Declarer’s only hope now was to
make three club tricks, so at trick two he
led the nine of clubs from dummy. If
Townsend had followed with a low club,
declarer would have succeeded in his
objective, but Townsend covered with the
queen and Versace had to concede defeat.
England’s twelfth place at the European
Championships in Pau had hardly been
the recipe for success at world level, but a
change of personnel and some luck in the
draw had produced a remarkable transformation.
Congratulations to David Gold and Tom
Townsend, Jason and Justin Hackett,
Artur Malinowski and Nick Sandqvist, nonplaying captain Phil King, and coach Simon
Cope, for winning a well deserved Silver
medal.
Top three:
1. Italy; 2. England; 3. Norway.
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Tom Townsend



NOTE: THE CLOSING
DATE FOR THE YEARLY
MASTER-POINT
COMPETITION IS THE FIRST
POST ON 26TH JANUARY 2009.

A spade lead had defeated England’s 3NT
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REPORTS

Youth teams:

Hard work
rewarded!

Photo: Ron Tacchi

THE journey that was started nearly two
years ago when I took over the Under-20
Squad is over. The team have returned from
three weeks in Beijing with their Silver
medal for the Under-21s’ World Championship and finally their quest for glory
ends with a happy conclusion.
The World Mind Sport Games, as it was
called, encompassed six different series. The
Open, Women, Seniors and Under 28s were
open to all countries; the U26s and U21s
were restricted to those teams that had
qualified last year through their zonal
championships – for us, the European
Championships in Jesolo, in Summer
2007. England had qualified in the U21s
but not the U26s, so five separate teams
(two of Juniors) were representing us.

coach) qualified for the knock-out stages
by ending sixth but unfortunately lost to
France in the next round.

Photo: Ron Tacchi

Michael Byrne

Dan McIntosh
In the Under 21s, England ploughed
through the round robin despite a slow
start. We lost two of the first three matches,
but then went on a winning streak that
lasted until the end of the tournament
(with a small loss somewhere in between).
With several matches to go we were second,
comfortably clear of third place but always
seemed to be a little behind the French. We
overtook them with one match to go, however, when we beat Australia 60-3 IMPs,
and then held on by crushing Singapore
69-3 IMPs in the last match.
Here are a selection of deals from the
round robin showing the Under-21 team
at its best:

Beijing, China
3 – 18 October 2008

North
2NT
4NT
6♥

South
2♥
3♣
5NT
All Pass

This was a thin slam bid by Daniel
McIntosh (18 from Stroud), and Adam
Hickman (20 from Birmingham). Adam
opened 2♥, in their methods a constructive Weak Two showing 8-12 points, and
Daniel enquired with 2NT. When he heard
3♣, showing a maximum and a high-card
club feature, he launched into Blackwood
and bid 6♥ upon learning of two key
cards plus a void opposite.
Adam played carefully on the lead of the
club king. He won with the ace and crossed
to dummy with a spade to play ace and
queen of diamonds, throwing another club
when this was not covered. Now he ruffed a
club, ruffed a spade and ruffed a diamond.
He ruffed another spade, cashed the king of
hearts and played a winning diamond
throwing his last spade. East could ruff in
and play a spade through, but declarer
could ruff high and draw the remaining
trump. This line guaranteed the contract
even if trumps were 4-0 either side, given
that the diamonds were favourably placed.
This was worth 12 IMPs and contributed to
a 25-4 VPs win over Indonesia.

The format was similar in each competition: first a week of qualifying in a round
robin (in some series, split into groups)
followed by quarter finals, semi finals and
finals (preceded by a round of 16 knock
out in the open, seniors and women).
The Under 28s had a slightly different
format: with 74 teams, they played a 17round Swiss qualifier with the top eight
then going straight into the quarter-finals.
England (Fiona Brown – Susan Stockdale,
Ollie Burgess – Andrew Woodcock, Ben
Green – Duncan Happer, David Greenwood as captain and Diane Greenwood as
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♠
♥
♦
♣

Game All. Dealer South.
♠A
♥K73
♦AQJ8764
♣J5
K63
♠ Q J 10 9 5
N
J9
♥ 10 4
W
E
S
10 9 5
♦K32
K Q 10 7 4
♣986
♠8742
♥AQ8652
♦ Void
♣ A32

Photo: Sandra Landy

Adam Hickman

Ed Jones
The following board helped England to
beat Norway 25-4 VPs, thanks to good
play at both tables:
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♠
♥
♦
♣
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N/S Game. Dealer East.
♠74
♥ 10 7 4 3
♦J754
♣J97
8
♠932
N
AJ85
♥KQ2
W
E
S
A982
♦ K Q 10 6 3
K 10 6 2
♣54
♠ A K Q J 10 6 5
♥96
♦ Void
♣AQ83

England East-West:
West
North
1♥
Dble

Pass
All Pass

10:02 am
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Herefordshire) had not had an opening bid
in front of him; he had opened 1♠ and been
doubled for take-out. He knew enough
about the distribution to play a club to the
nine, and chalk up +790 and 14 IMPs.

Photo: Sandra Landy
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Ben Paske
East
1♦
2♥

South
Dble
4♠

Photo: Stephen Woodd

♠
♥
♦
♣

N/S Game. Dealer North.
♠AQ87
♥ J 10 8
♦42
♣AQ97
KJ4
♠9632
Q96543 N
♥7
W
E
J6
♦Q9
S
J5
♣ K 10 8 6 4 3
♠ 10 5
♥AK2
♦ A K 10 8 7 5 3
♣2

happens, 7♦ makes on a major-suit lead,
but is not a good contract. 6♦ plus one
was worth 15 IMPs when a bidding accident resulted in the Canadians playing in a
part-score in the other room.
Having won the round robin, we could
choose our opponents and we went for our
friends the Dutch: they were missing their
most dangerous pair, and we knew we could
beat them. We won every set and were
comfortable winners by over 70 IMPs.
The semi-final was much more fraught.
A very tight first set saw us gaining 3 IMPs
to add to our 12-IMP carry over, but we
lost all that in the second set to see us level
going into the final set of twenty boards. I
didn’t need to worry, though – Ed and
Tom, who had a difficult second set, went
straight back in and demolished the
Chinese North-South pair, taking nine
positive scores in a row, including a slam
going three off, an 800 penalty on a partscore deal, and making a slam themselves.
Dan and Adam had had a tough time in
the other room, but had never given up
hope and when we scored up we had
gained 17 IMPs – our winning margin.

Where England were East-West, Ed
Jones (21, from Leicestershire) opened a
feather-weight 1♦ which caused his partner, Tom Paske (17, from Herefordshire)
to double 4♠. It looks like declarer will
lose only one club and two hearts but Tom
defended well: when declarer ran all but
one of his trumps he threw his red cards
away and kept all of his clubs, and when
declarer played a club towards dummy he
ducked smoothly. Declarer put up the jack
and had to go one down.
England North-South:
West
North
East
Pass
Dble
Pass
3♦
Pass
Pass
Dble

South
1♠
4♠
All Pass

At the other table Ben Paske (20, also from

West
2♥
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
1♣
Pass
4♠
6♣

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2♣
4♦
5♥
6♦

This last deal, from the match against
Canada, saw Rob Myers (18, from Yorkshire) and Ben Paske bid a good slam
missed in the other room. Ben, as North,
opened 1♣, playing five card majors,
strong no-trump and Polish-style club
openings. Rob responded 2♣, forcing
with diamonds, and West made a dubious
2♥ overcall. When Ben passed, Rob reopened with 4♦, showing a good hand
and Ben’s spade cue-bid was just what Rob
needed to hear: he drove to 6♦ making a
grand slam try on the way with 5♥. As it

BRIDGE GIFTS DIRECT
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For the catalogue and price list contact Carole at Bridge Gifts Direct Limited
20 Parson Street, Hendon NW4 1QB  020 8346 0979 Fax: 020 8346 4694
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Tom Paske

Rob Myers
In the final against France we took an early
lead but a disappointing third set saw us
lose 26 IMPs, to be 14 IMPs behind. We
had our chances in the final set, but things
went against us and we lost by 24 IMPs. In
the final set, the French bid a poor slam
(after a misunderstanding) that had no play
on a spade lead. However, the hand on
lead had an automatic club lead and so
they gained 13 IMPs when they might
have lost 13 IMPs.
Although we ended the tournament by
losing the final, to achieve a Silver medal in
a world championships is the stuff dreams
are made of, and I am exceptionally proud
of all of the players and the coach. Alan
Shilltoe (32 or 50, we haven’t decided yet,
from Bedfordshire). Everyone worked so
hard and finally got their reward.
Top three:
1. France; 2. England; 3. China.
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GREAT happenings in Bridge Club Live
during the past few weeks.
DIDO took off in style and as a result
planning is now under way to incorporate it
into other areas of the club. This automated
Drop in Drop out movement has levelled the
playing field and encouraged more people to
play in Match-pointed Pairs every day (with
the possibility of achieving Online Master
Points (OMPs) being an added attraction).
DIDO replicates online, the F2F (face-to-face)
movement we would play in a local club.
Constructive input from our members,
combined with steady software development
has enabled further refinements and improvements to be almost instantaneous. The
result is a slick, fast-moving competition that
is a firm favourite.
Supervised Practice for less experienced
players is steady and growing. The two
Monday sessions 12 hours apart, at 9am and
9pm, are supported by some of our top
players – several of whom are bridge teachers.
Usually we manage to have a coach at each
table, giving on-the-spot help. In the Monday
coaching sessions, our members and guests
meet others of a similar ability and play in a
room where help is on hand to select the
appropriate bids and analyse the play when
the need arises.
We also have several members who have
volunteered to mentor on a one-to-one basis,
offering their time to play and discuss hands
with players who have now progressed past
Supervised Practice but are not yet fully
confident in a competitive situation. This is in
addition to the facility we now offer verified
bridge teachers, to advertise on our website
and make use of the teaching facilities.

10:03 am
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In September a group of members gathered
in Istanbul for the club’s Annual International
Reunion (see picture) and once again, the
varied programme – mixing bridge with
social and leisure events – created new
friendships and wonderful memories for all
who were there.
Our next major F2F event will be the
Annual Hinckley Reunion in Leicestershire,
January 9-12 2009. All members in good
standing with the club are cordially invited to
join us and full information can be found on
the website.
Next September will see us in Upper Austria
for a weekend in the hometown of two of our
most popular members. Erwin and Edith are
hosting International Reunion 2009 in Wels
and already the programme promises to be

full of goodies.
Reflecting on the past twelve months,
Bridge Club Live has had a calendar of
events that was packed with variety. Every
type of game and competition was there:
Teams, Pairs, Knockouts, Ladders, Matchpointed Pairs, IMPs – something for
everyone. Additional events were held – no
prizes – just for the thrill of taking part in a
variety of fun competitions, instead of
always striving to win the most OMPs.
Software development progressed with the
website and playing arena providing ever
more facilities. We participated in the
Children in Need Sims and offered an online
venue for hundreds of players.
Many of our members across the world
have participated in F2F National and International events taking home trophies and
titles. Our worldwide community of Bridge
Club Live has grown and is even more vibrant
than twelve months ago – proving that you
don’t have to leave home to travel the world!
For more information about items in this
article, contact Fran@bridgeclublive.com.

PRIZE PLAY ANSWER
Prizes kindly donated by PIATNIK,
makers of playing cards since 1824
QUIZ master Julian Pottage gives his view of
the best line of play in our October competition and awards prizes in three categories.

♠
♥
♦
♣
♠
♥
♦
♣

J 10 7 4
K74
J2
J982

K83
10 8
986
K6543
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q9
AJ952
10 5 4 3
10 7

A652
Q63
AKQ7
AQ

clubs and two top diamonds, unblocking the
nine-eight of diamonds from dummy. Then
you cross to the king of spades and cash the
king of clubs, discarding a spade.
If clubs break 3-3, you run the suit,
making at least one overtrick. In practice,
East shows out on the third round of clubs.
Now, if West has dropped the ten or jack of
diamonds on the first two rounds of the suit,
you should finesse the seven of diamonds.
This gains if West started with 10-x or J-x
and loses only to J-10-x.
What would you do if West showed out on
the third round of clubs? In this case, you
would play for the drop in diamonds. This is
because West, who would hardly lead a fourcard spade suit in preference to a five-card
heart suit, would be most unlikely to hold a
doubleton diamond as well as a doubleton
club.

Congratulations to the winners:
County:

From the left: Michael (Huckleberry) Stroud,
Barry Capal, Cagri, our Turkish TD, and Linda
(LindyLou) Quigley, awaiting the results of the
Individual Competition being scored by Fran
(Essex Girl) Bramzel &Tony (Tramp) Philpott.
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You play in 3NT after an uncontested
auction. West leads the four of spades.
You have eight top tricks. You have
chances in all the suits for an extra trick, with
the best chances in the minors. (Spades are
unlikely to break 3-3 after the lead; also, even
if East has the ace-king of hearts, you cannot
easily lead hearts twice from dummy.)
You win the initial spade in hand. For the
next four tricks, you cash the ace-queen of

John Drummond,
London NW1
Regional: Michael Toft,
Stoke-sub-Hamdon,
Somerset
Open:
Peter Hawkes,
Radley, Oxon

This month’s new
Play Quiz is featured on page 49.
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Responder’s action
when opener rebids
1NT
WHEN partner opens with a bid of one of
a suit and then rebids 1NT, you, as responder, are in charge of guiding your side
to the final contract. Partner’s 1NT is a
‘limit bid’: it shows a precise number of
points. Standard English suggests 15-16
but some people play 15-17; it doesn’t
matter which you play as long as you and
your partner agree. Partner hasn’t much
idea how strong your hand is, only that
you have at least 6 points, so it’s up to you
to lead your partnership to a safe contract.
Suppose your hand is as shown, and the
auction has begun with
♠ Q 10 9 5
1♣ from partner, 1♦
♥J4
from you, and partner
♦ A K J 10 9
rebids 1NT.
♣J7
What do you know
about partner’s hand?
Since partner didn’t
open 1NT, partner is fairly balanced and
better than 12-14 points. Partner must have
four or five clubs to open 1♣, but will not
have four cards in either hearts or spades,
because 1NT was rebid over 1♦. So there is
no point in bidding your spades after the
1NT rebid – partner does not have four
spades. You have 12 high-card points and
some useful tens too; partner has at least 15
points, so your side has a combined count
of 27 points. As 27 points is enough for
game, you can just raise partner to 3NT.
Don’t give the opponents any clues about
your hand, just bid 3NT and hope partner
can make at least nine tricks.
But there are times when you want to
explore alternative contracts. 3NT is not
always the best place to play. Suppose
partner opens 1♥ and you respond 1♠.
What would you say on the following
hands when partner rebids 1NT?

(1)
♠K653
♥Q542
♦J4
♣AK3

www.ebu.co.uk

(2)
♠ K Q 10 9 6 5
♥92
♦ K Q 10 8
♣3

(3)
♠ K Q 10 9 6
♥Q2
♦ K Q 10 8
♣93

(4)
♠ K Q 10 9 6
♥Q42
♦ K Q 10 9
♣9

(5)
♠K653
♥J42
♦ K 10 9
♣Q84

(6)
♠ K 10 6 5
♥42
♦ K Q 10 9 8
♣ Q 10

(7)
♠ K 10 6 5 3
♥63
♦QJ982
♣8

(8)
♠ K Q 10 6
♥63
♦KQ752
♣A8

(1) You should never be in this position.
When partner opens 1♥, you will raise
hearts by saying 4♥. When you have a fit
in one major, you don’t need to find a fit
in the other one. So there is no point in
responding 1♠, just support hearts.

(2) You want to be in game with this
exciting shape hand. Partner should have at
least two small spades, so your side has an
eight-card spade fit. Just bid 4♠. Don’t mess
about when you know where you are going.

(3) With only five spades, this hand is one
trick weaker than Hand 2, but it has the
♥Q instead, so with 12 points you still
want to go to game. Will spades be better?
Probably, if partner has three – maybe not
if partner has only two small spades. Bid
3♦. A new suit at the three level is forcing
to game. It asks opener to bid game in
spades with three-card support, otherwise
3NT. It doesn’t show any real interest in
playing in diamonds. If opener had five
hearts and four diamonds, he would have
rebid 2♦ not 1NT.

(4) Partner could have five hearts. A hand
with 15 points and a five-card heart suit

Sandra Landy

STANDARD ENGLISH

DEC_08_EB_p49 Landy

would prefer to rebid 1NT rather than 2♥.
So perhaps hearts would play better than
no-trumps. Bid 3♥ to offer a choice of
games. With five cards in hearts partner will
bid 4♥. With only four hearts, but with
three spades, partner will bid 3♠. But with
a hand that has only two spades and four
hearts, partner will bid 3NT. You can pass
happily knowing that all possible game
contracts have been investigated.

(5) This is a much less exciting shape hand
than the previous ones. But you do have 9
points. Try for game by bidding 2NT. If
partner has five cards in hearts, he can bid
3♥ over 2NT to show his five-card suit,
allowing you to choose which game to play.
(6) You responded 1♠ to 1♥ to make sure
a 4-4 spade fit wasn’t missed. Some people
would respond 2♦, bidding their long suit
first. But if partner just rebids 2♥, you are
not worth bidding again with 2 ♠ and a
4-4 spade fit could be lost. When partner
rebids 1NT, those long diamonds look to
be a useful source of tricks and I would
raise 1NT directly to 3NT.

(7) With only 6 points, you have no
interest in game. But maybe with your
shapely hand a suit contract will be better.
Bid 2♦, which partner can pass if he
prefers diamonds to spades. With equal
length in spades and diamonds, partner
can put you back to spades by bidding 2♠.
(8) Sorry if I caught you out, but with 14
points you have a good hand and should
respond 2♦ to partner’s 1♥ opening, not
1♠. Partner will probably rebid 2NT. Now
you can show your four cards in spades by
bidding 3♠. This is called a ‘Responder’s
Reverse’, which in Standard English is
forcing to game: partner is not allowed to
pass over 3♠.
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With 4-4 in a major
and a minor,
open the major
Sally Brock

WITH 4-4 in a major and a minor and a
hand too strong for a weak no-trump it is
best to open the major. That is a sentiment
with which I most heartily concur.

As few bids as possible
When I played bridge twenty or so years
ago I tried to bid every hand scientifically,
aiming for the best contract every time. I
now think that is an impractical aim and
losing philosophy. My thinking is more in
line with that often quoted by Michael
Rosenberg, that when you get to declare a
hand you want to have arrived there in as
few bids as possible.
In my view many players lose sight of
basic bidding theory. If you have game
values or thereabouts, investigate eightcard major-suit fits and if you don’t have
one, bid 3NT. Only rarely are you
interested in minor-suit games, especially
in uncontested auctions.
If I open the major with my 4-4 balanced
hand, there is a good chance the bidding
will go 1♠ – 3♠ – 4♠. Or 1♠ – 2♠ – 2NT
– 4♠. Or 1♠ – 2♠ – 2NT – 3NT. We have
arrived at our game in the suit opened or
no-trumps without telling the opponents
anything about any other suits.
However, if, with 4-4 in spades and, say,
clubs, you open 1♣, and partner responds
1♥, what now? 1♠ or 1NT? Modern theory
opts for 1NT, and I would agree that this is
the better option, but you will miss a 4-4
spade fit when partner does not have the
values to move. It also means that when you
do rebid 1NT and partner does have the
values to bid on, he needs to investigate a
spade fit, therefore revealing more about
both hands to the opposition. Suppose
opener is 3-3-3-4 and responder is 4-4-3-2,
my auction would be: 1♣ – 1♥ – 1NT –
3NT. The alternative would be: 1♣ – 1♥ –
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1NT – 2♣ (Checkback) – 2♥ – 2♠ – 2NT –
3NT. Ouch! If there’s a winning defence to
find, you would expect them to find it!

Making it dangerous
I don’t much mind if I play a five-card
major or a four-card major system. But it
seems to me that if you are playing fourcard majors, then to get full advantage you
should open one as often as possible.
If I open 1♠ when I am 4-4 with clubs
or diamonds, my opponent has to introduce his heart suit at the two level or not
at all. If he wishes to make a weak jump
overcall, he has to do so at the three level.
A particularly favourite auction is when it
goes, for example, 1♠ – (Pass) – 2♠ – (Pass)
– Pass – ? Where the 1♠ is always or usually
a five-card suit, there will usually be an
eight-card fit for both sides, making it
pretty safe for the opposition to balance.
However, playing a four-card major system,
where you raise freely with three-card
support, then someone balancing in that
‘standard’ sequence may have a nasty shock
coming.

The positional element
For me the best argument that the ‘open
the minor’ brigade have is that of
positionality. They will tell you that if it is
a hand on which strong no-trumpers
would bid 1NT – 3NT, or 1NT – 2 ♣ –
2 any – 3NT, or even 1NT – 2NT – 3NT,
then they will bid 1 minor – 1 major –
1NT etc. and the stronger hand will be
declarer. Whereas my auction will go 1
major – 1NT – 2NT – 3NT, or some such,
leaving the responding hand at the helm.
I admit that they have a point. But
remember that when opener has 15 or 16
points, for game to be on responder needs

9 or so and would respond at the two level
anyway, allowing opener to rebid 2NT. So
at game level at least, declarer would be
the stronger hand.
At part-score level I admit it would be
better for the stronger hand to be declarer
and in my methods he probably won’t be,
but this can be overrated. I once developed
a strong club system which had one little
flaw and in a big pairs field I found myself
declaring 3NT with J-x-x in diamonds and
nothing else, and a balanced 26-count in the
dummy. However, the opening lead was a
diamond from Q-10-x-x-x and I was the
only player in the room to make 3NT!
Of course, when there is a 4-4 major fit
I will gain in the declaring stakes because I
will bid 1♥ – 2♥ – 2NT – 3♥/4♥ or 1♥ –
3♥ – 4♥. They, on the other hand, will bid
1♣/1♦ – 1♥ – 2♥/3♥, and the weaker
hand will be declarer. And that brings me
to another point . . .

What does it mean when opener
raises responder’s major?
Take a straightforward sequence: 1♣ – 1♥ –
2♥. For me, opener can’t have a balanced
hand or he would have opened 1NT. So he
either has four-card support, or three-card
support and a singleton, but in either case
he’d be fairly minimum in terms of highcard values. However, the ‘open-the-minor’
brigade surely have to encompass the above,
as well as a 4-4-3-2 hand in the 15–16 range.
Or do they bid 3♥ with those hands (in
which case they are getting a level higher
than necessary when partner is minimum)?
If they bid 2♥, then how does responder
know whether to make a game try when
opener has a range of 11–16 points?
Overall, to my mind, it is not even close!
The practical action for practical players is
to open the major.
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Or vote by post (Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR).
Comments for publication (not more than 200 words, please) are welcome.

IN the February 2008 debate about weak
no-trump or strong no-trump, one of the
horrors Tom Townsend recounted was this.
The bidding starts: 1♠ – (3♦) – Double –
(Pass) – ? What do you do now holding
the hand below?

♠ K Q 10 3 ♥ A 10 ♦ J 4 3 ♣ A Q 7 6
Tom had no idea, and neither did I!
But fortunately I would not have to face
this problem: I would have opened 1♣ on
the hand, and now if opponents come in
with 2♦ or 3♦, I can introduce the spades
comfortably.
For the purpose of this debate I will
assume that you are playing a weak notrump, and will therefore be considering
balanced hands with 4-4 in two suits and
15-19 points.

Pre-empting the opponents –
or pre-empting partner and
yourself?
The first key is to understand that opening
a major is more pre-emptive than opening
a minor. Opening 1♠ with a 4-2-4-3 shape
means that the opponents have to bid at the
two level to show hearts, whereas over 1♦
they can make a one-level overcall. You
have pre-empted them out of their 1♥
overcall. However, it also makes life more
difficult for partner, who may have to
respond 1NT rather than bidding a heart
suit; you are pre-empting him as well as
opponents. This could be bad in two ways:
you might miss the heart fit, and you may
play no-trumps by the weak hand.
So is it better to pre-empt opponents, or
should you be more worried about preempting partner? Generally with a weak
hand we are happy to pre-empt opponents,
but with strong hands it is critical not to
pre-empt partner, to give yourself the maximum chance of finding the right contract.

www.ebu.co.uk

Take this deal:

♠
♥
♦
♣

A752
K84
KQ63
K9

N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

3
AQ652
J8754
63

Most people nowadays would not regard
the East hand as being worth a two-level
response, so the auction would go 1♠ –
1NT, perhaps going off in no-trumps
when in fact you have a good fit in both
diamonds and hearts, and will probably
make 4♥! I am sure that if you open 1♦
you are going to be able to find at least one
of your fits! There are always hands that
work well one way rather than another
because you happen to open partner’s
suit, but in this case it is not just the luck
of the draw. If you opened 1♦ on the hand,
and partner instead had:

♠J8643 ♥AQ652♦4♣63
You would still manage to find your spade
fit.
Responding hands with five hearts are
generally easier to bid over a minor-suit
opening than over 1 ♠ . If the auction
starts 1♠ – 1NT – 2NT, responder can
rebid 3♥, but is this showing five hearts or
six? Is it forcing? Either way round, it is
much more comfortable to be able to bid
hearts at the one level. I have seen people
miss games as they don’t ever find the
heart fit, or bid games when they should
have played at a lower level, as they have to
introduce hearts at the three level.
Some of you may not care about making
partner’s life harder, but you also preempt yourself! What do you rebid if you
open 1♠ with a 4-3-2-4 shape and partner
responds 2♣? You would like to show your

THE DEBATE

With 4-4 in a major
and a minor,
open the minor
Chris Jagger

club fit, but you would also like to bid notrumps, and you are too strong to simply
raise to 3♣ anyway. Presumably you bid
no-trumps, and hope that it is not critical
to play in clubs. If you are weak in your
doubleton, then you still have to rebid notrumps. Wouldn't you have preferred to
open the hand 1♣? Over this, partner can
raise clubs, and then we can happily bid
no-trumps, or with a weakness bid one of
our other suits. I remember scoring up
with team-mates who had just this
problem, and ended up going down in
3NT with 6♣ on!

Advantages and disadvantages
There is another benefit of opening the
minor. In the contested auction 1♥ –
(2♠) – Double – (Pass) – 3♣, my partner
knows that I have five hearts, as with 4-4 I
would have opened 1♣. But those that
open the higher of two suits are left
guessing – with three-card support they
would like to put you back to 3♥ or even
4♥, but this could be a silly contract.
We have seen that there are big
advantages to opening the minor suit, but
I shall also be open about its main
disadvantage: you may not find the 4-4
major-suit fit. Like any system, there will
always be some hands that are bad for it.
However, playing the weak no-trump, it is
less likely that this will happen, as with
15+ points you are likely to be strong
enough to carry on and find the majorsuit fit.
The key here is not that there are
examples where opening the lower works
better, it is more that there are many
inherent difficulties with opening the
major rather than the minor – you give
yourself problems even when opponents

are silent throughout the auction!
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Defence to
1NT opening
Andrew Kambites

IN this article I consider two-suited overcalls when an opponent has opened 1NT.
There are two main differences between a
two-suited overcall of a suit and such an
overcall of a no-trump bid.
1. Most strong hands start with a
double of INT, making it unlikely
that you would start with a twosuited bid. Your overcall will therefore be intermediate (up to 15
points), or weak.
2. In duplicate pairs there is often
strong reason for dislodging your
opponents from a INT contract.
Particularly at love all, if you let
them play in 1NT you often score
badly whether they make it or not.
If you score minus 120 for letting
them play in 1NT +1, you find you
could have escaped for –50 if you
had competed to 2♠. On the other
hand, if you take them two off (for
+100) you find that other pairs in
your direction are scoring +140.
These considerations often give rise
to the most flimsy of two-suited
overcalls at love all.

♠
♥
♦
♣

Diagram (i)
Love All. Dealer South.
K643
♠A87
N
A9754
♥8
W
E
S
Q52
♦J643
9
♣AJ432

Auction 1
West
2♣
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North

East

Pass

2♠

South
1NT
All Pass
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In Auction (i), the 2♣ bid shows the
majors. The East hand in Diagram (i)
feels no temptation to investigate game
because he is well aware that playing
duplicate pairs West will be straining every
muscle to push South out of 1NT at love
all. Note that although East-West don’t
find an eight-card fit, 2♠ is unlikely to be
more than one off and might well make,
but 1NT by South would easily succeed on
a heart lead.
At any other vulnerability there is less
temptation to intervene on rubbish because
there is the prospect of somebody would
be going off in 100s rather than 50s. At
teams-of-four there is less need to turn a
small loss into a smaller loss, or a small
gain into a slightly bigger gain. Partner
will take your overcall seriously and not
want to risk missing game, so a two-suited
overcall should show roughly opening
values. Note that the 2♣ bid here was
allowable on 5-4 shape, which is common
practice, even when playing teams-of-four.
Certainly this needs discussing with your
partner!

The simplest method
Once again you are faced with a choice of
a system. The simplest idea is to play 2♦,
2♥ and 2♠ overcalls as natural, but use
2♣ to show the majors. This is called
Landy.

A more comprehensive method
However, I suspect that many of you will
want a far more comprehensive system of
overcalls, which allow you to show a
variety of two-suiters.
There are a lot of different systems in
use; all I can do in the available space is to
explain one which is popular and reasonably simple.
Note: from now on in this article I will
assume you are playing teams-of-four.

The Astro Defence to INT
Over an opponent’s 1NT:
Double is for penalties, catering for all
strong hands except perhaps those
which have extreme shape.
2♣ = hearts and a minor suit, with at
least 5-4 (or 4-5) shape.
2♦ = spades and another suit, with at
least 5-4 (or 4-5) shape.
2♥/♠ are single suited natural bids.
2NT is usually played as a powerful,
shapely two-suiter that does not want to
make a penalty double of 1NT, but you
can choose to play it as showing the
minors, the only combination not
already catered for.
After a two-suited overcall there are two
conventional bids you can use: the suit
above the suit used in the overcall and 2NT.

Diagram (ii)

♠
♥
♦
♣

KQ76
K4
KQ643
92

N
W

E
S

Auction 2
West

North

East

2♦
3♦

Pass
All Pass

2♥

♠
♥
♦
♣

J2
9532
A75
Q543

South
1NT
Pass

In Auction 2, the 2♦ bid shows spades and
another suit. East is prepared to play in 2♠
if West has five spades but not if he has
only four. East conventionally uses the bid
‘in between’ the conventional 2♦ and 2♠,
the anchor suit implied: 2♥, which requires
West to pass if he has five hearts, or
otherwise to rebid his cheapest five-card
suit, even if it is spades. Auction 2 will leave
East-West in a sensible contract.
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Diagram (iii)

♠
♥
♦
♣

KQ76
K4
KQ643
92

Auction 3
West
2♦
3♦

N
W

E
S

North

East

Pass
Pass

2NT
3NT

♠
♥
♦
♣

42
A 10 8 2
A52
AJ83

South
1NT
Pass
All Pass

In Diagram (iii), East, anticipating that West
has opening values, intends to play in game
so he cannot bid 2♥ in case West passes.
East conventionally bids 2NT, a forcing bid
asking for West’s second suit. On a really
good day West would rebid 3♥, leading to
the heart game. In this case East is not
remotely surprised to hear that West’s
second suit is diamonds (Auction 3), so he
settles for 3NT.
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In Auction 5, is 3♠ a game try or preemptive? There is a big difference between
this auction and the auction if South had
opened 1♦, and 2♦ was a Michaels Cuebid. In Auction 5 South’s assets are known,
and North has shown no signs of competing over 2♦, so a pre-emptive 3♠ is not
really needed. 3♠ should be a game try.

Responder shows his own suit
The responses to 2♦ seen so far have been
geared towards either playing in one of
partner’s suits, or uncovering his second
suit and picking no-trumps. Sometimes
you wish to introduce your own suit
(particularly the other major), hoping for
three-card support or maybe a good
doubleton.
Sometimes you have three obvious ways
of introducing your suit. After (1NT) –
2♣ – (Pass) – ? you have three ways of
introducing spades.
1. An immediate 2♠ should be a sign-

Health warning
East must not be tempted to use these
conventional bids unless he can cope with
any development.
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Diagram (iv)

♠
♥
♦
♣

KQ76
K4
KQ643
92

Auction 4
West
2♦

N
W

E
S

North

East

Pass

2♠

♠
♥
♦
♣

432
Q6532
7
Q543

South
1NT
All Pass

In Diagram (iv), East will be aware that it is
just about possible that West’s second suit is
hearts, with at least a 5-4 fit. However, East
dare not bid either 2♥ or 2NT because of
the likelihood of West leaving him in a mess
with a rebid of 3♦. Auction 4 will at least get
East-West to a playable contract.

Food for thought
Any other bid East can make is natural.
You must discuss with your partner what a
jump in the overcaller’s anchor suit means.
Auction 5
West
2♦

North

East

Pass

3♠
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makers of playing cards since 1824

South
1NT

off (good six-card suit).
2. Bidding the conventional 2NT and
then 3♠ after partner shows his
second suit should be invitational.
3. An immediate jump to 3♠ should be
forcing.
Sometimes you have only two obvious ways
of introducing your suit (2 and 3 above).
This is because after (1NT) – 2♦ – (Pass)
– ? the position is more complex: an immediate 2♥ would be conventional and
partner would pass only in the unlikely
event he had five hearts.
I suggest the following structure which
gives you three options:
1. Bidding the conventional 2♥ and
then 3♥ on the next round should be
a sign-off.
2. Bidding the conventional 2NT and
then 3♥ after partner shows his
second suit should be invitational.
3. An immediate jump to 3♥ should be
forcing.


PRIZEQPLAY
UIZ
A competition you can all enter
TAKE a look at the play situation below and
give your answer. Please include very brief
details of your reasoning.
There are three categories in our competition: for players up to and including
County Master; for those up to and including
Regional Master; and for those with higher
ranking.

This twin-pack of charming playing cards
(‘Music’) is the prize on offer in our series
of play posers set by Julian Pottage.

♠
♥
♦
♣

AKJ76
7
QJ974
KJ
N

playing cards now on sale online.
For more information visit
www.piatnik.co.uk

Entries to Julian Pottage, 17 Beach Road,
Porthcawl CF36 5NH, or e-mail ebuquiz
master@tiscali.co.uk including your
postal address. Entries must arrive by
December 20. Please indicate on the top
left-hand corner of the envelope, or in the
e-mail subject line, the category for which
you are entering. Julian Pottage will judge
the entries and the first correct answer
drawn in each category will win a prize.

W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

Q9843
A J 10 2
3
A76

You reach 6♠ after an uncontested auction
that has revealed a diamond shortage in
your (South’s) hand. West leads the ♠2. You
capture East’s ten with the queen and lead
your diamond. West goes in with the king
and leads a second trump. What is the best
line for making the rest of the tricks?
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COUNTY NEWS
Congratulations to the
newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
I.M. Draper, Kent
S. Green, Warwickshire
Mrs D.D. Lindon, Berks &
Bucks

Congratulations to the
newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mrs J. Bailey, Devon
Mrs J.J. Gibson, North East
I.P. Gordon, Surrey
R. James, Surrey
J.H. Jones, Hants & IoW
A Wilson, Oxon

Master Point
promotions
Avon
Premier Life
Master
Mr AI Gammon

Premier National
Master
Mr WF Maddox

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs CE Walker

Regional Master
Mrs S O’Hara

1 Star Premier
Master
Mrs AG Rossiter

1 Star Master
Mr B Dury

Master
Mr DT Lewis

County Master
Miss C May
Mrs R Staddon

District Master
Mr JG Boulton

Area Master
Ms M Robathan
Mr B Wibberley

Club Master
Mr A Millichamp

Premier National
Master
Mr S Lee

National Master
Mr KM Goswell

12 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr CJ Harris

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs M Hughes

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs J Griffiths

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs H Duff

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Dr E Brennan

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs A Banner

Regional Master
14 Star Premier
Master
Mrs CE Moir

Bedfordshire
National Master

Mr PR Wells

Mrs VA Lawson

8 Star Premier
Master

Mr G D Robertson

4 Star Premier
Master
Mrs W Audsley

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr C Challinor

5 Star Master
Mr B J Parkins

County Master
Mr PJ Dredge

Area Master
Ms J Membre

Berks & Bucks

Mr NBL Drapkin

6 Star Premier
Master
Mrs IM Lovell

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs JM Richardson

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs A Chamberlain
Mrs U Henzell

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr M Ramzy

5 Star Master

Premier Grand
Master

Mr PJ Lee
Mrs U A Sidaway

Mrs D D Lindon

4 Star Master

Premier Life
Master
Mr AW Boothroyd
Mr TCS Northover
Mr AJ Page

Mr ED Bond
Mr S Mian
Mrs M Stewart
Mrs JM Turpie
Mrs RP Warren

Life Master

3 Star Master

Mr N Lancaster

Mr D Burbidge
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www.avoncba.org.uk
MANY congratulations to Steve Turner
– Steve Tomlinson for reaching the
quarter-finals of the Gold Cup ( playing
with Somerset team mates). Well done
also to Steve Tomlinson and Cathy, Ralph
and Andrew Smith for winning the Welsh
Foursomes in September.
At the EBU Autumn Congress, David
Jones finished second in the Teams final
and fourth in the Two Star Pairs final.
Duncan Cairns was in the winning team
in the Secondary Teams final.
Bristol Bridge Club’s Premier Pairs
was won in August by David Hamper –
Chris Melluish, and in September by
Cathy and Andy Smith.
Avon has selected the team to represent it in the Tollemache: Mike Elliott,
Tim Brierley, Andrew and Cathy Smith,
David Jones, Duncan Cairns, Graham
Hartley, Trevor Ward, Jeremy Rickard and
Robert Glass, with Mike Short as nonplaying captain.
The entry for the County Leagues is 21
teams; 16 teams have entered the County
Knock-out.
At the Somerset Congress held over the
first weekend of October in Westonsuper-Mare, the two principal events
attracted an entry of 82 tables each and
the best results by Avon pairs were
achieved in the Swiss Pairs by Duncan
Cairns – David Jones (6th out of 164
pairs) and in the Swiss Teams by Colin
Cheek, Dan Lewis, John Doran and Hugh
Thomson, third equal with Cathy and
Andrew Smith, Steve Tomlinson and
Steve Turner, while Jeremy Rickard,
Robert Glass, Tony Gammon and Huw
Oliver finished in fifth place in the field
of 82 teams.
The West of England Bridge Club’s
Pairs Championship has been won by
Mary McKenzie – Gerry Gowling.
Bristol Bridge Club’s Curtis Trophy has
been won by Margaret Harris – Colin
Cheek after two strong final rounds.

Mr CE Owen
Mr TB Randall

9 Star Premier
Master

Regional Master

Avon

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
THE County season
kicked off with the
Opening Pairs held at
Wilstead on 11th September, won by Ron
Davis – Alan Oddie with
60.98%. This event was soon followed by
the Bedford Congress, held again at the
prestigious venue of Towcester Racecourse. Runners-up in the Teams event
were the Bedfordshire team of Alan
Oddie, Graeme Robertson, Iain Roberts
and Ron Davis. Jon Williams – Ron
Davis won the Swiss Pairs event at
Wilstead on 12th October with 96 VPs.
Well done to all concerned.
Successes nationally for Bedfordshire
players include: Chris Challinor –
Malcolm Lunn won the Derbyshire Swiss
Pairs while Ron Davis – Bill Hood came
second. Ron also came third partnering
Paul Martin in the prestigious Two Stars
final at the Bournemouth Autumn Congress. Jon Williams – Tim Pryor were
third equal in the Great Northern Swiss
Pairs. Paul Habershon – Pamela Smith
came fourth in the recent Isle of Man
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Mixed and Open Pairs competition.
At the Guernsey Congress, Alan Cooke
– Brian Browse won the Men’s Pairs,
Brian and Maureen Stairs won the Mixed
and Open Pairs and Alan Cooke, Maris
Sheppard, Brian and Maureen Stairs won
the Multiple Teams event. Quite a success
story!
The County congratulates Alan
Shillitoe for his part as coach to the
England Under-21 team who were
runners-up in their category at the
recent World Mind Sports Games.
Diary Dates: Dec 10, a new Seniors’
Teams event, Wilstead, 2pm. Jan 29, 1
Star Pairs, at Renhold Village Hall for the
second year.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
OUR first two events at
the earlier start time of
1.30pm had increased attendances – and everybody
remembered to come early
– many thanks to all!
Congratulations to David Owen, Mary
Hughes, Barry Read and Alan Brown
who won the Jarrett Cup for mixed
multiple teams, and to David Owen
(again) and Charles Chisnall, winners of
the Swiss pairs for the Denys Jenkins
Trophy.
Many congratulations to Sally Brock,
a member of the victorious (by 1 IMP!)
Women’s team in the World Mind Sports
Games and to Simon Cope, coach to the
Open team who got the Silver Medal –
both in very strong international fields.
Other achievements nationally include
Tim Rees, in the winning team in the
Autumn Congress, with good performances from Ed Scerri – Chris Burley,
11th in the final of the Two Stars and 5th
in the Teams Final with Richard Palmer
– Dick Davey. Ed, Richard and Dick, with
Steve Moss, are the proud winners of the
Nicko Plate – to complete the set having
won the Nicko itself three years earlier.
And good luck to John Howard whose
team, which includes Mike Perkins and
Ian Reissmann, is in third place after the
first weekend of the Premier League.
Diary Dates: Dec 21, Mixed Swiss
Teams, Windsor, 11am start – with a glass
of wine at the break! Jan 11, County
Pairs Qualifier, Windsor; Feb 1, Friendly
Swiss Pairs, SBBC. Feb 8, County Pairs
Final & Plate. All at 1.30 pm apart from
the 21 December event.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Catherine
Curtis and Paul Fegarty for several good
results since the last news round-up: 1st
at the Great Northern Swiss Pairs, 9th at
the Autumn Congress Pairs, 4th at the
Autumn Congress Teams and 6th in the
Herts One-Day event. They have also
reached the semi-finals of the Silver
Plate. Catherine Jagger won the National
Women’s Teams, and finished 4th in the
Autumn Congress Pairs ahead of husband
Chris in 8th place. Together they finished
2nd in the Autumn Congress Teams.
In the Cambs and Hunts League, Div.
2 was won by North Cambridge 1 and
Div. 3 was won by Huntingdon 3. In the

County Plate Final, Haslegrave beat May.
Former Cambs & Hunts member
Philip Wraight has won a Dimmie
Fleming Award for contributions to
bridge. We thank him again for his
service on the C&H Committee.
Diary Dates: Jan 18, County Individual
Final; Feb 8, County Pairs Final; Mar 14,
Novice Pairs Tournament; Apr 19, Garden
Cities qualifier; Apr 26, Jubilee Swiss Pairs.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
THE main event in the
Channel Islands has been
the Guernsey Congress, which
is the subject of an article
by Mike Newman on page
19, so we will just list the main good
performances by local players. In the Swiss
Pairs Robert Brouard – Jackie Rumball
(Jersey) were third and Guernsey’s Don
and Anne Babbe won the Non-expert
prize. Mid-week events: Pivot Teams: 5.
Brian Youd, Sue Rankin, Norman Le
Cocq and Rosemary Pallot; Men’s Pairs:
3. Martin Jones – Hugh Bacon; Multiple
Teams: 5. Robert Plumley, Susie Farnon,
Richard and Christie.The Senior Teams
was won outright by Jersey’s Howard
Basden-Smith, Meredith Case, Robert
Brouard and Marion Miles. In the Swiss
Teams, Guernsey resident Rune Hague,
who had brought over his international
Norwegian team, won the event. The top
C.I. team in 10th spot were John and
Fiona Honey, and Peter and Gill Pitcher
from Jersey. The prize for the best local
performance in the two Swiss Events was
won by Margaret Allen and Gill Morgan
from Guernsey.

In domestic competitions, James Fattorini
(in the picture), having recently celebrated
his 90th birthday, had a further triumph
when he won the County Individual title.
Second was Anne Babbe and third Andy
Hall (all from Guernsey).
Finally an apology to Margaret Allen
for an error in our last report. It was
Margaret and not husband Mike who
won the Restricted Pairs event in partnership with Alistair Kent. Sorry, Margaret!

Cornwall
www.cornwallbridge.co.uk
MANY congratulations
to Bill Collings and Eileen
Wilkinson, who were married, quietly, in Newquay,
in October. They can now
look forward together to
Bill’s 100th birthday, in
January.
Congratulations also to Chris Nichols,
who has qualified as a County Director.
Geoff Warren has taken over as
County Chairman and Chris Bickerdike
as Secretary. Many thanks to Harold

www.ebu.co.uk
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COUNTY NEWS
Master Point
promotions
Mrs A Williams

Master

2 Star Master

Mr J Taylor

Mrs P Atkinson
Ms JL Dunckley
Mrs LA Head
Mrs A Marchetti
Mrs TR Tuson

County Master

1 Star Master
Mrs M Carver
Mrs EM Clark
Mrs P Hanson
Mrs EM Young

Advanced Master
Mrs B Atkins
Mr FT Harling
Mr C P Head
Mr D Lawrence
Mrs G Martin
Mrs BJ Meighen
Mrs M Pike
Mr G Watts
Mrs OM Watts

Master

Mr JF Evans
Mrs A Lloyd

District Master
Mr J C Fairclough
Mr H Lockwood
Mr D Watts

Area Master
Mrs M Doyle

Club Master
Mr T EckersleyWaites

Local Master
Miss S O’Connor

Channel
Islands
Life Master
Mr M Allen
Mr R Brouard
Mrs M Case

Dr BE Davis
Mrs SM Ellis
Mrs PM Francis

2 Star Premier
Regional Master

County Master

Regional Master

Mr S Bunyan
Mr R Chantler
Mrs R Johnstone
Mr D Jukes
Mr N Oakley
Dr MK Osborn
Mr R Stepney

District Master
Mr CE Dale
Dr I Haigh
Mrs LD Haigh
Mr M Hughes
Mrs J Rushworth
Mr MF Timms
Mr RK Wilkinson

Area Master
Mrs J Allan
Mrs I Bakewell
Mr A Barker
Mr T Brass
Mrs J Galvin
Mrs MB MacKenzie
Ross
Mr TAM Wayland

Club Master
Mrs GM Clayton
Mrs N Quimson

Local Master
Mrs PC Pennell

Mrs G Pitcher
Mr H F Bacon
Mr M C Jones

Advanced Master
Mrs EM Le Maistre

County Master
Dr R Endean

District Master
Mrs L Bell
Mrs R Lycett
Mr B A Powell
Mrs M S Robilliard

Area Master
Mrs A G Arden
Ms MM Boyd

Local Master
Miss A Anderson
Mr B Troy

Cornwall
7 Star Premier
Master
Mrs P Deal

6 Star Premier
Master
Mrs AJ Barker

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs J Cant

Tournament

Cambs & Hunts Master
Life Master

Mr JV Deal

Mrs EAC Howard

3 Star Master

Premier National
Master

Mrs J Doyle

Mrs S Sheasby

National Master

Mr RJ Harrison
Mrs JM Stone

Mrs C Bull

Master

4 Star Premier
Regional Master

Mrs J Vaughan

Mr T E D Shaw

Mr AJ Biggs

1 Star Premier
Regional Master

Cumbria

Mr P Last

10 Star Regional
Master
Mr P Morgan

13 Star Premier
Master

2 Star Master

County Master

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr D Mullany

1 Star Premier
Master
Mrs S Rogerson

Mr K Jackson

4 Star Master

1 Star Premier
Master

3 Star Master

Ms V Flawn
Mrs C Parker

3 Star Master
Mr P Lefort
Mrs W Lefort

2 Star Master
Mr IG Hill

Advanced Master
Mr IW Davies

Payne and Janice Keast for all that they
have done for Cornish bridge. Please
note that there is a new county website
www.cornwallbridge.co.uk.
A Truro team (Jan and Ken Keast,
Mick and Mary Robson) won the playoff between the two League winners,
beating the Liskeard Lot (Colin Pote,
Mike Booth, Janet and Roger Putnam).
County Competitions have been
dominated by Jill and David Newton.
They have won the Falmouth Swiss Pairs,
from Evelyn Knight – Sonia O’Neill, and
the Marie Gregson Brown Pairs at St
Austell, from Brian Colvin – John
Hardisty. And with Jan and Ken Keast,
they won the Penzance Swiss Teams; Jo
Brown and Pat Meade’s teams tied for
second place. Peter Coad – Heather
Upton won the Clarke Winmill Mixed
Pairs, from Val Pitman – David Stone,
and the Newtons were third.
In the Wadebridge Green-Pointed Swiss
Teams, the leaders, Colin Pote, Pat Meade,
Andy Tooley and Val Manicom, lost
their final match and were overtaken by
Terence Treeby’s team from Torquay.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Men’s & Women’s
Teams, Ladock; Jan 10, Falmouth Pairs,
Falmouth BC; Jan 18, Star Masters &
Tredova Cup, Ladock; Jan 25, Men’s and
Ladies’ Pairs, Ladock.

Mrs A Carter
Mr J H Brown

Advanced Master
Mr RA Bradbury
Mr C Hamilton

Derbyshire
2 Star Regional
Master
Mr R Floutier
Mr A Kenny

www.ebu.co.uk

Cumbria
www.ccdba.co.uk
THE new season started with the IMPs
Pairs Competition: 1. Ken Anderson –
Tony Bartlett (48); 2. Babs Matthews –
David Strawbridge (33); 3. Mary Edgar –
Anne Harrison (31).
The County Autumn Sim Pairs attracted an entry of 81 pairs: 1. Peter Steele –
Clive Tranter (66.04%); 2. David Strawbridge – John Maclachan (65.97%); 3. J.
Turner – A. Carter (65.95%).
The Pro-Am Teams had an increased
entry this year. This very enjoyable event
was won by Millidge, Baelz, Carter and
Atkinson with 79 points. Mitchell, Mossop, Rogerson and Anderson were second
also with 79, having been beaten by the
winners in their match. Turner, Jackson,
Edgar and Harrison (73) were third.
The Murray League has started with
an encouraging entry of 19 teams and is
being run by Mike Dunstan this year.

Derbyshire
www.dcba.org.uk
THE India Cup for
Teams of Four was
narrowly won by Ron
McEwan, Stephen Lally,
Howard Melbourne and
Giles Foster. They were
only 1 IMP ahead of Paul Madden, David
Briggs, Steve Cave, Derek Brooks.
Derbyshire teams were the overall
winners of the Three Counties event
against teams from Nottinghamshire and
Leicestershire.
Liz Hall, David Taylor, Annice and
Howard Morton, Ken and Fay Stanyon,
Ron McEwan and David Marshall represented Derbyshire in the Edgar Foster
Cup Pairs Competition at the Staffordshire Showground. Their joint cumulative
score put them in first place as a team.

The GP week-end at Spondon was
very well attended. In the Pairs, Ron McEwan – Giles Foster were fourth, with
John Sowter – Amanda Grimsey fifth.
Ron and Giles joined up with Mary and
David Marshall to gain second place in
the Teams event.
Diary Dates: Dec 10, EMBA Christmas Party, Old School, Spondon. Jan 21,
National Pairs qualifying round. Jan 2425, County Pairs qualifying round, Final
and Consolation Final.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
WARNER and Louise
Solomon were second in
the Seniors Pairs and the
Senior Teams at the September Guernsey Congress.
Alan and Jette Bailey came second in the
Multiple Teams, fourth in the Swiss Pairs
and third in the Swiss Teams. Well done
to both pairs
Congratulations to: Joy Pellow –
Terence Treeby who won the Devon
Mixed Pairs on the 20th September;
John and Joy Murray Brown, Joy Pellow
and Terence Treeby who won the
Cornwall Green-pointed Swiss Teams,
with Mike Booth, Pat Mead, Andy
Tooley and Val Manicom second.
Congratulations also to the winners
of the 2007-2008 section Leagues: East
Section – Div. 1, John Edwards; Div. 2,
Ruth Edmondson; Div. 3, Nigel Hamlyn.
South Section – Div. 1, Tim Walton; Div.
2, Steve Quinn. North Section – Div. 1,
Alison Pollock; Div. 2, Jen Harris.
The Devon Charity Simultaneous
Pairs was held on 22nd September; five
clubs participated. Results: 1. J. Clarke –
Mrs B. Miller (Honiton Club); 2. G.
Dodd – Ken Wood (Honiton Club); 3.
Derek Brown – Joy Murray Brown
(Torquay Club). Last season five clubs
and ninety pairs took part and raised,
with donations, approximately £840 for
the Dame Hannah Rogers Trust. This
event is held five times during the season;
if you wish to support this worthwhile
charity, please contact Paul Ainsworth
 01803 752846.
Diary Dates: Dec 14, Torquay Swiss
Pairs, Torquay Bridge Club. Jan 10-11,
John Woolcott Weekend, ISCA Centre
Exeter. Jan 13, National Pairs Heat,
Kingsbridge Regal Bridge Club. Feb 7-8,
Petit Congress (Torquay Bridge Club).

Dorset
www.dorsetbridge.org.uk
COUNTY Results: Flemmich Cup (7 teams): 1.
Martin Brook, Helen
Ackroyd, Frank and
Shirley Groome; 2. Miles Cowling, Bob
McRobert, Phil and Jo Norman.
Hardwick Cup (14 teams): 1. Martin
Brook, Helen Ackroyd, Ann Sharples
and Daphne Philipps; 2. Laurie and
Mary Gordon, and John and Shirley
Durrant.
National Results: EBU Sim Pairs 15th
September (1826 pairs): 16. Martin Brook
– Helen Ackroyd; 16th September (2334
pairs): 30. Peter Stockton – Mike Caruana.
Guernsey Congress: Swiss Pairs: 18. Brian

Browse – Avis Robertson, 21. Ron and
Lynne Heath; Pivot Teams: 11. Jo Whitty
– Pat Savage; Ladies’ Pairs: 11. Avis
Robertson – Maris Sheppard, 12. Pat
Savage – Jo Whitty; Men’s Pairs: 1. Alan
Cooke – Brian Browse. Guildford Green
Point: Swiss Pairs: 8. Ann Sharples –
Robert Mott; Swiss Teams: 5. Andy
Kittridge, Basil Feilding, Ann Banner
and Joan Murphy, 12. David Willis, Tim
Smith, Lesley Lewis and Michael Organ.
West of England: Swiss Pairs: 13. Miles
Cowling – Rob Lawy, 17. Martin Brook –
Helen Ackroyd; Swiss Teams: 8. Miles
Cowling Rob Lawy, Stefan Lindfors and
Jim Grant. Autumn Congress: Two Stars
final: 5. Peter Goodman – Mike Pownall,
15. Janet Smith – Geoff Bailey; Satellite
Final: 7. Chris Stevens – Hilary Brain, 14.
Peter Mallett – Hugh Kevill-Davies; Swiss
Pairs: 2. Eugene Sheehan – Michael Gore,
7. Ron and Lynne Heath, 8. Miles Cowling
– Eddie Lucioni.
Dairy Date: Jan 12, Swiss teams for
The Frost Rose Bowl, Allendale Centre,
2pm. Feb 8, Knight Cup Final & Consolation Pairs, Weymouth BC, 2pm. Mar
15, Swiss Teams for the Weymouth College Trophy, Preston BC, Weymouth, 2pm.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Val Mollison and Nicole
Cook on achieving their
County Tournament Director’s qualification.
A meeting was held
with club representatives to discuss the
new EBU proposals. The evening was
well attended, resulting in a lively discussion and exchange of views.
National results: in the EBU Scarborough Congress, the team of Val and Paul
Mollison, and Roger and Jill Tattersfield,
came joint second in the Teams A Final,
and Roger and Jill finished in joint 11th
place in the Swiss Pairs. In the Brighton
Summer Congress, Peter Franklin – Alan
Mayo with their team-mates were 6th
equal in the Brighton Bowl; in the Swiss
Pairs, Manny Marks and partner finished
in fourth place. In the National Pairs
final, Cecil Leighton – Jacek Lapszys
were the highest-placed Essex pair, in
17th place; in the National Newcomers
Pairs, Rick Westover – Veronica O’Brien
were the highest-placed Essex pair,
finishing in 20th place.
The Hertfordshire Green Pointed Swiss
Teams was won by Alan Mayo, Peter
Franklin, Michael Grounds and team
mate. In the Surrey One Day Events,
Michael Wren – Richard Perryman were
third in the Swiss Pairs, and Ray Clarke,
Bernie Hunt, Ray Cornell and David
Clark were seventh in the Swiss Teams.
Winners of recent Essex events:
George Curtis Swiss Teams: 1. Michael
Watson, Jacek Lapszys, Phil Collier, Peter
Scotting; 2. Sandy Riach, Rob Elliott,
Ann and Terry Clark; 3. Patrick O’Gara,
Sue French, Wendy Coldham, Pat Watson.
Autumn Seniors: 1. Allan Greenstein –
Yvonne Dias; 2. Alan Green – Frank
Morrison; 3. Peter Oake – Ray Cornell.
Diary Dates: Feb 22, Helliar Trophy;
Mar 11, Essex Spring Seniors; Mar 27,
Gwen Herga Trophies.
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Master Point promotions

Gloucestershire

1 Star Regional
Master

6 Star Premier
Master

Mrs V Potter
Mrs EA Smith

4 Star Master

Mr W Howden

Ms A Walters

Club Master

2 Star Master

3 Star Premier
Master

4 Star Master

Mr G Evans
Dr S Wernick

Mrs MA Avery

3 Star Master

Premier Master

Mrs VG Seldon

Mrs M Watson

2 Star Master

Mrs J Campfield
Mr AD Friedlander
Mrs DG Friedlander
Mrs P Hill
Mr V Murrell

3 Star Master

Mr RMH Beatty
Mrs P Williams

Local Master

Advanced Master

Mrs G Coomb

2 Star Master

1 Star Master

Mrs N Romaine

Mrs JK Hoare
Dr SJ Steel
Mr G Wilson

County Master
Mrs JA Barker
Mrs H Parr

Mrs H Bona

Advanced Master

Mr AJ Flaherty
Mrs V Green
Mrs V Robinson
Mrs V Tarling

Dr DP Ross

1 Star Master
Mr TC Garvey
Mrs S Shapland
Mrs EA Madeley
Mrs AC Wernick

County Master
Mr AA Brewster

Gloucestershire Mrs AM Brewster
Premier Life

Mr BT Rhodes

District Master

Mrs J Allsop

Dame Yvonne Moores Master
Rev. AW Wearmouth
Master
National Master
Mrs EE Braidwood
Mr N Cullerne-Bown Mr IW Hoskins
Mrs T Mackriell
Regional Master
County Master
Mr MJ Lewis
Mr JM Rogers
Mrs VJP CullerneBown
3 Star Premier

Devon

District Master

Master

Mrs AT Pease
Mrs A Richardson

Mr J Nicholls

Area Master

Mr NH Grieve

Mr K Gledstone

Mr RD Williamson

3 Star Master

Club Master

Mr IP Francis

Herefordshire

Mr C J Horwood

1 Star Master

Local Master

Mrs MM Munday
Mrs CA Sadie

District Master
Mr A Rowe

Area Master
Mr M Gavigan
Mr DF Mann
Mrs I White

Club Master

Grand Master
Mrs J Bailey

Premier National
Master
Ms V Peters

4 Star Regional
Master
Mr EEG Boucher

Mrs A Allerston

1 Star Regional
Master

Essex

Mr S Dooley
Dr P Wood

11 Star Premier
Master
Mr D Davey

10 Star Premier
Master
Mr B Elberg

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr M Smith

3 Star Premier
Master
Mrs G Wiseman

2 Star Premier
Master
Miss NJ Sandom

Tournament
Master
Mrs E Langley

2 Star Master
Mr BH Warne

1 Star Master
Mr HG Crossman
Mr RB Wilkinson

Master
Mrs BJ Payne
Mr EA Treharne

County Master
Mrs A Devonport

District Master
Mrs J Cullum
Mr NPA Goode
Mr R Williams

Area Master
Mr APN Cordrey
Mrs WS Cordrey

Club Master
Mrs S Lyons
Mr A Norman
Mrs K Young

Local Master
Mrs G Stevens

Direct
County Master
Mrs J Chaney

District Master
Mr M Ellison

Dorset
National Master
Mr EK Bathgate

Regional Master
Dr J Askew
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Premier National
Master
Mr E Marks

National Master
Mrs ME Homer

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr A Drew

10 Star Premier
Master
Mr R Webb

4 Star Master

Advanced Master
Mr MS Chance
Ms S Watson

County Master
Mrs B Lloyd

District Master
Mr G Carter
Mr AD Pritchard

Area Master
Mr M Siejka

Local Master
Mr NA Crawshaw

Mr D Adams
Mr AR Coggle
Mr MA Jempson
Mrs JA Morrow

Area Master
Mr M Cross
Mrs RS Needell

Club Master
Miss M Glover

Local Master

National Master
Mrs JA Shadforth

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Wg.Cdr N Shorrick

Premier Regional
Master
Mr CG Chowney

2 Star Regional
Master
Mr G Barrett

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs J Baker

3 Star Master
Mrs D Robertson

8 Star Premier
Master

Hants and
I.O.W.

1 Star Master

Mrs CA Fallon

Grand Master

Advanced Master

7 Star Premier
Master

Mr JH Jones

Mrs AM Rastin

Premier Life
Master

4 Star Premier
Master

Mrs R Concanon
Mrs CR Parsons

Mr M Krimgoltz

Life Master

1 Star Premier
Master

Mr RG Crawford

Mrs J A Moorman

Premier National
Master

2 Star Tournament Ms J Bellinger
Mr AW Bennett
Master
5 Star Master

Mrs HK Kinloch
Miss MP Rowledge

Mr MJ Harbour
Mrs CM Love
Mr D Ross

National Master
Mr KS Benjamin
Mrs N Yew

3 Star Master

16 Star Premier
Regional Master

Mr RA Jones

Mr TJ Marett

1 Star Master
Ms W Logan

Advanced Master
Mrs E Dukes
Mr BE Kempster
Miss JR Martin
Mrs DA Stones

County Master
Mrs L Morris
Mr J Murray

District Master
Mrs L Hall
Mrs SA Mitchell
Mr R Perera
Mrs B Roberts
Mr M Songhurst
Mr T Todman
Mr M Vandome

Mrs BJ Boswell

Premier Regional
Master
Mrs C Mobbs

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs EC Bevan
Mrs DA Rivers

38 Star Premier
Master

Mrs J Eaton
Mrs ED Richards

District Master
Mrs IMF Edge
Mr PE Landau

Area Master
Mrs J Knipe

Club Master
Mr A Davis
Mrs CJ Winney

Local Master
Mr RL Manuel
Mrs D Martin

Herts
National Master
Mrs P C Hobson

8 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr TG Banks

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs VJ Harlow

2 Star Regional
Master
Mr WA Linton

1 Star Regional
Master
Mr G Conrad

Mr MC MollartRogerson

7 Star Premier
Master

4 Star Premier
Master

Mr SA Mossey
Mr KA Sheridan

Mrs M Gale

5 Star Premier
Master

3 Star Premier
Master

Mr MH Sint

Mrs MA Rubra

4 Star Master

Area Master

Premier Master

Mr GM Forsythe

Mr R Bingham
Mrs RV Buchanan
Mr A Cartwright
Mrs LL Pinner

Mrs D Harvey

3 Star Master

Tournament
Master

Mr DJ Sparkes

Mr A Beavis

Mrs DM Barry

English Bridge December 2008

2 Star Master

www.gcba.org.uk
PRIDE of place this month goes to Dan
McIntosh from Stroud, who was a member of the English Under-21 team that
progressed all the way to the final of the
World Mind Sports Games in Beijing,
before losing a close match to France.
County Results: Pivot Teams: 1. Paul
Denning, Nigel and Fred Pitel, Dan
McIntosh, Andrew Kambites. Summer
Pairs: 1. Val Constable. Summer Teams: 1.
Mark Rogers. Darke Salver: 1. John
Councer, Lesley Harrison, Mike Lewis,
Chris Smith. Walter Jessop: 1. Steve
Sasanow – George Barrett. Burry Cup:
1. Barbara Janes – Lindsay Stewart.
Bredon Vale: 1. Thribb Bridge Club.
Everett Cup: 1st. Peter Waggett, Jim
Simons, Joe and Wendy Angseesing.
Results in other events: Pam Pearce –
Lindsay Geddesy did very well to reach
the final of the EBU’s Women’s Teams.
Tony Hill – Alan Wearmouth won the
West of England Congress Swiss Pairs.

Hants and IoW
www.bridge.hampshire.org.uk
HIOW MEMBERS made
their presence felt at the
recent West of England
Congress at Weston-supermare: Pauline Serby, John
Moore, Mike Hinkin and Ken Benjamin
came second in the Teams event, and Sula
Turpin and recent HIOW member
Sheena Lanham won the Ladies’ competition. Christine and Richard Ray’s team
won second place in the Seniors’ Team in
Guernsey.
County Results: Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Helen
Ackroyd – Ann Sharples, 2. Christine
McNiven – Christine Ray. Men’s Pairs:
1=. Barry Johnston – Roy Green and
John Jones – Mac Nurmohamed. Simmons Trophy: 1. Elaine and Ron Ewins, 2.
Clare and Ian Fearon. Simmons Plate: 1.
Chrissie Mobbs – Keith Jerram, 2. Lesley
Lewis – Dave Willis. Harrop Swiss Teams:
1. Chistine and Richard Ray, Dave Hale,
Dave Huggett; 2. Tracey Adams, Steve
Tearle, Steve Howell, Keith Bennett.
Petersfield Swiss Teams: 1. Helen Kinloch,
Madeline Lawson, Sula Turpin, Tony Page;
2. Chris Kinloch, Miles Cowling, John
Dakin, Richard Harris.
Diary Dates: Dec 1-5, Charity Duplicate Pairs (Clubs). Dec 14, Yuletide MiniSwiss Teams. Jan 4, Lincoln Mixed Pairs.
Jan 18, Midwinter Mini-Swiss Pairs (no
plated tea). Jan 25, Candlestick Open
Pairs (1pm). Feb 8, Valentine Mini-Swiss
Teams (no plated tea).
All the above wll be held in Romsey
and start at 2pm, unless otherwise noted.
Entries (if possible at least five days in
advance) to Lillian Craigen  02380
254276 or lillian.craigen@sky.com.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
THE annual teams event for the Avocet
Pools Cup was run this year in Swiss
format and a close competition was won
by Ben Britton, George Richardson, John
Thacker and Cathy England with 68%; 2.
Carol and Albert Brown, Robin Lewis

and Paul Smith (64%); 3. John Griffiths,
Sarah Mathews, Sue and Derrick Munday
(63%).
The Next Steps Pairs for the Woolhope
Cup was contested by ten pairs. Entries
are confined to players with Masterpoint ranking of 1* Master and below:
1. Jean Porter – Judy Kingston (59.7%);
2. John Crowe – Nannette Annell (57.9%);
3. Sandy Dowle – Sarah Weller (56.5%).
Herefordshire players applaud the continued progress of the County’s junior
pair, Ben and Tom Paske, who were part
of the England Under-21 Team that won
Silver in Beijing; We hope their success
will stimulate a greater interest in bridge
among the young in the County and a
youth programme is planned.
Diary Dates: Jan 16, National Pairs
Qualifying Heat, Bartestree (7pm). Jan
23, Inter-Club Teams League, Round 2,
Ledbury (7pm). Jan 30, No Fear teams
for the Queenswood Trophy (only one
member of the team may be Advanced
Master or above), Bartestree (7pm). Feb
1, Swiss Pairs for the Bulmer Rose Bowl,
Tarrington (10.30am). Feb 20, Mixed Pairs
for the Ray Paul Salver, Bartestree, (7pm).
Feb 28, Club teams of 8 for the Chadd
Shield, Tarrington (2pm).

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Stan Harding, on gaining
a well deserved Dimmie
Fleming award for his
contribution to club and
county bridge. Also well done to Malcolm
Harris on winning the Crockfords Plate,
and to Malcolm Harris, Francis Eddleston,
Maria Budd and Rick Irwin who narrowly
lost in the final of the NICKO Plate.
At the Autumn Congress in Bournemouth Alan Kay nearly did the double by
winning the Eastbourne Bowl and coming
second in the Two Stars Pairs. Rick Irwin
– Julie Abley were 9th in the Satellite Pairs
final. In the Great Northern Swiss Pairs
Francis Eddleston – Julie Abley were fifth.
An enjoyable time was had by a
number of Hertfordshire players in the
Dubrovnik Congress with Mandie Campbell – Sonia Griffiths winning the PreCongress Pairs. Tara and Stan Harding were
third in the Mixed Pairs, and Chris Cook
– Andy Fenn were part of the team
finishing fifth in the Swiss Teams.
In the Hertfordshire Green Point event
in September Mike Hancock, Anne Flockhart, Dave Dickson and Iain Roberts
were in the team finishing third.
Local Results: Champions Cup: 1. David
Tookey – Rodger White; 2. Amanda Barnes
– John Hirons; 3. Vee and Humphrey
Harlow.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Humble Cup
Quali-final, Bridge Centre WGC, 1pm.
Jan 11, Championship Pairs Semifinal,
Bridge Centre WGC, 1pm. Jan 23, Cadet
Pairs Final, Bridge Centre WGC, 7.30pm.

Isle of Man
MORE than eighty players from the
Island, the UK and even Canada took
part in the Isle of Man Bridge Congress,
sponsored by Bridge Overseas. The
visitors saw the Island at its best on a
glorious weekend.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Master Point promotions
Mrs HM Nesbitt

1 Star Master
Mr GJ Butcher
Mr RN Quinby
Mr MF Wood

Advanced Master
Mrs CS Cameron

Master
Mr AJ Davis
Mr B Moule

County Master
Mr D Ellam

District Master
Mrs B Bourne
Ms YV Palmer
Mr A Skelton

Area Master
Mrs SM Arnold
Mr M Ayres
Miss S Chapman
Mrs J Fagan
Mrs AMI Hay

Local Master
Mr RE Bambrough
Mrs A Esenbel

Isle Of Man

Mrs M Robins
Mr CM Wall

Master
Mrs V Brazier
Mr CD Derry
Mrs HM Derry
Mrs CL McNeill
Mr MJ Trewavas

2 Star Master
Mr SIZ Ashley
Mr K Preston
Mrs M Williams

Advanced Master
Mrs A Kind
Mrs JN Sumaria
Mr TR Wright

Mr M Hopkins
Mrs K Kontos
Mrs S McKelvie
Mr K Meng
Ms C Morison
Ms I Sasaki

Manchester

County Master

Master

Life Master

Mr MS Collins
Mr JR Cripps
Mrs F Diggens
Mr B Forty
Mr RC Gibbons
Mr RK O’Shea

Ms B Corlett
Mrs T Daniels

Mr RJ Waddington

Regional Master

District Master

Mr K Higgins
Mr B Hobden
Mr T Slater

District Master

Premier National
Master

Mr I Caplan
Mr FD Heine
Dr D Master
Mr N Thomas

Mrs J Highfield

Lincolnshire
Mr MV Llewellyn

4 Star Regional
Master

Area Master

Mrs C Grant

Mr MJ Avery
Mrs JE Hall
Mr B Hardie
Mr BK Smale

Premier Master

Club Master

1 Star Master

Miss D Burton

5 Star Master
Mrs M Gibson

8 Star Premier
Master
Mrs S Massey

4 Star Premier
Master
Mr DB Tattersall

Premier Master
Mr J Athey

1 Star Tournament
Master
Mrs EGJ Hadfield

5 Star Master

Mrs DC White

Mr AW Everitt
Mrs H McNeil
Mr I Thomas
Mrs JC Vening

3 Star Master

Local Master

Mrs EA Stephenson

Mrs GA Collins
Dr D Firth
Mr RF Markwick
Mr HF Preece

Premier Life
Master

Advanced Master

Mr GP Orsmond
Mr G Rainsford

Master

Lancashire

Premier National
Master

County Master

4 Star Premier
Master

Area Master
Mrs MA Kean

Local Master
Mrs J Lobley
Mrs S Lynch

Kent

Premier National
Master

Premier Grand
Master

Mrs B Heaton
Mrs A Wilkins

Mr IM Draper

National Master

Life Master

Mr H Walker

Mr D McVey
Mrs JM Skinner

2 Star Premier
Regional Master

Premier National
Master

Mrs I Walker

Mrs M Sergeant

Local Master
Miss WH Kotowska

London

Premier Regional
Master
Mr M Graham

Regional Master

Mrs DE Slater

3 Star Premier
Master

1 Star Premier
Regional Master

5 Star Master

Mrs J Kendall

2 Star Master

Premier Regional
Master

Mrs YA Dickinson

Mrs M Harrison
M.B.E.

Mrs K Morgan

1 Star Master

1 Star Master

Mr JW Mercer

Mrs E de Courcy

Master

Advanced Master

Mr D Broadbent
Mr J Mortimer

Mr DJ Moseley

County Master

Mrs K Hashizume

12 Star Premier
Master
10 Star Premier
Master

Mrs DJ Ault
Mr D Ault
Mrs EJ Jones
Mr PA Smethurst
Mrs L Wilson

Mrs CJ Whyman

District Master

Mrs Y Walker

Area Master

Mr JE Clarke
Mr S Pollack
Mr CH Washbrook

Mr D Body
Mrs JS Fishleigh
Mr PJ Fishleigh

Mr RH Bird
Mr I Galletti

Mrs A Hampton

National Master

National Master

3 Star Regional
Master

Mrs D Lyons
Mr R Mercer

Mr B Beever
Mr E Thornton-Chan

4 Star Regional
Master

Dr D Goodison

2 Star Master

Mr R Johnson

Dr AJ Conway

Mr JB Warner

Mr A McKillop

Mrs JA Birchall

Club Master
Mrs JR Owen

Local Master
Miss W Burton
Miss HS Skinner

Miss A Kaye
Ms E Morris

Merseyside/
Cheshire

2 Star Premier
Master

Life Master

Mrs MT Wiehe

3 Star Master
Mr RL Page

2 Star Master

Master
County Master

Mr T Pearson

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr KW Ramsey

10 Star Premier
Master
Mrs SC Clark
Mr F Salt

Premier Master
Dr C Simpson

5 Star Tournament
Master
Mr W Newbigging

4 Star Tournament
Master

Mrs L Hitchen

Ms S Bennett
Mr T Booth
Mr PG Chapman
Mrs M Gordon-Smith
Mr MJ Heaney
Mr N Solomon

Area Master

District Master

Mr JB Harrison

Mr A Pollitt
Mrs C Walne

Mrs M Rice
Mr P Willis

Advanced Master

Club Master

Area Master

Ms K Higson

Master

Mr J Clarke
Ms H Fukushige
Mrs A Geser
Mrs S Komine
Ms CL McKenna
Mr TR Murphy
Dr A Riviere
J Saab
Ms P Saunders
Mr J Vogl

Mr JW Dawe
Mr P Swarbrick

Club Master

Club Master
Miss C Blake
Mr J P Curran

Mrs RJ Doel

6 Star Premier
Master

Mr R Eardley
Mr JD Harris C.B.E.
Ms P Maunsell

Local Master

Advanced Master

Mrs J Gibson

Local Master

Miss N Cahour
Mrs M Levinson

3 Star Master

Mr M R Baker
Mrs S Holbourne

Mrs G Clarkson
Dr GM Thelwall
Jones

Mr AJ Recaldin

1 Star Premier
Master
Dr S Goldwin

Premier Master
Mr AF Taylor

Tournament
Master
Mr AM Ricketts

Leicester

5 Star Master

Regional Master

Mrs JM Hargraves
Mrs V Harrison
Mr O Saeed
Mrs AA Treen

Mr A Edwards

16 Star Premier
Master

3 Star Master

13 Star Premier
Master

Mr JM London
Mr DN Parkinson
Mrs GV Weston

2 Star Master

Mrs K Lindley

Mr J Steele
Mr S Williams

Mrs J Tuppen

www.ebu.co.uk

Mrs D Hislop

3 Star Master
Mr MC Buckley

1 Star Master

Mrs EM Goodwin

County Master
Mr TE Jones

Area Master
Mr R Barlow
Mr H Brueckel
Mrs CM Johnson
Mr B Wennell

After three days of play, visitors Sue
and Nick Woodcock won the Pairs by a
big margin, scoring 206 VPs, an astonishing 43 ahead of Bill Carr – Stuart
Clarke in second place. The highestplaced local player was Maureen Curry,
third with her partner Bridget Vickerman; 4. John and Maggie Pyner of
Coventry; 5. Malcolm Fyne of Bridge
Overseas and his wife Madeleine; 6. local
players Erika Slatcher – Paul de Weerd.
In the Teams the winners were the
immensely popular regular visitors Derek
Williams, Croz Croswell, Phil Godfrey
and Gavin Mackay, who achieved a hattrick of victories, 7 VP ahead of Sue and
Nick Woodcock, Bill Carr and Stuart
Clarke. The Manx teams struggled, with
the best placed being John Large, John
Karran, John Whillis and Brian Lowe in
seventh place.
Next year’s congress: 11-13 Sept 2009.
E-mail pdeweerd@manx.net or  01624
660393 for details.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
THE competition season
started with the Dyer Smith
Mixed Pairs Championship
which was won by Ian
Draper – Gwyneth Davies.
The Hunter Cup for the
highest placed married couple was won
by Philip and Kate Morgan.
Kent Congress: Championship Pairs:
1. David Davenport – Giles Hargreaves, 2.
Marion Robertson – Ian Pagan (Mixed
Pairs winners); Swiss Teams: 1. Gerald
Soper, Terry Goldsmith, Brian Ransley,
Brian McGuire, 2. Doreen Charteris,
Marie Horlock, John Amor, Eddie
Richart (best non-expert team: Mark
Rixon, David Grilli, Tony Wells, Douglas
Smith); Ray White Trophy (for bridge
students): 1. Jackie and Ivan Dozin, 2.
Chris Bond – Tony Tribe.
The Corbett Cup, Corbett Plate and
Mitchell Salver now all come under the
umbrella of the Inter-club Competition
which will be played in February. This
change in the format will be watched
with interest.
The same Kent team (Jeremy Willans –
Ian Draper, Gerald and Stuart Tredinnick,
Derek Patterson – Pat Collins, Denis
O`Donovan – Peter Law) that won the
2008 Inter-County Tollemache Cup will
start the defence of the title on November
29-30 in Hinckley.
Diary Dates: Jan 4, Hunter Homines
(Men’s Pairs) and Fleming Femina
(Ladies’ Pairs), Tunbridge Wells, 11am.
Feb 7, Inter-club Competition (Teams of
8) Preliminary, Kingshill, 2.30pm. Feb 8,
George Griffiths (Senior Pairs), Tunbridge Wells, 11am. Feb 21, Inter-club
Competition Final, Kingshill, 2.30pm.

Lancashire
www.lancsbridge.co.uk
IT is my sad duty to
report the death of Betty
McNamara, the President of
the Lancashire Contract
Bridge Association, after a
long illness. Betty always took a keen
interest in Lancashire bridge and attended

Council meetings whenever possible.
Congratulations go to Catherine
Draper on being in the winning England
Ladies’ team at the Mind Sports Games in
Beijing, and to Andrew Woodcock and
Ollie Burgess, members of the U-28 team
which reached the quarter-finals.
After three rounds of the Northern
Bridge League, Lancashire A is lying third
out of six counties, Lancashire B fourth
out of seven, and Lancashire C third out
of eight.
Bolton Congress: Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Hilda
Williams – Marianne Farr; Men’s Pairs:
1. Andrew and Nick Woodcock. Championship Pairs: 1. Andrew Woodcock –
Marie Horlock; Teams: 1. Paul Evans,
Alan Whittam, Mike Nicholson, Des King.
LCBA Mixed Pairs: 1. Sue Woodcock –
Stuart Clarke. Pendle Witch Pairs: Experts:
1. Brian Irlam – Nihar Mitra. MiddleExperts: 1. Pam Cox – Ashley Rosen.
Non-Experts: 1. Jane Driver – Ann
Entwistle. Foundation Cup: 1. Barrie
Newall, Brian Ripley, Paul Evans, Alan
Whittam won on a tie-break from
Michelle Brunner, John Holland and
Alan and Kath Nelson.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Lytham Rose
Bowl, Lytham Bridge Club. Dec 28-30,
EBU Year End Congress, Hilton Hotel,
Blackpool. Jan 3-4, Manchester Congress,
Renaissance Hotel, Manchester. Jan 10,
LCBA Butler Pairs, Brierfield Bridge Club.
Jan 25, Lancashire Evening Post Pairs,
Preston. Feb 1, LCBA Championship
Pairs, Blackburn Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.leicsbridge.org.uk
SADLY we report the
death of Ramnik
Samani, who was a Life
member of the LCBA
and recipient of a
Dimmie Fleming award. Ramnik had
been a tireless supporter of Bridge in
Leicestershire for many years, serving as
Tournament Secretary and establishing
the Leicester Bridge Centre in 1983, and
will be much missed.
Leicestershire were first in Div. 3 of the
Three Counties competition. Ashby
topped the table, supported by Westcotes
(3rd) and Barkby (4th). In Div. 1 and 2,
Leicestershire finished third, despite
County B’s second place in Div 2.
County results: Sept 14 vs Worcestershire: 1st team won 16-4, 2nd team won
16-4, 3rd team won 18-2. Oct 12 vs
Nottinghamshire, 1st team 10-10, 2nd
team lost 7-13, 3rd team won 19-1.
The Otto & Edith Bowl (Mixed Pairs)
was won by Anne Wright – Tim Glover,
with Marjorie Boyd – John Lawson
winning the ‘non-expert’ prize. The
Midland Flitch qualifiers are Ian and Katie
Bruce, and Brian and Sheila Stockdale.
Clarendon (Paul Bowyer, Jim Mason,
Tony Odams, Duncan Happer) beat
County B in the Summer Knock-out final.
After two rounds Bill Hood – Nick
Stevens lead the Stanley Trophy.
Ben Green, Duncan Happer and Susan
Stockdale were members of the England
U28 team that reached the quarter-finals
of the WMSG U28 Teams event.
Diary Dates: Dec 6, EBU Club Director Course – Assessment, CBC; Dec 10,
Stanley Trophy R3, LGS. Dec10, Wilde
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Master Point
promotions
Middlesex
Life Master
Mrs J Cohen

Premier National
Master
Mr P Hasenson

National Master
Mr R Kane
Mrs F Liew
Mr B Ritacca

Dr H Leigh
Mr M Leigh
Dr N Mehta
Mr S Parekh
Mrs B Shah
Mr D Shah
Dr SR Vora
Mrs U Vora
Mrs H Westbury

Club Master

7 Star Premier
Master

Ms S Cooper
Mrs AG de Ayala
Mr K Depala
Mr S Desai
Mrs N Jashapara
Mr R Jashapara
Mr D Kothari
Mrs K Kothari
Mrs H Kothary
Mr MP Kothary
Mrs N Kothary
Mr B Lakhani
Mrs P Lakhani
Mrs G Musgrave
Mr J Patel
Mr DL Perridge
Mr S Sheldon
Mr C Sheth
Mr JK Sheth
Mrs U Sheth
Mrs S Varia

Mrs S Avoth

Local Master

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs M Hayman

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr D Blaine

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs S Berkovi

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Master SN Shah

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs J Haring

Regional Master
Ms P Cohen

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr DR Arundel
Mr R Murugesu

3 Star Premier
Master
Mrs LJ Burns
Mrs T Gent

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr R Burns
Mrs E Nelson

Premier Master
Mrs I Gee
Mr DS McDouall

Mrs K Doshi
Mr N Doshi
Mrs F Frais
Mr E Hughes-D’Aeth
Mr N Khajuria
Mrs J Mehta
Mrs A Mehta
Mr B Mehta
Mr N Mehta
Mrs P Mehta

Norfolk
5 Star Regional
Master
Mr R Cortis

3 Star Regional
2 Star Tournament Master
Master
Dr BB Dewhurst
Lady M Yacoub

Tournament
Master
Mrs LD Howard

5 Star Master
Mr AA Qaiyoom

4 Star Master
Mrs F Moshi
Dr E Sorrell
Mr RJ Sorrell

2 Star Master
Mr AH Wyatt

1 Star Master
Mr JG Francis
Mrs A Mace
Mr DV Mithani

Advanced Master
Mrs M Shah
Mr RH Spiro
Mrs M Tager

County Master
Mrs S Bardwell
Mrs EM Hyde
Mrs A Lakhani
Mr SD Mehta
Mrs AJ Shah
Mr J Shah
Mr R Shah
Mr J Stamatov

District Master

7 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Dewhurst

6 Star Premier
Master
Mrs S Birchall

4 Star Master
Mr P Carruthers

3 Star Master
Mr DM Thompson

1 Star Master
Mrs JM Abbott
Mr DA Ellis

Advanced Master
Mrs PA Seligman

District Master
Mr B Drobny

Club Master
Ms H Cao

Local Master
Mr SL Parsonson

North East
Grand Master
Mrs JV Gibson

Life Master
Mr DG Hassan

13 Star Premier
Regional Master

Mrs R Doshi
Mr J Jacobs
Mrs U Jobanputra
Mrs K Lester
Mrs G Sheth
Mr R Spencer

Mr J Wooton

Area Master

Mrs J Springett

Mrs K Gadani
Mr R Gadani
Mrs SN Khajuria

3 Star Premier
Regional Master

12 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr D Benison

4 Star Premier
Regional Master

Mrs E Purvis
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Cup, restricted teams, CBC. Dec 14,
Midlands League, Derbyshire, LGS. Jan
4, Midlands League, Warwickshire, away.
Jan 14, Joseph’s Bowl R2, CBC. Jan 28,
Stanley Trophy R4, Glenfield. Feb 2,
National pairs heat, LGS. Feb 8, Midlands League, Staffs/Shrops, LGS.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS
to Roy Hughes who has
been given a Dimmie
Fleming award, the first
one in the county.
Drene Brown would like to thank all
those who have sent their best wishes for
a speedy recovery after her stroke in
September, which has affected her sight.
There has been no improvement but
early days yet (mid October)!
So far there have been three competitions with entries lower than last year. In
the Mixed/Married Pairs Mo Parsons –
Maurice Ladlow won the Hannon Challenge Cup, and Bill and Shirley Holmes
the Dean Trophy.
In the Swiss Teams, after leading for
most of the competition Bill and Eileen
Herbert with Bill and Shirley Holmes
were overtaken by the winning team of
Alan Andrews, Harry Coates, Lo Tolbutt
and Ron Moss.
The Lincoln IMP was won by Debbie
Burton, Helen Gillatt, Mary Milnes and
Roger Shelly.
Dairy Dates: Dec 7, Ghost Pairs. Jan
18, Bainton Semi-final. Feb 1, Bainton
Final. Feb 15, Randon Seeded Teams –
Pre-entry essential.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
VERY many congratulations to Nick Sandqvist,
Tom Townsend, David
Gold and NPC Phil King,
all of whom won silver for
England in the Open series at the recent
World Mind Sports Games, and to Ross
Harper – Peter Czerniewski who reached
the last eight of the Seniors series there.
London is very proud of you all.
Well done for the following recent
good results: Olivia Woo, second in the
Pre-Congress Pairs at the Guernsey Congress; Mike and Carrie Eden, second in
the Surrey One-Day Swiss Teams; Dom
Goodwin who won the Two Stars Pairs
and was third in the Eastbourne Bowl at
the Autumn Congress. Also in Eastbourne, Paul Martin was third in the
Two Stars, Tim Gauld was third in the
Eastbourne Bowl, and Mary GordonSmith, Fiona Hutchison and Guy Hart
where third in the Burlington Cup.
Results: Mixed Pairs: 1. Ursula Harper
– Martin Hoffman; 2 Espen and Helen
Erichsen; 3. Justin Wickens – Carol
Regulski; 4. Jackie Fairclough – Graham
Orsmond. Champions’ Cup: 1. Surrey
–≠Home Counties League (Tony Eastgate,
Bob James, Penny Macleod, Richard
Currie); 2. London League (Rob Cliffe,
Nick Boss, Brian Callaghan, Michael
Ranis).
Diary Dates: Jan 11, Ian Gardiner
Trophy (London Teams of Four Cham-

pionship), 11.30am start, YCBC; contact
Sati McKenzie at s.mckenzie@gre.ac.uk or
 020 7627 0977. Feb 1, London Championship Pairs, 1.00pm, YCBC; contact
Nigel Freake  020 8801 2884 or at
gelohnake@waitrose.com. Feb 22, Palmer
Bayer Trophy (Restricted System Pairs),
1.00pm, YCBC; contact Chris Duckworth
at chris.duckworth@lineone.net or
 020 7385 3534.

Manchester
www.lighton.btinternet.co.uk/
TWO silver medals in
World Championships
to report! Well done to
Jason and Justin Hackett
on their silver medal in the World Open
Teams in Beijing and to Michael Byrne’s
Under-21 team’s silver. All the Under-21s
are well known here through their
attendance at the Manchester Congress
and the training sessions in our county.
The team was Ed Jones, Tom Paske, Rob
Myers, Ben Paske, Adam Hickman and
Dan Macintosh. Michael Byrne was
non-playing captain and Alan Shillitoe
coach. As Under-20 Squad manager,
Michael has worked tirelessly with his
players arranging practice opportunities
as well as training weekends, and deserves
much credit for the success of his team.
England also did well in the Under28s series in Beijing; congratulations to
Ben Green, Duncan Happer, Fiona Brown
and Susan Stockdale, who played in Manchester BC’s 30th Anniversary Teams,
plus locals Andrew Woodcock and Ollie
Burgess. They finished 6th out of 74
teams in the Swiss Teams qualifier; the
top eight teams qualified for the quarterfinals where our team lost to France.
We are delighted to report that the
International Bridge Press Association
Award for Defence of the Year went to
Michelle Brunner for her play against
China in the 2007 World Championship
quarter-finals.
A good all-round performance in September resulted in a further increase in
the overall lead in the Northern League C
Division. Well done Dave Pennington,
Lesley Johnson, Jim Morris, Jenny Morris,
Bernard Kaye, Roger Waddington, Ron
Steedman, Reg Bowdler.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, 1.00pm Ben
Franks Trophy, Manchester Bridge Club.
Dec 21, 2.00pm, Santa Claus Pairs MBC.
Jan 3-4 2009, Manchester Congress,
Renaissance Hotel, Deansgate.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
THE County lost one
of its stalwarts recently
with the sudden death
of Val Eakin. She was a
regular at most of the
events in the county for many years, and
until April this year was the steadying
hand as Chairman of the Merseyside
League. At the table she accepted good
fortune and bad with equanimity, and her
gentle sense of humour will be missed
by all those who knew her. (There is a
full obituary on the County website.)
Well done to Ted Reveley and Bill
Niccol who won the NWBA Autumn

Swiss Pairs event on October 12. They
have an excellent record in this event
having won it more often than not.
The MBC Congress Teams event held
at the beginning of September was won
by the foursome of Joan Marray, Julian
Merrill, David Flacks, Paul Roberts.
The opening event of the Merseyside
League season was the two-session Swiss
Teams, which was won by the Sutton
team. Three teams finished equal second:
Dusty Millers, Peninsula and Phoenix.
Diary Dates: Dec 6, Waterworth Cup
(County Pairs), MBC. Dec 14, Merseyside Cup (Open swiss teams), MBC. Jan
14, BGB Sim Pairs, MBC. Jan 17-18,
Chester Congress, Deva BC. Feb 1,
County Trials, MBC. Feb 8, Jean Keen
Trophy (County Women’s Teams), MBC.
Feb 22, Merseyside & Deeside Cup (Pivot
Teams), MBC. Mar 12, Charity Challenge,
MBC. Mar 15, Eric Howarth Cup (Open
Swiss Teams), Green Points, Deva BC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Heather Dhondy, Anne
Rosen, Nevena Senior,
Nicola Smith and their
NPC, Martin Jones, for
winning the Gold Medal
in the Women’s Teams at
the World Mind Sports
Games in Beijing. Congratulations also
to Artur Malinowski for winning the
silver medal in the WMSG Open Teams.
The Autumn Congress was a successful
tournament for Middlesex: Frances Liew
won the Championship Pairs; Jeremy
Dhondy won the Eastbourne Bowl, with
Ian Pagan finishing second, and Frances
Liew and John Vos third. At the Guernsey
Congress, Ian Pagan finished second in
the Swiss Pairs.
In County Events, the Dorset Cup was
won by Jacqui Tobias – Gary Jones.
Fatima Choglay – Linda Boyd won the
Beginners’ Pairs. Pratibha Desai – Bhadra
Mehta won the Newcomers’ Pairs.
Best of luck to the Middlesex Tollemache team: Tony Waterlow – Victor
Silverstone, Heather Dhondy – Nevena
Senior, Neil Rosen – Martin Jones,
Jeremy Dhondy – Ian Pagan and Keith
Bennett – Richard Hillman.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Ladies’ and
Gentleman’s Pairs, Eastman’s, 12:00pm.
Jan 18, Ranked Master Pairs, Oshwal
Bridge Club, 2:00pm. There are a multitude of qualifying heats scheduled for
the National Pairs, the Middlesex Mixed
Pairs, and the Middlesex Championship
Pairs. An extensive competitions calendar
can be found on the County website.
Do report points of interest to
hsbakhshi@aol.com.

Norfolk
www.norfolkbridge.co.uk
A WELL-deserved Dimmie
Fleming award has been
made to Roger Amey for
his long-term services to
county and country bridge.
Martin Pooley has much
to celebrate: daughter Emma won a
silver medal in the cycling time trial at

www.ebu.co.uk
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COUNTY NEWS
Master Point
promotions
Mr JT Scott

Local Master

2 Star Premier
Regional Master

Mrs S Murison

Mrs A Bainbridge
Mrs S Rodger
Mr H Wells

6 Star Regional
Master
Mr NJ Durie

2 Star Regional
Master
Mr E Szymczuk

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs A Hauxwell
Dr B Hnyda

4 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Baker

Premier Master
Mr R Zigmond

Notts
1 Star Regional
Master
Mrs Y Dowson

12 Star Premier
Master
Mrs J Parsons

4 Star Premier
Master
Mr P Savage

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Savage

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr IW Roxburgh

Premier Master
Dr RJ Atkinson

5 Star Master
5 Star Tournament Mr DB Cadwallader
Master
1 Star Master
Mr J Hodgson
Mrs M Wilson

Mr P Wood

Mrs M Martin

Mr T Anderson
Mr G Bamforth

Advanced Master
1 Star Tournament Mr GB Moore
Master
Master
4 Star Master
Mr G F Young

3 Star Master

County Master

Mr S Hetherington
Mr B Myers

Mr M Edwards
Mrs E Hutton
Mrs G Wilkins

2 Star Master

Area Master

Mr J L Gray
Mr I Mitrani

Mrs J Tomlinson

1 Star Master

Mrs B Bell
Mrs M Buller
Mr R Buller
Mr S Signorini
Mrs I Summers

Mrs D Quick
Mrs M Wilkinson

Advanced Master
Mrs W Beeforth
Mrs A Wake

Master
Mr W J Bell
Mrs E Hayden
Mr J L Little
Dr PJ Lowe
Mrs A Patterson
Mrs F M Smith

County Master

Club Master

Local Master
Mrs K Clayton
Mrs E Jones
Mrs P Signorini

Oxfordshire
Grand Master
Mr A Wilson

National Master

Mr GO Carroll
Miss C Dutton
2 Star Premier
Mr T Gregory-Smith

District Master
Dr N Henry
Mr A Lancaster
Mrs C Lancaster
Mr G Turner
Mr S Watson
Mrs D Wimpenny
Mr S Woodward

Area Master
Mr D Brook
Mrs M Lydon
Mr C Smith

Local Master
Mr GT Cockburn
Mr I Gill
Mrs S Harrison

Regional Master
Mr SE Powell

3 Star Regional
Master
Mr P W Finbow

1 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Henry

Regional Master
Mr NS Henry
Mr A Murphy

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Sheppard

4 Star Premier
Master

Northants

Mrs P Z Perry
Mr P Perry

Premier National
Master

2 Star Premier
Master

Mr IM Clarke

Mrs L Swadling

1 Star Premier
Regional Master

Premier Master

Mr J Josephs

5 Star Regional
Master
Mr B Alston

4 Star Regional
Master

Mr J A Clacey
Miss H Erfan-Ahmed
Mr M Lucas
Mrs A Potter

4 Star Tournament
Master
Mrs JE Alden

Mr P Double

5 Star Master

3 Star Regional
Master

Mr CJ Pavelin

Mr G Dolby

Mr E Berkeley
Mr KD Smith O.B.E.
Mr D Wright

Regional Master
Mr M Trask

Advanced Master

www.ebu.co.uk

Beijing, and he and bridge partner Jan
Anderson have married.
Congratulations to Graham Grist –
Christine Buchanan, who won the Senior
Pairs Consolation event at Brighton. The
County A team started the season with a
big win against Hertfordshire, but the B
and C teams were both beaten.
The summer season of trophy events
concluded with Neville Hill – Iris Green
winning the YMCA trophy. John Massey
– Mike Sabberton, and Peter and Helen
Gaskin won the last two Open Pairs.
Other event winners were: Robertson
Cup: Gabriel and Giles Ip; Allwood Wharton Teams of Eight: Norfolk and Norwich
A (Dave Newstead, Roger Amey, John
Harrison, Neville Hill, Mike and Barbara
Harnden, Gillian Hall, Iris Green); N&N
will represent Norfolk in the next Garden
Cities Trophy. Houston Trophy Swiss
Teams: Roger Amey, Gerard Faulkner,
Dave Newstead, Terry Noble.
Diary Dates: Dec 14, Barclays Bank
Trophy, qualified pairs, Roundwood; Jan
11, Smart Trophy, teams, Bawburgh. Jan
18, Beccles Swiss Teams, Loddon.
Correction: winners of the Broke Cup
were Richard and Andrea Middleton.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
OUR season is now well
and truly under way,
with events for both
‘experts’ and beginners
having taken place. The
Swiss Pairs, held at St
George’s, was won by Ruth Barker –
John Blackett, and the Senior pairs, also
at St George’s, by Fred Dalton – Tony
Jackson. The action moved to Newcastle
the following week, when Kathy Pike,
Mary Page, and Inga and webmaster
Neil Aiston won the Newcastle Teams
Congress. Further north yet (there is life
north of Newcastle) to Castle Morpeth
for the Newcomers’ Teams-of-four where
Trevor Stone, Bob Williamson, Dorothy
and Alan Dearing were successful.
Outside our region, Clive Owen – John
Atthey were runners-up in the Great
Northern Swiss Pairs, and Clive, playing
with son Chris, joined up with Charles
and Violet Outred to win the teams at
the Peebles Autumn Congress.
Congratulations to all our winners,
and apologies to Margaret McCabe –
Marion Curran, the Cramlington Congress
winners, and not as reported in the last
edition. Mea Culpa. The crystal claret
jug in memory of Ian Spoors, awarded
to the winners of the Northern Swiss
Pairs, will be on display at the Congress.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Niman-Israel pivot
teams. Jan 4, St Georges Congress. Jan
11, Deane Salver. Jan 25, King Cup.
Details on the website.

Northamptonshire
www.northantsbridge.info/
ON Sunday January 11 we shall be holding the Alastair Brodie Memorial Trophy.
It will be pairs in the afternoon with
teams in the evening, your team-mates
determined by your position in the pairs.
A substantial two course meal will be
provided. Tickets: £12 per player.
Inter-club Teams of Eight Leagues: in

Div. 1 Northampton A are leading with
74 VPs from six matches, with Stamford
A in second place with 48 VPs from
three matches. Towcester A are leading
Div. 2 with 79 VPs from five matches
with Stamford C 10 points behind.
Northampton C are leading Div. 3 with
92 VPs from seven matches but Wellingborough are on 89 after only six matches
Only a few of the Broke Cup firstround matches have been played; the
teams captained by Maggie Jones, Christine White and Graham Dolby have won
their first-round matches.
Saturday Winter League 1: 1. Jim
Deacon, Mark Tilley, Ian Clarke, Christine White; 2. Chris Heames, Christina
Brewster, Terry and Mary Knights.
Saturday Winter League 2: 1. Jim Deacon,
Mark Tilley, Ian Clarke, Christine White;
2. Marcus Witt, Trevor Thrower, Mike
Gore Browne, Bill Chadwick. Wednesday
Winter League 1: 1. Mollie Cooke, Jo
Henbury, Colin Tuton, Brenda Smith; 2.
Tony Philpott, Brenda Bale, Florence
Followell, Paula Ollive. Wednesday Winter
League 2: 1. Maggie Jones, Brian Davies,
James and Shirley Dutton. 2. Mike
Wiggins, Pam Peacher, Len Shulman,
Ross Stacey.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Porch Trophy,
Kettering. Dec 13, Winter League N/E 4,
Kettering. Dec 17, Winter League S/W 4,
Northampton. Jan10, Winter League N/E
5, Kettering. Jan 11, Alastair Brodie
Memorial Trophy, Kettering. Jan 21,
Winter League S/W 5, Northampton.

Nottinghamshire
www.nottsbridge.org.uk
IN the county match v Lincolnshire, the
1st, 2nd and 3rd teams won 17-3, 17-3
and 16-4 respectively, while in the match
v Leicestershire the 1st team drew 10-10,
the 2nd won 13-7 but the 3rd lost 1-19.
Summer competitions: Black Cup
(mixed pairs): 1. John and Irene Auld, 2.
William Crook – Pat Mantle. Farr Cup
(similar pairs): 1. Rob Sharpe – William
Crook, 2. Clive Kaye – Graham Lee. The
NCBA Swiss Pairs was cancelled for lack
of support.
Diary Dates: On Sundays the County
Swiss Teams Championship will be on
Dec 7, the Mixed Pairs Championship
on Jan 11, and the Team of Four
Championship Heat on Jan 25. Enquiries
and entries to Graham Brindley  0115
923 2186. On Wednesdays the Christmas
Party is on Dec 17, after which the
NCBA Bridge restarts on Jan 7 with the
Spring Event, consisting of 8 Wednesday
sessions, interrupted by the BGB Sim
Pairs on Jan 14 and the National Pairs
Heat on Feb 25.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
OXFORDSHIRE’S Pro-Am
will be held on Tuesday
27 January at 7.15 for a
7.30pm start at Oxford BC.
Last year’s event, heavily
oversubscribed, was hailed
as the highlight of the year. You are
advised to arrive early to guarantee your
place. ‘Ams’ are restricted to holding
fewer than 5000 MPs and will partner
more experienced players up to and

including current County players. Entry
fee only £3 per player, prizes galore!
Congratulations to Ed Jones, a member of the U-21 squad that won a world
championship silver medal in Beijing,
and to Simon Cope, coach of the Open
team that also won silver.
At the Bedford Congress, Lorraine
Jones, Peter Owen-Smith, Maxine and
Stuart Henry won the Pilgrim’s Trophy
for the highest placed Swiss team containing at least two players below the rank
of Regional Master. Maxine and Stuart,
this time with team-mates Andrea and
Stan Powell, won the B Flight at the Surrey
Green-pointed Flighted Teams event.
Krishan Jalie – Geoff Nicholas won
the September Seniors Pairs event, with
Norman Gascoyne – Colin Jones winning
in October. All players are reminded that
this series continues throughout the year
on the second Monday of every month
at Roke.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, OBA Swiss pairs,
Oxford BC; Dec 11, OBA Management
Committee Meeting, Oxford BC; Dec 14,
Dawes league v Lincolnshire (away); Jan
4, Haddenham Swiss Teams, Haddenham;
Jan 18, Harwell Cup (Teams of Four)
including Beck Cup heat, Oxford BC;
Jan 27, Oxfordshire Pro-Am, Oxford BC;
Feb 1, County Pairs Semi-final 1, Oxford
BC.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge .org.uk
WE held our very popular
and oversubscribed West of
England congress at Weston
Super Mare in October and
thanks go to Ann Bawdon
for the marvellous way she
organised this event. Sheena Lanham –
Sula Turpin won the Ladies’ Pairs,
Barbara Biggin – Anne Skinner second.
Roger Sweet – Mike Whittaker won the
Men’s Pairs, with John Polhill –Nicky
Ferguson second. Championship Pairs: 1.
Peggy Moss – Gordon Clark, 2. Edward
Leatham – Bryan Cross, 3. Lindsay
Hewson – Mike Whittaker. Swiss Pairs: 1.
Tony Hill – Alan Wearmouth, 2. Roger
Sweet – Colin Juneman, 3. Barbara Biggin
– Di Bishop. Louise and Warner Solomon,
Pat Davies and Gwynn Davis won the
Swiss Teams, with John Moore, Pauline
Serby, David Hinkin, Kenneth Benjamin
second. Congratulations to all.
Congratulations to Graham Heal,
David and Gina Howard and Eric
Cummings on winning the Paul Jones.
A mixed start for Somerset in the
Western League. Against East Wales the A
team of Colin Simcox, Frank Coltman,
Mike Whittaker and Roger Sweet won
14-6, the B team of Joe and Daphne
Patrick, Sheena Lanham and Tony Russ
won 11-9. Against Hereford, the B team
of Russell Day, Ernie Sutton, Ray Walder
and Peter Gurman had a very good 16-4
win and the C team of Jane Clark, Ken
Nicholl, Holly Quinn and Barry Morrison
had an excellent 19-1 win.
It has been very good to see Dave
Latchem back at the bridge table. With
Di Bishop he won the Corsham Pairs and
with Colin Juneman came second nationally in the BGB Autumn Sim Pairs.
Colin Juneman and Roger Sweet with
Steve Turner and Steve Tomlinson have
December 2008 English Bridge
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now reached the quarter finals of the
Gold Cup.

Master Point promotions
Master

Mr R O’Neill

Mr K Plumb
Dr C Whelan

Master

6 Star Regional
Master

Mr A J Caddick
Mrs EJ Cleasby

Mrs JP Cahm
Mrs MR Mansell

Mr T Dawn
Mrs L Hamblett
Mrs M Kettle
Mr PM Kettle
Mr M Lapthorn
Ms E Middleton
Mr M Stevens

District Master

4 Star Regional
Master

District Master

Mr NB Drummond

County Master

Mr P Barnes
Mrs S Brown
Mr N Cardin

Mr P Laughlin
Mr R Stevenson

Area Master
Mr G Kershaw
Mr P Tallon

Club Master

Suffolk

Mr CD Bamberger

Mr M Covill
Dr RPH Gasser
Prof R Gombrich
Mrs MI Lewis
Mr J Lowen

Premier National
Master
Mrs B Barker

Club Master

6 Star Regional
Master

National Master
Mr W Tweddell

Mr ML Spencer

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs EM Tora

3 Star Premier
Master

Local Master

Dr H Lacey

Mr C Dawe
Mr S Fox
Mrs EA McGiven
Mrs G Nancarrow
Mrs J Wulf

1 Star Tournament
Master

Somerset

3 Star Master

Life Master

Mrs P Blatchly

Mr KJ Bawdon
Mr MC Powell

Mrs JM Watson

Premier National
Master
Mr DG Porter

7 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr G Langdale

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs GA Shave

Premier Regional
Master
Mr L Hewson

6 Star Regional
Master
Mr N Starks

6 Star Premier
Master

Mrs MG Coates

4 Star Master
Mr PE Tarrant

2 Star Master
County Master
Mrs MB Driver
Mrs FCM Moor
Mrs J Price

District Master
Mr R Barton
Mrs S Barton
Mrs C Rickard
Mrs S Shuttlewood
Mr P Whetton
Mrs JM Wood

Area Master
Mr M Freestone
Mr G Grochowski
Mr M Sutherland

Club Master

Mrs MR Lewin

Mr JS Gaynor
Mr BW Johnston
Ms J Menzies
Mr N Mortimer
Mr E Wright
Mr RG Wright

1 Star Master

Surrey

Mrs S May

1 Star Premier
Master

Mr KA Crago

Advanced Master
Mr DW Payne

Master
Mr SA Oldham
Mr J Tidball

Area Master
Mrs J Begg

Staffs &
Shropshire
Premier Regional
Master
Mr J Vickers

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr RG Leland

3 Star Premier
Master
Miss L Lewis

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs JS Stevenson

3 Star Master

3 Star Regional
Master
Mr AF Beer
Mrs CS Chevalier
Mr ED Louis

2 Star Regional
Premier Life Master Master

Area Master

Mrs SC Abell
Dr J Anderson
Mrs M Bowden
Dr JS Deech
Mrs DOO Lord
Lady Jan Thomson
Mr RJ Van Noorden

Mrs MJ Fellows
Mrs FE Trebble

Mrs J Beresiner
Mrs L Murphy

1 Star Regional
Master
Mr JHM Scalway

Mrs AC Needs
Mrs JP Owen
Mrs JR Stark
Mr TJ Welsh
Mrs J Wolf

Advanced Master
Mrs PG Davies
Mrs ML Franklin
Mrs PM Mackintosh
Mr RV Shah
Mrs TK Tibos
Mr J Wills

Master
Dr PJ Bailey
Ms M Chahine
Mrs VEA Franklin
Dr W Russell
Mr J Troiano

County Master

20 Star Premier
Master

Mr A Barnett
Mrs JM Cookson
Mr NG Everingham
Mrs M Page
Mrs P West
Mr P West
Mrs DM Wild

Mrs BM Bueno

District Master

Regional Master
Mr S Foster
Mrs IM J Louis
Mr NC Morley

17 Star Premier
Master
Mrs I Hough

16 Star Premier
Master
Mr L Hough

15 Star Premier
Master
Mrs MS Dunbar

12 Star Premier
Master
Mr JH McKimmie

11 Star Premier
Master

Mr M Alexander
Mrs A Binder
Miss AC Price

Area Master
Mr M E Emery
Mrs K M K Green
Mrs R Hainsworth
Mrs J Longrigg
Mr A Longrigg
Mrs M Margetts
Mrs S Moss
Mr I Shami
Mrs F Wallace

Club Master

Lt. Col. MH Lipscomb Mr B Barnett
8 Star Premier
Mrs JR Butters
Master
Mr A Gardner
Mrs DK Beaumont
Mr AN Margetts

5 Star Premier
Master
Miss JE Spence

4 Star Premier
Master
Mr DJ Harvey

3 Star Premier
Master
Mr PJ Saies

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs EA HammergrenSmith
Mr R G McIntosh

Local Master
Mrs D Boatman
Mr R Jones
Mr S Reid
Mr DC Trendle
Mrs C Urquhart
Mrs R White

Sussex
Life Master
Mr K Norman
Mr RE Stevens

6 Star Premier
Regional Master

1 Star Premier
Master

Mrs M Collins

Grand Master

Regional Master
Mrs SM Brent
Ms A Haring-Pedrocchi Mrs A Burgess
1 Star Premier
Mr M Skelly

Mr IP Gordon
Mr R James

3 Star Tournament
Master

Regional Master

Premier Life Master Mr TH Gough
2 Star Tournament
Mr A Dutton
Master
Mrs WA Miller
Mr N Collings
Life Master
1 Star Tournament
Mrs HB Beattie
Master
Mr S J Bourton
Mr CI Lambe
Premier National
Master
Tournament Master
Mrs J A Allard
Mrs SM Barrett
Mr DI Nastaszczuk
Mrs B Rangarajan
Mr G Rangarajan
Mr B J Themis

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr KK Law

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs AM Kolbe

Mrs EA Berrisford

3 Star Premier
Regional Master

1 Star Master

Mr J Beresiner

Mrs JCS Mayer

Advanced Master

8 Star Regional
Master

Mrs PM Davies

Mr P Thorpe
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Mrs S Cohen
Mr MJ Mulligan

4 Star Master
Mrs G Jones

3 Star Master
Mrs PJ Bleakley
Mr DC Doyle
Mr D Lampert
Ms E Stewart

2 Star Master
Mrs AFE Buckingham
Mrs S Hankin
Dr G Lloyd
Mrs BA Lockwood
Mr KRR Williams

2 Star Premier

Mr WJ Nicolle

Premier Regional
Master
Mr D Howard-Houston

8 Star Regional
Master
Mr DA Witcomb

5 Star Regional
Master
Mr JW Hunt

4 Star Regional
Master
Mr KR Baker
Mrs CM Watson

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs MD Jones

1 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Etherington

14 Star Premier
Master

Staffs and Shrops
www.wolverhamptonbridge.org.uk/
Staffs/
CONGRATULATIONS to Tony Leech –
Pam Booth-Jones on winning the Chester
Bowl. In the Edgar Foster, Malcolm and
Judy Mitchell were third, closely followed
by Keith Shuttleworth – Brian Nichols.
Jason and Justin Hackett won the Silver
medal in the World Mind Sports Games
in Beijing. This is the best result England
has ever had in the Open teams. Paul
Hackett got his revenge in the Buffett Cup,
by captaining the European side, which
had an excellent victory over the USA.
Paul Hackett was in the leading team
after the first two weekend of the Premier
League when the field breaks into two
divisions. Jason and Justin and Alan
Mould start off in Div. 2 but should either
of their teams win the division in the final
weekend they will be promoted to Div. 1.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
THE newly Green-Pointed
Felixstowe Congress this year
was a resounding success
with attendance up almost
25% on both days. It was good to see so
many new faces along with the regular
supporters of this event. Barry Capal
presented the trophies. Swiss Teams:
1. Paul and Val Morrison, Simon and
Judith Moorman; 2. Peter Sutcliffe, Peter
Gemmell, Chris Chambers, Jim Gobert.
Championship Pairs: 1. John Cullingworth
– David Kendrick; 2. C. Chambers – Jim
Gobert. Consolation Pairs: 1. Manny
Marks – Martin Hoffman; 2. Colin
Bamberger – Robert Green. Open Pairs:
1. Maria Allnutt – Debby Sutcliffe; 2. Neil
and David Brown. Our next congress
will be held on October 10 and 11, 2009.
Please make a note in your diary.
David Price was a member of the
Seniors team to represent England in the
1st World Mind Sports Games in Beijing.
The team reached the quarter-finals and
unfortunately were knocked out by
Japan, the event winners.
Congratulations to Paddy and Norma
Shannahan of Bury St Edmunds Bridge
Club, who came fourth in the BGB Autumn Simultaneous Pairs.
Results: Ipswich & Kesgrave Swiss Pairs:
1. Ralph Parish – Robert Green; 2. Rick
Hanley – Jeff Orton. Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Jacky
Driver – Fleur Waters; 2. Maria Allnutt –
Debby Sutcliffe. Men’s Pairs: 1. Colin
Bamberger – Robert Green; 2. Alan Green
– Roger Tattersfield. Club Teams of Eight:
1. Frinton; 2. Colchester.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Suffolk Championship Teams, 2pm. Jan 11, Mid Anglia
Pairs, 2pm, both at Stoke by Nayland.
Jan 15, Open Heat Suffolk Pairs,
Kesgrave 7pm. Jan 29, National Pairs
Qualifier, Kesgrave, 7pm. Feb 8, Bury St
Edmunds Swiss Teams, 2pm.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
SURREY achieved a clean sweep of the
top three places in the One Day Swiss
Teams at Guildford: 1. Jeffrey Allerton,
Frances Hinden, Peter Lee, Graham
Osborne; 2. Mike and Carrie Eden, Sue
and Richard Millard; 3. Bernard Pike,
Elizabeth Phillips, Arun Suri, Bob McRobert. Christine Dyer – Denny Wade
were the highest finishing Surrey pair in
the Swiss Pairs in fourth place.
Ken Ford – Ian Swanson playing with
an out of county pair won the Sussex
Cup at Bournemouth. Chris Smart, also
playing with an out of county player, was
runner up in the Satellite Pairs final.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Ladies’/Men’s
Pairs, Oxshott. Jan 11, County Pairs &
Plate, Cobham. Note that All County
DAYTIME events will now start at 1pm.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
FIRST we would like to
offer Sussex member Sally
Bugden many congratulations and support for being
the first ever lady chairperson of the EBU; we wish
her every success.
The Autumn Congress was held at
Steyning in September: Pivot Teams:
1. Malcolm and Karen Pryor, Duncan
Curtis, Andy Morris; 2. Roger Poulter,
David Sedlickas, Pyers Pennant, Jean Boydell. Congress Pairs Main Final: 1. Pyers
Pennant – David Howard Houston;
2. Mike Dancy – Jean Smallwood.
Secondary Final: 1. Mike Finch – Molly
Freeman; 2. Keith and Moira Baker.
Swiss Teams: 1. Mick Carrington, Gerry
Stanford, Dave Franklin and Richard
Fedrick; 2. Pyers Pennant, Jean Boydell,
Roger Poulter, David Sedlickas.
Four Sussex members were in the top
two places in the Surrey Green Point
Swiss Pairs, both on 108 IMPs: well done
Joy Mayall – Peter Brown (first) and
Andy Morris – Duncan Curtis (second).
Congratulations to Eddie Lucioni who
with Nawal Fenwick, John Harrison and
Mike Walsh, won the Pivot Teams at the
Dubrovnik Congress.
Well done Chris Jepson – David
Clifton, who were third in the Satellite
Pairs at the EBU Autumn Congress.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
HEARTY congratulations
to Martin Jones, NPC of
the gold-winning England
Ladies team, and to Susan
Stockdale in the Under-28
team after their fine performances at the Beijing World Mind
Sports Games. Also, congratulations to
Dodo Georgevic – Sue Goldman who
took third place in the Great Northern
Swiss Pairs.

Mrs VM Redman

1 Star Master

9 Star Premier
Master

Mrs BG Alexander
Mr H Klocek

Mrs A Hone
Mr EL Rivett

1 + 2 Tables at home
info see www.scorer123.com
www.ebu.co.uk
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COUNTY NEWS
Master Point promotions
6 Star Premier
Master

2 Star Premier
Master

Tournament Master 5 Star Master

Mrs HA Barker

Mr P Cotterill

Mr DL Haines
Mr L Stronach

5 Star Premier
Master

5 Star Master

4 Star Master
Mr DF Price

3 Star Master

Advanced Master
Mrs G Coltman

Mr GT Jackson
Mr F Yates

Master

2 Star Master

Mrs G Peppercorn
Mrs DM Strauss

Mr D Biswas
Mrs D Foster
Mr RD Timms

3 Star Premier
Master

4 Star Master

Mr P Hunt

3 Star Master

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr S Ackroyd
Mrs VM Howell

Mr AL Carr
Mrs RM Brain

2 Star Master
Mrs J Aiton
Mrs J Griffiths

Tournament Master Mrs RM Hardy
Mr DE Towell
Advanced Master
5 Star Master
Mr A Marks
Mr WB Davies
Master
4 Star Master
Mrs E Bretherton
Mr K R Oliver

Mr I Cain

Mrs A Merrills

Area Master
Mrs E Jackson
Mrs J Rowell

Club Master
Mr JA Kaye
Mrs MS Turner

Worcestershire
5 Star Premier
Master
Miss BM Lee
Miss W M Packwood

Mrs AD Baker
Mrs V Cafferkey
Mrs R Elcombe

Mr G W Hudson
Mr PM Jones
Mr G Lightfoot
Mrs SA New
Ms S Wallbank

1 Star Master

County Master

2 Star Master

Mrs K Berger

Mrs CA Cooper
Mr M Falk
Mr V S Khorana

1 Star Master

3 Star Master

Advanced Master
Mrs J Hardy
Mr NJ Levine
Mr M Paskins

Master
Ms M J Bisson
Mr M Causley
Mr R Clark
Mrs A Cullen
Mrs HV Friend
Mrs JM Graham-Hyde
Mrs JO Holden
Mrs J Isaacs

District Master
Mrs S Adcock
Mr S Creasey
Mr JP Hall
Mrs K Lightfoot
Mr M Owen
Mrs S Owen
Mr G Ramsay
Mr RG Spencer

Area Master

3 Star Premier
Master
Mr CF Payne
Mr T Norgrove
Mr BJ Bowen
Mr P Greaves

Advanced Master
Mr CR Little

Master
Mrs SR Wilson

County Master

Mr RG Bertram
Mrs CA Hall

1 Star Master
Mrs BD Binns
Mrs MFT Huddleston
Mr TL Leech
Mr K Pope
Mrs MA Trickett
Dr D Trueman

Advanced Master
Mr JR Angell
Mr S Elvidge
Mr I Jane
Mrs IE Newbound

Master
Mrs P A Joseph
Mrs J Matthews
Mr JS Mulligan
Mrs JL Robertson

County Master
Mrs J Barstead
Mr NL Dapp
Mrs JB Fleming
Mrs P R McGraynor
Mrs ML Morton
Mr DJ Poisson
Mr A Tucker

Mrs S Tadman

District Master

Area Master

Mrs AA Allison
Mr R Bielawski
Ms J Clarkson
Mrs K Fort
Mr A Foss
Ms K Markert
Mrs B Richardson
Mrs AB Thompson

Mr R Davey
Mr P Ford
Mrs LA Kennedy

Mr WG Buss
Mr AJ Crawford
Mr A Harris
Mrs L Warburton

Mrs J Atkin
Ms P Booth
Mrs J Lea
Mr J Lea
Mr LF Smith
Mr K Williams

District Master

Club Master

Premier Life Master Area Master

Mr R Calderwood
Mr R Hamilton
Mrs Lyn Harris
Mr AN Whall

Mrs F Moses
Mr H Moses
Mr B Nash
Mrs V Pike
Mrs P Shakeshaft
Mrs J Smith
Mr M Wann

Dr D A Duddell
Mr D Williams

County Master

Club Master
Mrs D Whitehead

Yorkshire

Mr CJ Banks

Premier Grand
Master

Mrs M Laycock

Mrs D Brewin
Dr J A Cherry
Mr DM Coats
Mr R Dew
Mr AE Hepton
Mr R Jackman
Mrs ME Jackman
Mrs C Kaye
Mrs K Leeson
Mrs PL Macfie
Mrs P Midgley
Mrs CM Powne
Mrs W Shaw
Mr D Venables
Mrs S Venables
Mr R Wagner
Mr PM Witty
Mr A Woods

Advanced Master

Regional Master

Club Master

Mr S Green

Mr RH Gregory

County Master

Miss F Brown
Mrs A Kimberley

Mr G Bak
Mrs S Dickinson
Mrs J M Firth
Mr AJ Kauf
Mrs D Marshall
Mrs E Ricketts
Mrs HM Terry
Mrs M Tinker

Area Master
Mr J Alldridge
Mrs W Keech
Mrs DM Sinclair

Local Master

Life Master
Mrs P Murphy

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs ME Gerrard

4 Star Premier
Regional Master

Ms JMG Cooper
Miss LA Way

Mrs M Barnett
Mrs J Billinge
Dr A P Fraise

Local Master

Westmorland

Mr M G Clarke
Mrs Z Clewer
Mr P Janes
Mrs J Mason

2 Star Premier
Regional Master

8 Star Premier
Master

Mr DH Goodyear
Mrs JP Powell

Mr A Williams

Warwickshire

1 Star Master

1 Star Regional
Master

Club Master

Premier Life Master Mr EG Fall
Miss R Coubrough
Club Master
Premier National
Mr R Brazier
Master
Miss A Ford
Mrs C Brown

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr PJ Nicholds

2 Star Regional
Master

Mrs IM Shaw

Local Master
Mrs J Mitchell
Mrs J Wilkinson

Wiltshire

Mr JA Proctor

11 Star Premier
Master
Mrs R Scriven

10 Star Premier
Master
Mrs P Cox

9 Star Premier
Master
Mrs HJ Gardiner

Mr A Bond
Mrs M Bond
Mrs GB Latham

Premier National
Master

8 Star Premier
Master

Mr J Maggs

Mr I Johnson

1 Star Regional
Master

Regional Master

6 Star Premier
Master

Mrs DM Thorne

Mr J Treble
Mr R Williams

3 Star Premier
Master

3 Star Premier
Master

5 Star Premier
Master

Prof RJ Stacey

Mrs S Stevens

Mr M Lunn

Mr M Lindley

Local Master
Mr J Footman
Mrs J D Ford
Mr DF Fricker
Mr A Green
Mrs P Grieve
Mr M C Hurley
Mrs D Shaw
Mrs AK Thornton
Mrs G Vriesendorp
Mrs J Walker
Mrs MP Whitehouse
Mr C Wood

At home, in the Midlands Inter-county
League, the county had good wins
against Worcs with 14-6, 17-3 and 17-3
in the three teams.
News from Moseley BC highlights
Nanette McWhirter, Alan Sant, Paul
Cotterill and Tony Cundy as winners of
the Moseley Bowl, with runners-up Ali
Imam, Abul Mostafa, and Libby and
Colin Lang. In the Ann Ormond Pairs,
Adrian Knight – Leslie Reece were
successful, with Ali Imam – Andre Pacek
in second place.
Diary Dates: Reserve your places for
the Midlands Counties Congress on Jan
5-7 at Bransford. Golfers should meet at
West Midlands BC for the Golf Print
Trophy heat at 7.15pm on Wednesday,
Jan 14. Later, book your place in the
Doyle Plate mixed pairs on Sunday Feb
8, 1.45 pm at West Midlands BC. Entries
for Warwicks events should be sent to
P. Whitehouse  0121 704 9287.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
THE Premier League and
Knock-out competitions
are now well advanced,
each having attracted an entry of ten
teams. After two matches, Martin Buck’s
team (Adam Harvey, Roger Bendall and
Maurice Baker) are ahead in the League.
The Corsham Pairs was won by Diane
Bishop – Dave Latcham, while the Cliff
Sibley Multiple Teams went to Mike
Huggins, Irene Robinson, Paul Keightley
and Chris Jones.
Wiltshire players have cut a swathe
through out-of-county events. Phil Bennett, Roger Wilmott, Dave Cooke and
John Maggs won the Frome Charity
Swiss Teams; Katharine Hodgson, Roy
France, Bob Bannister and Andrew Law
won the Oxfordshire Swiss Teams; and
Pat Davies – Gwynn Davis teamed up
with Warner and Louise Solomon of
Devon to win the West of England
Congress Swiss Teams. Also out of county,
Chris Dixon was a member of the England Seniors team that qualified through
the round-robin stage at the World Mind
Sports Games in Beijing before losing in
the quarter-final to Japan.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Championship
Pairs Q. Jan 4, Butler Pairs. Jan 18,
Mixed Pairs. All at the Nursteed Centre.

Worcestershire
www.wcba.freeserve.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
our members on their
various recent successes:
the County Men’s Pairs
was won by Mike Theelke
– Grahame Weir. The County Ladies’
Pairs was won by Monica Parker and
Myra Hunter. The recent inter-county
Edgar Foster Cup was won by Richard
Jephcott – John Samson. Our non-expert
competition, the Irene Allen, took place
recently: it was won by Andy O’Hare –
David Heard from Wendy Packwood –

Myra Hunter and James Taylor – Roy
Withers.
At the Dubrovnik Congress, Dick and
Jane Rutter won the Mixed Pairs and
Paul Hammond – Jimmy Ledger won
the Men’s Pairs. Jimmy Ledger, David
Thomas, Mike Theelke and Graham
Weir won the Leicestershire Swiss Teams.
In the recent Welsh Foursomes, Steve and
Val Kennewell, together with Sue Evans
and Denis Loynes, finished third despite
an unscheduled trip to A&E half-way
through after an accident in the car park!
One of our members, Ada Hampton
is about to reach her 100th birthday and
is still playing bridge, having started in
her 20s. To celebrate, there will be a
teams competition against a team from
the West Midlands Bridge Club. Jack
Davies, aged 101, will be playing for
WMBC.
Coming up on November 30th is the
Healey Cup competition. Every club in
the county is welcome to put in one or
more teams for a fun day’s bridge. More
details on www.worcestershirebridge.co.uk.
Diary Dates: Dec 1, Worcestershire
Mixed Pairs. Dec 15, Charity Swiss Teams.
Jan 9-11, Midlands Counties Congress.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.freeserve.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to Fiona Brown
– Steve Raine, who won the EBU’s
Brighton Congress Mixed Pairs event.
The autumn bridge season got under
way with three one-day teams events
run by local clubs. Winners of the
Huddersfield Examiner Rose Bowl, by a
wide margin, were Geoff Kenyon, June
Manning, Judith Biles, Stephen Pollard;
the leading team in the Consolation
Final was Keith Cornish, David Fletcher,
Raphael Grossman, Roman Gembicki.
A team of present and former Durham
University students (Adam Dickinson,
Phil Smith, James Ewington, Eve Hatfield) headed the leader board in the
24th annual Garforth Swiss Teams.
The Sheffield team of David Waxman,
Richard Pike, Tom Gisborne and Sandy
Davies were victorious in the second edition of the relaunched Leeds Swiss Teams.
287 pairs took part in the Kath
Grimoldby Simultaneous Pairs, won by
Steve Blackburn – Gill Copeland of
Bradford.
Yorkshire players featured strongly in
the EBU’s Dubrovnik Congress. Janet and
Ted Latham won the Swiss Pairs. Janet
then joined forces with Heather Hobson
to win the Ladies’ Pairs. Agnes Blewitt –
Stan Collins were members of the victorious team in the Swiss Teams.
Much-travelled Janet and Agnes also
won the Ladies Pairs at the Guernsey
Congress. Phil Godfrey was in the winning
team in the Isle of Man Congress.
Diary Dates: Dec 7, Yorkshire League
(round 3). Dec 21, Mixed Pivot teams
(New Earswick). Jan 4, Yorkshire League
(round 4); Jan 11, Yorkshire Pairs (New
Earswick). Feb 1, Yorkshire League
(round 5).

DECEMBER 21 is the closing date for the submission of county reports for the next issue of English Bridge.
Please e-mail: elena@ebu.co.uk
www.ebu.co.uk
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A day in the life of . . .

Chris and Cath Jagger
Chris and Cath Jagger are a young married couple who share a passion for bridge
and Latin American formation dancing. Chris has won most of England’s national
bridge titles; Cath has played in the England women’s team at European and World level.
THE first impression the Jaggers give is of
two young people really good at enjoying
life together. The next is that although
Catherine has amazing stamina, Chris is
like a Mexican bean, always leaping from
one activity to the next, one step ahead of
everyone else.
Take their morning routine: by the
time Catherine, who needs her sleep,
drags herself out of bed at 8.30 and cycles
to her office in Cambridge, Chris has
already caught a
train to London
and often put in a
couple of hours of
work. Chris works for
Deloitte, an accountancy
firm, writing and running
national training
programmes in London,
Cambridge, the Midlands
and sometimes overseas.
Catherine does not rush
around quite so much: as a
co-director of a small
current affairs publishing
company, she scrutinises
the world and does all her
research and editing from
her computer.
Whoever gets home
first in the evening
starts cooking, then it’s
a quick dinner before rushing out: twice a
week to a dance training session, or the
theatre, or perhaps a bridge match. Free
nights are few – and often occupied by
one form of work or another. They have
collaborated on a couple of travel books,
reflecting their other interest in seeing the
world. In fact if they are not spending
weekends playing bridge or training with
their dancing team, they’re off travelling
– Chris (who had a head start) has visited
58 countries, but as Cath knows well
from compiling her firm’s atlases there
are still 137 to go. Relaxing just doesn’t
seem to be part of the agenda.
Both the Jaggers learned bridge as kids.
Chris played with his brother under the
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guidance of his parents, while Catherine’s
interest in the game goes back to an
earlier age when, as a little girl, her
rubber-bridge-playing father allowed her
to stay up a bit later than usual on the
once-a-month Friday when the ‘lads’
came round to their house for bridge. She
would sit on a stool beside her dad, and
was allowed to sort his hand. Then at age
13 she and her mother started taking
lessons. By 26 she had become the
youngest ever
female Grand
Master.
As far as the
Jaggers’ other
passion, dancing,
is concerned,
Chris led the way,
starting at university
while doing his
maths Ph.D. He then
introduced Cath to
ballroom dancing
(when she was nearing
the end of her maths
degree) and both have
now danced on the XS
Latin formation team
for ten years. The
team competes twice
a year in the Winter
Gardens Ballroom at
Blackpool, has won two British
Championships, and regularly represents
England at the World Championships,
dancing overseas in Germany, Austria,
Lithuania and Belarus. The team’s
routines combine rumba, samba, jive, cha
cha and paso doble, with music currently
taken from ‘Saturday Night Fever’, though
past themes include ‘Tom Jones’, ‘Moulin
Rouge’ and ‘Aladdin’.
With all of their commitments, it’s no
wonder they don’t play bridge regularly –
but when they do compete, on the same
team or separately, their results are
usually excellent. Whether at bridge or
dancing, Chris and Catherine Jagger are a

class act.

Chris Jagger’s Top Tip
Try to work out why opponents
do what they do.
Take this deal from the Pachabo in
which both defender and declarer were
striving to understand the other’s point
of view – defender to try to lure declarer
into the wrong line, and declarer to
ensure seeing through it:
North
1♥
2NT
4♦
6♦
7♣

South
2♣
3♠
6♣
6♥

You have a good descriptive auction, if
a little ambitious. The layout is:

♠
♥
♦
♣

KJ72
J 10 6 3
AKQ
A5
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

A 10 5 3
Void
62
KQ76432

You ruff the ace of hearts lead, play two
rounds of trumps and ruff another
heart. Then you play a third trump
(always cash another round of trumps if
you can afford it to see what happens).
Both opponents throw diamonds. Not
so exciting, eh?
You cross to a diamond and ruff
another heart, before cashing two more
diamonds. On the last one West throws
the king of hearts; so you play dummy’s
last heart, both hands following ,East
playing the queen. Who should you
play for the queen of spades?
That’s right: you have a complete
count of the hand; you know that West
started with 3-5-3-2, so what’s the
problem?
But hang on a minute. You have a
reasonable county-level player on your
left, whose greatest strength is that she
really tries to win. Why did she pitch a
diamond on the third trump? She had
an easy heart discard. Did she want you
to have the count? Why did she pitch
the king of hearts with a small card left
in hearts – did she want you to think
she had difficult discards?
I hate placing too much faith in
opponents, but then again I hate them
to get the better of me; my instinct is
that East has the queen. And sure
enough, thirteen tricks roll in – West has
♠ 9 8 6 ♥ A K 8 7 2 ♦ 5 4 3 ♣ 9 8.
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